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Abstract 

An optical characterization methodology has been developed to characterize the 

detaited microstructural characteristics of metal/dielectric nanocomposite thin films. 

The characterization is based on parametric models of the optical response of the 

nanocomposite systems applied to spectro-ellipsometric and spectro-photometric o p  

tical data. The modeling consists of effective medium approaches in combination with 

a modified Drude response to describe the metal and a Cauchy/Urbach response to de- 

scribe the dielectric. The rnethodology was applied to gold partides in the size range 

3 to 30nm embedded in and deposited on different dielectric materiah. The films 

were fabricated using hybrid approaches consisting of magnetron sputtering of the 

gold and plasma enhanced chemical vapour deposition (PECVD) of the dielectric, in 

particular, plasma-polymerized fluorocarbon (PPFC) and hydrogenitted amorphous 

silicon dioxide (Si02:H). 

'Ibo important factors are critical in regard to the feasibility of such a charac- 

terization methodology: (i) the sensitivity of the optical constants of nanocomposite 

materials to the microstructure arisîng fiom the excitation of collective conduction 

electron oscillations, so-called surface plasmons, and (ii) the inherent sensitivity of 

ellipsometric measurements to the optical constants of thin films, cornbined with the 

constraints imposed on the optical mode1 by taking spectroscopie measurements at 

multiple angles of incidence, and by incIuding transmission spectra in the analysis. 

These two factors make possibIe the use of fitting procedures to extract either optical 

or microstructural parameters. 
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The methodology was utilized in two distinctly different contexts. The first one 

concerns the characterization of the microstructural dependence of nanocomposite 

films on the fabrication conditions. This was emphasized in the case of the Au/PPFC 

system where the dependence of the gold volume fiaction on glow discharge param- 

eters and post-deposition thermal treatments was quantified and explained in terms 

of the ratio of the gold sputtering rate to the plasma polymerization rate and a 

restructuring of the polymer, respectively. 

The second concerns the characterization of the particle size dependence of the 

opticai response of gold. This was emphasized in the case of the Au/Si02 systern 

where high temperature post-deposition thermal treatments were used to induce par- 

ticle growth through diffusion and liquid-like coalescence of smaller particles. In this 

way, films with particles ranging in size from 4nm to greater than 20 nm and having 

the same gold volume fraction could be studied. 

Two limiting particle sizes were identified: (i) for particles larger than 20nm 

phase retardation and scattering become significant, rnarking the limit of the quasi- 

static approximation, and (ii) for particles less than 10 nm changes in the inter-band 

opticai constants of gold become significant, marking the limit for which the bulk core 

response is applicable. In between these particle sizes, unprecedented aggreement 

between the rneasured spectra and the effective medium mode1 was obtained. This 

bas allowed for two important observations: (i) a clear demonstration of dipole-dipole 

interaction effects seen with increasing particle concentration, and (ii) an accurate 

measure of the width of surface plasmon resonance as a function of particle size. 

The changes observed in the core response for particles smaiier than 10 nm consist 

of ( i )  a shift of the inter-band absorption edge to lower energy, (ii) a decrease in the 

slope of the edge, and (iii) the broadening of features due to inter-conduction band 

transitions. These changes were attributed to a combination of surface stress-induced 

distortion of t he atomic structure and the iduence of surface atoms which are distinct 

with respect to the volume atoms by virtue of their decreased coordination. 



The finite size-induced changes of the core response of gold were used to account 

for the observed dependence on particle size of the optical spectra of discontinuous 

films consisting of substrate supported particles. The 2-D format also allowed for the 

observation of some additional effects, including (i) image charge interaction and its 

dependence on the matrixjsupport combination, (ii) thermally-induced morphologi- 

cal changes consisting of the açsumption of more spherical particle geometries with a 

smaller size distribution, and (iii) metal/matrix interaction, in particular, the trans- 

fer of charge at the metal/matrix interface for particles deposited on a conductive 

support. 

The observation and quantification of the various microstructural dependencies 

was made possible by a combination of (i) the careful consideration of the optical 

response of the constituent materials comprising the effective medium (including both 

intra- and inter-band absorption in the metal and both dispersion and absorption in 

the dielectric) and ( i f )  the applicability of the effective medium approach to gold 

particles embedded in PECVD matrices, The latter criterion concerns the ability 

to prepare isolated metal particles with a small size distribution in a non-reactive 

embedding material which serves only as a host for the particIes. The corollary of 

this ability is that these materials are ideally suited for application in such fields as 

nonlinear optics where the effective medium response is key to device optimization. 



Condensé en français 

Les propriétés optiques de particules métalliques sont tributaires de l'induction 

d'une oscillation collective des électrons de conduction, appelée plasmon de surface. 

Cette induction produit des bandes d'absorption résonantes dans la gamme des lon- 

gueurs d'onde ultraviolets-visibles, dont l'énergie et la largeur dépendent des carac- 

téristiques morphologiques des particules (taille, forme, concentration, état de coa- 

gulation) et des propriétés diélectriques du matériau dans lequel les particules sont 

intégrées. Cela permet d'utiliser la technique de la spectroscopie optique, méthode 

sensible et non intrusive de caractérisation des dktails microstructurels des matériaux 

nanocomposites métal/diélectrique, 

Les caractéristiques microstructurelles sont extraites en appliquant des modèles 

optiques à la réponse mesurée. La réponse électrodynamique, qui comprend à la fois 

l'absorption et la diffusion par une particule de métal de taille arbitraire, est donnée 

par la théorie de Mie (Éqs. 1.1 à 1.5). L'extinction (c.-à-d. l'absorption et la diffusion) 

selon la taille découle de la théorie de Mie comme le montre la figure 1.1 et consiste 

en une série de bandes correspondant à chacun des types d'oscillation des électrons 

de conduction. L'énergie de résonance des diverses bandes se décale vers le rouge et 

elles s'élargissent en fonction de la taille des particules à cause, respectivement, du 

retard de phase et du phénomène de dispersion. 

Dans la limite de petites particules et de grandes longueurs d'onde (la limite quasi- 

statique, LQS), seul le mode dipôle est induit, autrement dit la résonance pIasmonique 

de surface (RPS), et Ies équations de Mie se réduisent a une expression en fonction de 



la taille de la particule qui ne tient compte que de l'absorption (Éq. 1.7). La figure 1.2 

montre le spectre d'absorption dans Ia LQS dans le cas de matériaux intégrés ayant 

des fonctions diélectriques différentes, eh. La dépendance de l'énergie de la RPS des 

propriétés diélectriques du matériau environnant est une conséquence du criblage du 

champ électromagnétique incident causé par le matériau utilisé, 

Dans la LQS, on peut s'appuyer sur la réponse électrostatique prévue par les 

théories sur Ie milieu effectif (TME) pour décrire les propriétés optiques d'un ensemble 

de particules métalliques. Contrairement a la théorie de Mie, qui se révèle exacte dans 

Ie cas d'une particule unique, ces théories ne peuvent s'appliquer à une concentration 

plus forte de particules où l'interaction entre les champs dipôles des particules (effets 

dit champ local) est forte. La TME la plus pertinente aux microstructures consistant 

en particules isolées est le modèle de Maxwell-Garnett (M-G) (Eq. 1.15). Dans Ia 

limite ou la fraction volumique du métal (p) est faible, cette théorie se raméne à 

l'expression de Mie dans la LQS. En augmentant p, la TME de M-G prévoit un 

élargissement et un décalage vers le rouge de la RPS, comme l'indique la figure 1.4. 

Dans la LQS, l'énergie et la largeur de bande de la RPS, selon Mie ou Ia TME de Pvl- 

G, ne dépendent que de E,, et de p. Cependant, on peut prévoir d'autres effets, appelés 

effets de taille limitée, qui découlent de Ia dépendance de la fonction diélectrique 

du métal selon la taille des particules. Parmi les effets de taille limitée, notons (i) 

l'effet quantique (EQ), (ii) le déversement des électrons de conduction, (izi) l'effet 

d'une couche de surface exempte de toute polarisation du noyau, et (iv), les effets de 

structure atomique. 

L'effet quantique correspond à la discrétisation de la bande de conduction au fur 

et à mesure de la d i u t i o n  de la taille des particules et débouche sur l'élargissement 

de la RPS (Éqs. 1.26 et 1.30) en raison du couplage des plasmons de surface et de 

l'induction d'éIectrons entre les divers niveaux discrets (c-à-d. amortissement de Lan- 

dau). Ce phénomène de dépendance, caractérisé par un paramètre d'élargissement A, 

permet de calculer la t d e  de Ia particule dans la LQS. Le déversement des électrons 



de conduction correspond à la densité non nuile des électrons en dehors du rayon R 

de la particule définie par le noyau de l'ion (Fig. 1.10) et se traduit par un décalage 

vers le rouge de la RPS ainsi qu'une diminution de R (Éqs. 1.31 et 1.34). 

Les deux autres effets limités sont plus fréquents dans les métaux nobles, contrai- 

rement aux métaux alcalins, en raison d'une bande d chargée d'électrons et d'une 

dépendance concomitante du spectre optique de la réponse du noyau (Fig. 1.3). L'ab 

sence de polarisation de la couche de surface s'explique par le fait qu'il n'y a pas 

de chevauchement des fonctions d'onde des électrons de conduction et de la bande d 

dans le cas des atomes de surface (Fig, 1-12)' ce qui se traduit par un décalage vers le 

bleu de la RPS avec une diminution de R (Éq. 1.36) en raison de l'augmentation de 

la proportion des électrons de surface. Par effets de la structure atomique, on entend 

tant les changements induits par la contrainte de surface de la structure maillée que 

ceux causés par les atomes de surface, qui diffèrent des atomes internes de la parti- 

cule parce qu'ils présentent une coordonnation moindre. La dépendance de la réponse 

optique de la structure atomique découle de son influence sur la réponse du noyau. 

Cette étude porte sur la fabrication et la caractérisation microstructurelIe des 

matériaux nanocomposites or/diélectrique sous forme de couche mince. Ces couches 

ont été fabriquées en appliquant des approches hybrides consistant en pulvérisation 

magnétron de l'or et en dépôt chimique en phase vapeur activé par plasma du di- 

électrique. Les systèmes plus particulièrement étudiés sont ceux qui reposent sur des 

particules d'or intégrées à des matrices, soit de fluoropolymères, soit de SiO2. 

La caractérisation microstructurelle ne reposait que sur des méthodes optiques 

consistant en l'utilisation de modèles paramétriques pour décrire la réponse optique 

tant du méta1 (c.-à-d. Drude, Éq. 1.8) et du diélectrique (c.-à-d. dispersion du Cau- 

chy, Éq. 2.24, et absorption d'urbach, Éq. 2.25), et de leur réponse comme milieu 

effectif lorsqu'ils étaient combinés (c.-à-d. Maxwell-Garnett, Éq. 1.25). L'application 

de ces modèIes aux spectres optiques en ajustant Ies paramètres pertinents est rendue 

possible par le recours aux données ellipsométriques et photométriques. La sensibi- 



lité des mesures ellipsométriques dans le cas des constantes optiques des matériaux, 

en particulier pour ce qui est d'une couche mince déposée sur un substrat ayant un 

indice de réfraction similaire, est essentielk pour définir le minimum global lors de la 

procédure d'ajustement. L'inclusion de données photornétriques permet de recueillir 

toute l'information portée par le faisceau lumineitu réfléchijtransmis et se révèle es- 

sentielle si l'on veut réduire la corrélation entre les divers paramètres au moment de 

t'ajustement. 

Le premier système que nous avons étudié est un nanocomposite or/fluoropolymère 

prépar4 A l'aide de polymérisation par plasma d'un Auorocarbure (octafluorocyclobu- 

tane, CIFS) et de la pulvérisation simultanée d'or dans un simple réacteur RF 

armatures parallèles (Fig. 2.2). Nous avons appliqué le modèle Maxwell-Garnett aux 

spectres optiques pour déterminer les paramètres microstructurels des couches dépo- 

sées dans différentes conditions et soumises à divers traitements thermiques après  

dépôt. 

La concentration volumique d'or variait de 15 à 35%, tout dépendant des para- 

mètres de décharge Luminescente (pression du gaz de travail, mélange de gaz, puissance 

d'entrée) et du recuit après-dépôt. L'influence de p sur les paraniétres de décharge 

(Fig. 3.2) était établie seton le ratio de la dispersion de l'or à la polymérisation du 

plasma. L'augmentation de p dans un recuit à 160°C (Fig. 3.4) pouvait s'expliquer par 

une restructuration et la possibilité d'un effet de traitement de la structure réticulée 

du polymère, qui se traduit par une densification de la couche. 

La taiiIe des particules, toutes situées dans la gamme de 4 à 9nm, était calcu- 

Iée au moyen d'un paramètre d'élargissement A = 0.25, déterminé au moyen d'une 

analyse par microscopie électronique en transmission d'echantillons sélectionnés, et  

l'on constate qu'elle augmente en fonction de la concentration (Fig. 3.3a). La taille 

maximale que l'on pouvait obtenir était déterminée par les conditions de fabrication, 

qui n'offraient pas beaucoup de possibilités de croissance pendant le dépôt, et par la 

faible température du recuit utilisée, qui ne permettait pas d'obtenir de coalescence 
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quasi-Iiquide des particules d'une taille supérieure à - 5 nm (Fig. 3.6). 

Le second système que nous avons étudié était un nanocomposite Au/SiOz préparé 

au moyen d'un dépBt chimique en phase vapeur activé par plasma du SiOl grâce à 

une combinaison des gaz SiH4 et NzO et d'une pulvérisation d'or, animée cette fois à 

l'aide d'une source RF distincte (Fig. 2.3). La matrice Si02 diffère du fluoropolymère 

sous deux aspects principaux : (i) elle est plus stable du point de vue thermique et 

(ii) la discontinuité d'absorption a lieu B un niveau d'énergie plus élevé {comparer les 

Figs. 2.7 et 2.9). Dans le premier cas, les traitements thermiques après-dépôt peuvent 

être effectués à une température beaucoup plus élevée, de sorte que la coalescence 

quasi-liquide ne se limite pas aux trés petites particules. C'est ainsi que l'on peut ob- 

server une croissance des particules et non une coagulation, ce qui permet de préparer 

des couches a partir de particules de plus de 20 nm. 

La couche de grosses particules obtenue lors des traitements thermiques après- 

dépôt à 900°C permettait de déterminer ia limite des grosses particules du modèle de 

hilaxwell-Garnett, c'est-$dire le début de la dispersion et du retard de phase (Fig. 4.4a 

et 4.7). L'adhérence du système Au/Si02 à la microstructure proposee par 1a TME 

de M-G permettait également d'avoir une idée précise de l'influence du champ local 

(Fig. 4.6) et de l'effet de la taiIle limitde (Fig. 4.4b) sur l'énergie de la RPS. 

L'absence d'absorption de la matrice dans Les ultraviolets permettait de Caire une 

analyse détaiiiée de la réponse du noyau d'or (Fig. 4.8) qui montre une dépendance de 

la taille des particules consistant en un déplacement de la discontinuité d'absorption 

interbandes vers une énergie inférieure et une diminution de la pente de la courbe 

de la discontinuité (Fig. 4.9)' ainsi qu'un élargissement des caractéristiques dues a la 

transition entre les différents niveaux dans la bande de conduction. On a pu mon- 

trer que cette dépendance de la taille des particules était un facteur important du 

déplacement vers le bleu de la RPS à mesure que la taille des particules diminue et 

l'associer à une augmentation du désordre structure1. L'augmentation du désordre 

de la structure atomique peut s'expliquer par une augmentation de la déformation 





lométrique étroite, sont mis en évidence en comparant la réponse optique des couches 

bidimensionnelles initialement déposées et de celles qui ont été recuites pendant cinq 

heures à une température de 250°C (Fig. 7-1). On a utilisé ces changements morpho- 

logiques pour expliquer, selon la taille des particdes, la différence de la dépendance 

de l'énergie de liaison et de la largeur de raie des électrons Au 4fTI2 (Fig. 7.3) que l'on 

observe grâce à la spectroscopie des photoélectrons par rayons X (Fig. 7.2). 

Enfin, nous avons utilisé des couches bidimensionnelles pour montrer l'effet du 

transfert d'électron à travers l'interface rnétal/matrice de la RPS (Fig. 7.1) en dép* 

sant ces couches sur des substrats conducteurs (oxyde d'indium-étain). Ce transfert 

de charge était également nettement apparent dans les spectres de l'Au 4f, qui ne 

présentait aucun changement de la charge induite au niveau de l'énergie de liaison 

de l'état 4fTI2 que l'on pouvait observer dans les coiiches déposées sur les substrats 

isolants (Fig. 7.3). 

En conclusion, ce travail permettait de démontrer la possibilité de produire des 

couches minces de nanocomposites présentant une microstructure très semblable à 

celle prévue par les théories du milieu effectif, à savoir des particules métalliques 

isolées avec une répartition granubmétrique étroite, incorporées dans une matrice 

diélectrique qui ne sert que de support hôte. Ces couches nanocomposites ont été 

fabriquées au moyen de matrices déposées chimiquement en phase vapeur activé par 

plasma (fluorocarbure plasma-polymérisé et %Oa) dont la structure est amorphe et 

compacte, en combinaison avec: des nanoparticules d'or intégrées, qui sont chimique- 

ment inertes. 

Nous avons utilisé la réponse optique des couches nanocomposites pour illustrer 

deux tmes de comportements inhérents à ces systèmes : le premier concerne les effets 

découlant des théories du milieu effectif, à savoir l'influence de l'interaction dipôle- 

dipôle à une forte concentration des particules, et l'interaction de la charge virtuelle 

en présence d'une interface substrat/matrice. 11 touche également les effets qui ne sont 

pas prévus par la théorie du milieu effectif, à savoir l'observation du début du retard 



de phase et de la dispersion. 

Le second partie porte sur la dépendance de la taifle des particules des constantes 

optiques de l'or. La microstructure idéale, combinée à des mesures ellipsométriques 

précises ainsi qu'A mesures photométriques, a permis d'observer plusieurs effets im- 

portants qui apparaissent à mesure que la taille des particules diminue : (i) un déplace- 

ment de la discontinuité d'absorption interbandes vers les niveaux d'énergie inférieurs, 

(ii) une diminution de la pente de la courbe de discontinuité, (iii) un élargissement 

des caractéristiques dues à la transition entre les différents niveau dans la bande de 

conduction et (iu) une largeur de la RPS inférieure, pour une particule donnée, à celle 

qui avait été observée auparavant. 

La faible larguer de la RPS est attribuable à une répartition granulométrique 

étroite des petites particules combinée à une interface métal/diélectrique non réactive. 

Les essais de quantifier la relation entre la taille des particules et la largeur de la RPS 

ont abouti à des paramètres d'élargissement de -4 = 0.15 à 0.25, de beaucoup infé- 

rieurs à ceux que laissaient présager les modèles classiques et plus semblables, quoique 

inférieurs, à ceux que prévoyaient les modèles quantiques (Tableau 1.1). La précision 

de ces videurs inférieures de A est corroborée par le fait qu'il y a correspondance entre 

le retard de phase et la dispersion observés et prévus (c.-à-d. à 3R - 15 - 20 nm). 

Les résultats de cette étude sont pertinents à deux égards : tout d'abord, du point 

de vue de la caractérisation des effets de taille limitée dans le cas d'une spectrosco- 

pie nonintrusive, comparativement à des méthodes plus intrusives, en particulier la 

microscopie électronique en transmission et la spectroscopie des photoélectrons par 

rayons X. L'autre aspect est celui des applications actuelles et éventuelles des couches 

nanocomposites. En ce qui concerne la catalyse hétérogène, la dépendance de la taille 

des particules et du matériau de support des propriétés électroniques est essentielle 

pour mieux comprendre I'augmentation de l'activité inhérente aux systèmes de pe- 

tites particules. Quant a u  matériaux nonlinéaires utilisés en télécommunications, la 

capacité d'intégrer un matériel nanocomposite dans une couche mince qui adhère à 



une microstructure, comme le prévoient les modèles du milieu effectif, est essentielle 

en ce qui concerne l'optimisation du facteur d'amélioration du champ local et, par 

conséquent, le rendement du dispositif. Pour ce qui est de la nanoélectronique, le fait 

qu'il y ait un transfert de charge à travers I'interface particule/diélectrique, ainsi que 

le donnent à penser certaines expériences, laisse entrevoir la possibilité de manipuler 

la densité des électrons, ce qui est habituellement réservé aux semi-conducteurs, et 

d'imaginer toute une gamme d'applications éventuelles. Par exemple, on pourrait fort 

bien imaginer de fabriquer des transistors qui réagissent à la charge d'un seul électron 

en tablant sur la très faible capacitance de la jonction particule/matrice. 
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Introduction 

Frorn a classical electrodynamic point of view, a rnetal particle is, in essence, 

cl bounded electron gas. The m a t  fascinating aspect in this respect is that the 

particles can support natural oscillations in the electron density at their surface, 

so-called surface plasmons, SPs. Unlike their plane surface counterpart, which can 

only be excited optically through surface modification (surface roughness, diffraction 

grating grooves) or using evanescent waves (attenuated total reflection), the sphericaI 

confinement of the electrons in particles allows direct coupling of the SPs to photons.['l 

This coupling produces dips in transmission spectra corresponding to the exci- 

tation of different modes of oscillation of the electrons, the dipole mode being the 

so-called surface plasmon resonance, SPR. ~arada~[*l  in 1857 was the first to note 

the brilliant colours exhibited by metal particles and ~ o o d [ ~ I  in 1902 was the first 

to associate these colours with a new resonant absorption mechanism at wvork in the 

particles. Models describing the optical response of metal particles quickly followed: 

hi~auwell-~arnett[~~ in 1904 and ~iel'l in 1908, the former considering the particles as 

polarizable points within the quasi-static approximation, the latter solving i'vfaxwell's 

equation for the scattering and absorption of light by a spherical particle of arbitrary 

size. Both of these models are general in that the dielectrïc constant of the metal is 

incorporated simply as an input parameter. 

From a quantum mechanicd point of view, a metal particle is a many electron 

system confined in a sphericaily symmetrîc potential which automatically gives rise to 

a spherical sheli structure in which the electrons successively fiil the degenerate energy 



levels. The idea that the conduction band in metal particles is split into discrete levels 

(the so-called quantum size effect, QSE) was 6rst proposed by ~rohlichI~1 in 1937 and a 

theoretical mode1 based on a statistical description of the level spacing was introduced 

in 1962 by Kubo.['I The currently accepted model of the electronic structure of the 

conduction electrons in metal particles was developed by ~kardt[*I in 1984 in which 

the electrons are described within the density hnctional formalism and the ionic 

core structure as a uniform positive background within the jellium approximation. 

The shell structure predicted by tbis Iatter model has been repeatedly observedlgl in 

rnass-abundance spectra of free cluster beams. (The particles in the cluster beam are 

analyzed in a mass spectrorneter, and the expected drops in mass-abundance spectra 

after each shell clasing due to the instability of open-sheil clusters are observed.) 

From a thermodynamic point olview, the most intriguing aspect of metai particles 

is the role of the surface in determining the minimum energy structure. Recent high 

resolution transmission electron microscopy (HRTEM) studies['Ol have revealed a se- 

ries of structural phase transitions that occur in small metal particles with decreasing 

size, in particular, the transition frorn FCC type single crystals to multipty twinned 

particles (MTPs), followed by a region of instability consisting of rapid structural 

transformations between different crystd geometries (so-calied quasi-melting, QM), 

and the eventud melting of the particle a t  temperatures below the bulk point. 

The basic rationale[lll behind the transition to MTPs, which are compact struc- 

tures based upon packing of tetrahedra of different symmetries (i.e. icosahedral, 

decahedral), is that they have total lower surface energy compared to simple single 

crystds because of more low energy (1 11) faces. The transformation to MTPs cornes 

a t  the expense of interna1 strain, the energy cost of which is outweighed by the net 

gain in surface energy for smaller particies. The basic rationale['*I behind the depres- 

sion of the thermodynamic rnelting point Iies in the fact that smaII particles have a 

higher proportion of surface atoms, atoms which have fewer nearest neighbours and 

are thus more weakly bound and less constrained in their thermal motion. 



The structural transformations that take place in small particles also have im- 

plications concerning the electronic structure of both core and conduction electrons. 

Changes in the lattice parameter induced by MTP formation or, in general, by surface 

stress, will affect the electronic band structure of the meta1.['~*'~1 Increasing disorder 

and full-fledged melting wiIl affect changes in the electron-phonon interaction and in 

the nature of optical excitations, from direct inter-band transitions with conservation 

of energy and crystal momentum, to local, or nondirect transitions, with only energy 

conservation being important!151 The increasing number of surface atoms, distinct 

in their electronic structure cornpared to volume atoms by virtue of their reduced 

~oordination,['~~~'1 will also affect the overall electronic response of the particle. 

Aside from the purely academic interest arising from the rich variety of physical 

phenornena described above, metai particles are also of interest due to their current 

and potential technological importance* The most obvious optical application con- 

cens their spectrally selective properties. The ability to tailor the optical response 

depending on the embedding material, the metal, and the size, shape, concentration 

and state of coagulation of the particles has led to such applications as:[I81 decorative 

glasses, selective solar absorbers for photothermal conversion of solar energy, foils 

for radiative cooling, coatings for energy efficient windows, and coatings for infrared 

furtivity. 

A more recent opticai application relevant to the telecommunications industry 

concerns the intrinsic third-order susceptibility ( ~ 3 , )  of metal particles.[1g?201 The 

SP-induced local field enhancement of the already large X: values yields effective 

t hird-order susceptibilities of metal/dielectric composites (xCf !) which appear to be 

sufficient to construct photonic devices for optical switching and c ~ r n ~ u t i n ~ . [ ~ ~ I  The 

major hurdle to overcome pcior to the deployment of such devices is the high ab- 

sorption coefficient (a) inherent to the resonant optical nonlinearity. In particular, 

the figure of merit r r j ~ : ~ ~  needs to be minimized to allow d c i e n t  transmissioo in 

a waveguiding device for signa1 detection, while at the same tirne, sufficient nonlin- 



earity to allow switching. One potential solution to the C Y / X $ ~  bottle-neck is the use 

of non-spherical particles combined with a nonlinear embedding material.[22*231 In an 

alternative approach, the local field effects are utilized to enhance the response of 

nonlinear chromophores attached to the particle s u r f a ~ e . [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  

The most important non-optical application of metal clusters has been in the field 

of heterogeneous catalysis where particles are deposited on a supporting substrate 

and exposed to a reactant gas. The striking, and as yet not under~tood,[~~] differ- 

ence in catalytic behaviour between metal films and particles is e~emplified by gold: 

In the bulk form, gold shows strong affinity only For sulfur and sulfur containing 

compounds, whereas particles exhibit e~traordinary catalytic combustion, partial ox- 

idation of hydrocarbons, hydrogenation of unsaturated hydrocarbons, reduction of 

nitrogen oxides, and photocatalytic production of hy~irogen.[~~**~l One due to the ori- 

gin of the enhanced catalytic activity might be its strong dependence on the type of 

support,i281 usually a metal oxide (A1203, Co3O4, Fen03, SiO2, Ti02). 

More exotic applications related to nanoscale electronics are based on the ability 

to control the charge in the particles, a possibility suggested by X-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy (XPS) st u d i e ~ l ~ ~ ]  and optical spectroscopy~30-32~. A particular example 

of charge control is the Coulomb bl~ckade[~~l where one has observed discrete electron 

charging of metal particles arising From tunneling across ultralow capacitance (C < 

10-I6F) junctions. The change in electric potential when an electron tunnels across 

the dielectric/metal junction is large enough to impede the next electron fiom tun- 

neling. The btockade c m  be overcome through sequential (2n + l)e/2C increases in 

voltage, incrementally charging the particle by single electrons, producing a junction 

with a straircase current-voltage c w e .  

The present study concerns the optical properties of metai/dielectric nanocom- 

posite materials in a thin film format. On one hand, it consists of the development 

of a characterization methodology that aliows extraction of the detailed microstruc- 

tural characteristics of the film based entirely on opticai methods (e.g. without the 



need to resort to additional methods such as TEM, QCM, profilometry, etc.). Such a 

characterization methodology is relevant to the development of nanocomposite thin 

film applications with regard to both a better understanding of the physics involved, 

and from an optimization perspective. 

On the other hand, it consists of the characterization of the physicai phenom- 

ena arising €rom the finite size of the particles, in particular, the role of the surface 

in determining the structural and electronic properties by virtue of their influence 

on the optical properties. As such, it is a complement to other (more invasive) 

characterization techniques used to study the properties of small particles, most no- 

tably HRTEM~'~~  and photoemission spectroscopy,~34~35~ as well as other standard 

(Le. extended Kray absorption finestructure (EXAFS) spectroscopy,1361 electron 

diffra~tion,(~'1 Xray diffraction ( X R D ) [ ~ ~ ~ )  and more novel (field-ion microscopy~3g~ 

variable energy positron spectro~copy,~~~1 scanning probe microscopy~"~~) techniques. 

[t is also cornplementary to other optical characterization methods that have recently 

been applied to the study of metal particles, in particular, femtosecond transient 

absorption spectroscopy~42~ and scanning near-field optical m i c r o ~ c o ~ y . ~ ~ ~ 1  

The utility of optical spectroscopy to characterize metal/dielectric nanocompos- 

ites lies in the excitation of SPs, and their inherent sensitivity to both microstructure 

and finite size effects. The plausibility is provided by the use of parametric rnodels to 

describe the optical response of both the metal (Le. ~ r u d e k ~ ~ l )  and the dielectric (Le- 

Cauchy dispersion/Urbach a b ~ o r p t i o d ~ ~ ~ ) ,  as well as their response when combined to 

form an effective medium (i.e. Maxwell-~arnettl~l). Applying these models to optical 

spectra through fitting of the relevant parameters is made possible by using both 

ellipsometric and photometric data. The sensitivity of ellipsometric measurements 

to the opticai constants of materials, especially in the case of a thin film deposited 

on a substrate having a similar index of refraction, is essentid in finding the global 

minimum during the fitting procedure. Including photometric data allows the coilec- 

tion of al1 the information contained in the reflected/transmitted light beam, and is 



essential in reducing parameter correlations during fitting. 

To make the chrtracterization tractable requires a film microstructure that can be 

clescribed using an effective medium model as simple as possible. The greatest concern 

in t his respect is the stmcture of the metal/dielect ric interface: (i) is it homogeneous 

or does it consist of the metal surface, dielectric grain boundaries, and inter-dispersed 

voids? and (ii) is it abrupt or has a reaction between the rnetal and dielectric led to 

the formation of an 'interphase'? The former concern is minimized by use of PECVD 

coatings as embedding materiais. The compact and amorphous structure inherent 

to PECVD fxlms[""lhould not only minimize void content a t  the metal/dielectric 

interface, but also approach the ideal of a structureless host rnaterial assumed in the 

hIa.xwell-Garoett mode1!~1 

The concern of a metat/dielectcic reaction is minimized by using the inert metal 

goId as the embedded particles. The use of a noble metai also increases the sensitivity 

of the optical response to finite size-induced structural and electronic changes due to 

the presence of a filled d-band. (The optical response of alkali metals, For example, is 

little affected by changes in the core, as evidenced by the agreement with the response 

predicted by the classical Drude model which only considers the conduction ekctron 

response.["'l) Of the three noble metals, gold is exceptionai in that the inter-band 

transition edge coincides with the SPR for a low index embedding rnaterial. (For Ag, 

the transition edge is a t  higher energy, whiie for Cu, it is a t  Iower energy compared 

to that of the SPR.[~'~) 

This thesis is comprised of two introductory chapters and five articles. The fint 

chapter describes in detail the classical electrodynarnic opticai response of a collection 

of metal particles. Emphasis is placed on an opticai model based on the Maxwell- 

Garnett effective medium in combination with the Drude description of metals. The 

influence of finite size and matrix effects on the opticai response are also included, and 

the models that exist to account for these effects are described. The second chapter 

outlines the experimentai methodolgy, in particular, how the films are prepared, how 



and what optical measurements are made, and how parametric modeling applied to 

the measured optical data can be used to determine the optical constants of materials 

and to extract relevant microstructurd parameters. 

The first article deals with gold particles embedded in a PPFC matLu. The ability 

to extract microst ructural parameters using the Maxwell-Gamett model applied to 

the optical spectra is demonstrated, and emphasis is placed on the dependence of 

the film microstructure on glow discharge parameters and post-deposition thermal 

treatments. The model limitations rvith respect to the minimum particle size and 

mauimum metal volume fraction are ideatified, the former limit attributed to the 

classical description of the conduction electron response, and the latter due to particle 

coagulation effects. 

The second article concerns gold particles ernbedded in Si02 matrices. The Si02 

matrix differs from the PPFC in two major respects: (a') it is thermally more stable 

and (ii) the absorption edge is at higher energy* The former allows post-deposition 

thermal treatments to be carried-out at much higher temperatures, so that liquid- 

like coalescence is not restricted to very small particles. As such, particle growth, 

not coagulation, is observed, allowing identification of the large particle limit of the 

hIaiuwel1-Garnett model. The lack of matrix absorption in the UV allows a clearer 

view of the gold core response. The observed particle size dependence of the core 

response is identified as a contributing factor to the small particle limit of the model. 

The third article is a short letter which addresses the particle size dependence 

of the core response. A correspondence is observed between spectra measured as a 

function of particle size and spectra measured as a function of temperature. This 

correspondence suggests that the disappearance of long range-order that occurs upon 

transition to the liquid state is responsable for the observed changes in the core 

response in particles. 

The fourth article appiies the characterization methodology developed for 3-D 

films to discontinuous 2-D films consisting of substrate-supported particles. This 



format allows a direct cornparison between the optical spectra and TEM images of the 

same samples, a laxury that outweighs the added complexity involved in modeling the 

optical response of a 2-D array d particles and that allows the shift and broadening 

of the SPR with particle size to be quantified. This article also demonstrates the 

influence of image charges on the opticd response by using different arrangements 

of dielectric/discontinuous filrn/dielectric structures with dielectrics Si02, Ti02, and 

'void'. 

The 1st article concerns the morphological changes that occur in discontinuous 

films wit h post-deposition t hermai treatments. T hese changes, obvious from optical 

spectroscopy, are used to clarify core-level binding energy shifts observed from XPS 

measurements. This artide also demonstrates the possibility of charge transfer be- 

twveen the particles and the substrate, and how this charge transfer affects both the 

optical and the core-Ievet spectra. 



Chapter 1 

Optical Properties of Meta1 Particles 

Introduction 

Studies of the optical properties of rnetal particles date back to Faraday in 1857f21 

who associated the brilliant colours exhibiteci by very thin gold films to their dis- 

continuous nature. The extrciordinary spectral response arises from the excitation of 

plasmon polaritons (resonant coupling of the incident field with quanta of collective 

conduction electron plasma oscillations) with resonant energies across the UV-visible 

spectnun. The full eIectrodynarnic boundary problem ivas solved by Mie in 19081~1 

and is equivalent to the Fresnel equations for spherical geometry. It is a general 

solution: it gives the total extinction (Le. both absorption and scattering) due to 

polariton states (Le. modes of oscillation) of arbitrary multipole order. 

The Mie theory is oniy =act for a single particle, and is, t bus, restricted to very 

dilute concentrations where the particles act as independent scattering centres and 

there is no multiple scattering. An aiternative to the exact electrodynamic solution 

was proposed by Maxwell-Ganiett in 1904[~1 where the optical properties of the metal 

particles are calculated by considering an eEective medium consisting of the particles 

and the surrounding medium- Being an eiectrostatic solution, it is applicable to par- 

ticles with sizes such that the field of the incident light is constant across the particle 



(i.e. << A). The Ma.uvel1-Garnett theory is nothing more than the Clausius-Mosot ti 

relation (or, as it is known in optics, the Lorentz-Lorenz relation), calculated using 

the polarizability of a sphere. It therefore includes the interaction between particles 

within the framework of local field effects. This extends the range of applicability to 

partides in much higher concentration than is allowed by the Mie theory. 

The opticd response of the metal is incorporated in these optical models only as 

an input parameter. As such, any discrepancies between the measured and modeled 

response caii be traced to a particle size dependence of the optical constants of the 

metal, so-called finite size effects. Such a dependence is expected from the simple 

fact that the soiid-state description of the optical response of a metal particle must 

converge, in the srnaIl particle limit (Le, one atom), with the atomic response. 

Al1 the modeling in this thesis is performed within the framework of the Evla~well- 

Garnett theory. However, to stress the limitations of the mode1 with respect to the 

particle size, a brief outline of the Mie theory is included (Section 1.2). The extinction 

spectra for particles of arbitrary size is presented, wit h addi tional calculations made 

in the quasi-static limit in which only the dipolar mode is excited. The factors 

influencing the resonance energy and width of this mode are discussed. In section 1.3, 

the bIanvell-Garnett (Clausius-Mosotti) equation is derived, and the influence on the 

dipoiar resonance due to particle interaction is shown. This section also includes a 

discussion of the dependence of the optical response on the detailed rnirco-geometry 

of the particles. In Section 1.4, the recent advances in the understanding of finite size 

effects are presented. How these different effects are expected to affect the optical 

response is demonstrated. Finally, a brief discussion on the influence of the matrk 

material is included in Section 1.5. 



1.2 Mie Theory 

In this section, the Mie equations[51 describing the total extinction cross-section of 

a collection of spherical particles of arbitrary size are presented. A detailed outline of 

their derivation can be found in the review article by Perenboom et al,[481 or the book 

by Kreibig and ~o l lmer [~~1  and a complete solution is given in the book by van de 

~ulst.["l The extinction spectra as a function of particle size are given in Section 1.2.1 

for a typical Dmde free electron metal. The simplification of the Mie equations in 

the small particle limit is presented in Section 1.2.2. Within this limit, the explicit 

dependence of the optical response on the dielectric hnction of the embedding rnatrix 

and on the type of nietal (i.e. alkali versus noble) is demonstrated. 

1.2.1 Particles of Arbitrary Size 

The Mie theory consists of solving for the extinction of an incident beam, I ( z )  = 

T,e-", after passing a distance z through a material containing a volume fraction, 

or filling, p, of scattering centres. The total extinction coefficient, &, in the limit of 

independent scattering centres is given by the extinction by a single particle, 

times the filling: 

where the extinction by each particle consists of an absorption term, Cab,, and a 

scattering term, Cs,,. The extinction and scattering by each particle is given by 



where k = 2n/X is the vacuum wavevector, ~h is the dielectric function of the embed- 

ding material, 1 is the multipole order, and al and bl are the Mie coefficients for the 

Ith multipole: 

where x = kR, R being the particle radius. E, is the dielectric function of the metal 

and @r and q are Ricatti-Bessel functions for spherical geometry. 

Calculation of the cutinction cross-section requires as input parameters ~h and c,. 

Concerning the metal dielectric function, the Dmde theory For free electron (intra- 

band) absorption can be used:["l 

where w i  = nei2/rOme is the bulk plasma frequency and TB is the free electmn 

relaxation constant. The aikaii metals ( Li, Na, K, ...) are well described by the Drude 

mode1 since the optical response is dominated by conduction (s-band) electrons. For 

dernonstrative purposes, cm corresponding to sodium, for which14'l w,Z = 5.7eV2 and 

TB = 3.2 x 10'~~seconds, shall be used since the experimental dielectric function 

agrees within 4% with that predicted by Eq. l.6.[501 

The e~tinction cross-section for Na particles in vacuum (eh = 1) as a function of 

R is shown in Fig. l.l(a). For the smallest sizes (R < 20nm), only the dipolar mode 

is excited. This mode is shifted to longer wavelengths (red-shifted) as the particle 

size increases: from X - 400 nm for R = 20 nm to X - 500 nm for R = 60 nm to 

X - 65Onm for R = 100nm. This shift is due to the increasing variation of the 

incident field across the particle (Le. phase retardation). With increasing R, one also 
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Figure 1.1: Mie (a) total extinction and (b) absorption cross sections for 
Na particles in vacuum as a function of size (adapted from Ref. (471). 

observes the apprearance of higher order excitations at higher energy: the quadrupole 

mode is fully visible at X - 380nm for R = 60nm and the octupole mode is fully 

visible at  X - 375 nm for R = 100 nm. These modes will be similarly red-shifted with 

increasing R. 

As well as being shifted, al1 modes wiil be broadened as R increases. This is due, 

in part, to phase retardation, and, in part, to scattering. The latter is evident from 

the absorption cross-section shown in Fig. l.l(b) obt ained by subtracting Eq. 1.3 from 

Eq. 1.2. For e~arnple, the absorption cmss-sections for R = 60 nm shows three distinct 



peaks correpsonding to 1 = 1, 2,3, while in the extinction cross-section, the dipole and 

quadropole modes are severly broadened and the octupole mode is completely washed 

out. 

1.2.2 Quasi-static Limit 

The optical response is drasticdy simplified for X/2R > 10 as a consequence 

of (i) negligible scat tering, (ii) negligible phase retardat ion, and (iii) excitation of 

only the dipolar mode. (1 will adopt the convention in the literature and refer to 

this escitation simply as the surface plasmon resonance). In this small particle, long 

wavelength limit, or quasi-static limit (QSL), the Mie extinction reduces to simple 

absorption given by: 

Eq. 1.7 describes a lorentzian absorption band resonant for X[e,l = 2eh, damped by 

S[c,]. For tm giveri by Eq. 1.6, the resonant frequency occurs a t  w~ = w , / d m  
while the width is determined by TB. 

The siniplified response in the QSL can be used to show the explicit dependence 

of the SPR on the host matriv and on the type of metal. The dependence on the 

matrix material (Le, the red-shift of the resonance with increasing ch),  which arises 

from the screening of the incident field, is shown in Fig. 1.2(a). Fig. l.2(b) shows the 

metal dielectric function (Le. Eq. 1.6 with parameters relevant to Na) used in the 

calculation. 

The dependence of the SPR on e, for metals which are well described by the Drude 

equation arises simply fiom the dependence of E, on w, and re.LL"I In particular, a 

higher bulk plasma frequency (Le. a higher electron density, ne, or lower electron ef- 

fective mas ,  me) will resdt in a blue-shifted SPR, while a smaller relaxation constant 

wiil reduce the SPR width. More striking is the difference between the SPR of alkali 
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Figure 1.2: (a) SPR of met al particles having a dielectric function given in 
(b) for different values of en. The absorption is calculated with p = 10-'' %. 

and noble metals. The latter do not adhere well to the response predicted by Eq. 1.6 

due to the presence of d-band electrons, absent in the To account for the 

influence of these electrons on the dielectric function of noble metals, an inter-band, 

or core, response term must be added to the Drude equation : 

where 92[~,,,] accounts for the screening by the d-electrons and 3[~,,,] accounts for 

absorption from inter-band transitions between the d- and s-bands. These are, of 

course, related through the KramersKronig (KK) relations. The SPR is now located 

a t  wbf = w ~ / , / E ~  + 2 +- %[rcm.l whiie the width is given by I' = l/rB + S [ E ~ ~ ~ ] .  



The influence of the d-band electrons on e ,  for the specific case of gold in shown in 

Fig. 1.3. The polarizabiltiy (%[cm]) is increased by N 10 at X N 500 nm with respect 

to the Drude equation while inter-band absorption substantially increases §[cm] for 

X < 650 nm, which marks the onset of inter-band transition~.[~'1 The influence of 

the d-band electrons on the SPR band are most clearly demonstrated by comparing 

the spectra obtained with and without core effects. For example, if only the Drude 

term is considered, the SPR is located at A - 235 nm (see Fig. 1.3(a)), which is a t  

higher energy compared to Na (A - 385nm) due to the higher plasma Frequency 

of go1d (w, = 8.9 eV). Including the additional screening provided by the d-electrons 

(!R[c,,,]) results in a dramatic red-shift of the SPR to X - 500 nm. Aclding inter-band 

absorption (S[E,,,]) severly broadens the SPR and markedly increases the asymmetry 

of the band. 

1.3 Effective Medium Theory 

Zn the QSL, two-phase composite materials can be regarded as a hornogeneous rna- 

terial possessing an effective dielectric function. This is due to the fact that X >> R 

and so the incident light does not probe the inhornogeneous microscopic structure, 

but rather the spatially averaged structure. The effective dielectric function is written 

in terms of the dielectric Functions of the constituents, the exact formulation depend- 

ing on the assurned microscopic structure. In the small filling limit, these theories 

reduce to the Mie response in the QSL. However, unlike the Mie theory, they can be 

applied to higher fillings by using local field corrections to account For the interaction 

between the dipole fields of the particles. 

The two most widely used effective medium theories (EMTs) are the Maxwell- 

Gamet (hl-G) E M T [ ~ ~  and the Bruggeman E ~ I T , [ ~ * ~  more cornrnonly knotvn simply 

as the effective medium approximation (EMA). The former is derived assuming a 

coated sphere microstructure (one of the constituents is in small concentration with 
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Figure 1.3: (a) The SPR of Au particles for p = % and E,, = 1 with and 
without core effects. (b) Imaginary and (c) real parts of the core and Dnide 
(w, = 8.9 eV, TB = 5 x 10-l4 seconds) contributions to the dielectric hnction of 
gold. 



respect to the other, and thus competely surrounded by the other). The EkIA, on the 

other hand, is derived assuming an aggregate microstructure, where both phases are 

treated on equai footing. An alternative EMT was more recently developed by Ping 

which takes into account the dependence of the microstructure on the filling 

of the inclusions, absent in both the hl-G EMT and the EMA, and offers a compromise 

between the two theories. Detailed discussions concerning the relationship between 

the film microstructure and the EMTs can be found in articles by Lamb et al,IS41 

Niklasson et and ~ s ~ n e s ~ ~ ~ 1  

The M-G EMT, for which the implied microstructure is equivalent to that assumed 

in the Mie theory, is used exclusively in this thesis. It is based on the Clausius- 

Mosotti (C-M) relation derived using electrostatic equations and sllows one to relate 

the rnacroscopic dielectric function of a materid to the microscopic quantities of 

atomic polarizabilities. The effective dielectric function of a collection of particles 

follows naturally by incorporating the polarizability of a spherical particle. In Sec- 

tion 1.3.1 a text derivation of the C-M relation (h-G EMT) is presented. 

The sensitivity of the optical response to the microstructure is also included in Sec- 

tion 1.3.2 where the SPR predicted by the M-G EMT and the EbIA are compared. In 

Section 1.3.3, the extenstion of the M-G EMT to non-spherical particles is presented. 

1.3.1 Maxwell-Garnett Effective Medium 

Consider a collection of N, polarizable points per unit volume in vacuum with 

polarizability ô! and subject to an  applied fieId E. The points may be atoms on 

a lattice, molecules of a liquid, or s m d  particles. To include the influence of the 

polarkation of nearby points, the dipole moment per point is written as 



using the local field, El,,, instead of the applied field, E. The local field is generally 

derived using a fictitious cavity cut out of a uniformly polarized materid[571 and is 

given by: 

where P = N,p is the dipole moment per unit vohme. Using the definition of the 

electric displacement: 

one can solve for the effective dielectric function, te,!, of the collection of points in 

vacuum to obtain the C-M equation: 

Alternatively, the polarizable points may, themselves, be surrounded by a po- 

larizable medium with dielectric constant ch. In this case, the local field must be 

calculateci by removing only the points when cutting out the fictitious cavity, leaving 

in pIace the embedding matecial. This gives a generalized C-M equation: 

The polarizability of a sphecical particle with dielectric constant e,  embedded in a 

host material having en is given by:15!'1 
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Figure 1.4: The dependence of the SPR on filling according 
to the M-G EMT for r h  = 1 and cm corresponding to Na. 

Incorporating Eq. 1.14 into Eq. 1.13 defines the M-G effective 

where p = 4nN,R3/3 is the filling. 

For very low fillings, Eq. 1.15 reduces to the Mie theory in the quasi-static limit 

(i.e. Eq. 1.7). At higher fillings (> 0.1 %), a red-shift and broadening of the SPR is 

predicted and is shown in Fig. 1.4 for the Drude metal in Fig. 1.2(b). The asymmetry 

of the band that develops with increased filling is due to the frequency dependence 

0f $[€,]. 

1.3.2 Bruggeman Effective Medium 

The M-G EMT implies a coated-sphere microstructure by virtue of the choice of 

as the embedding material (this was invoked in going from Eq. 1.12 to Eq. 1-13). 



To see this more clearly, the inclusions and matrix can be put on equal footing by 

considering both constituents placed in a third material, e: 

In this form, it is eosily demonstrated how the implied microstructure is dictated 

by the choice of E .  For example, if it is assumed that a small concentration of metal 

inclusions are dispersed in the matrk, then the natural choice is to set é = eh, which 

gives the M-G effective medium, Eq. 1 .l5. Alternatively, if p - 0.5, then neit her plays 

the role of the host. In this case, one can choose é = c e f f :  

which defines the Bruggeman effective medium. The implied microstructure in this 

case is that of an aggregate model, where the two constituents are mixed on a random 

basis. 

The sensitivity to microstructure is shown in Fig. 1.5 where the SPR band pre- 

dicted by the two models are compared for different fillings, using, again, ch = 1 and 

é, from Fig. 1.2(b). At 10-~%, the two theories begin to diverge, with the EMA 

predicting an SPR band having a successively srnaller maximum absorption and a 

larger width with increased filling. 

1.3.3 Particle Shape Effects 

The inffuence of the shape of the particle on the SPR band can be incorporated 

into the M-G EMT by substituting Eq. 1.14 with the expression for the polarizability 

of an e1li~soid:~~~1 
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Figure 1.5: Cornparison of the SPR predicted by the hI-G 
EMT and the EMA for = 1 and E ,  corresponding to Na. 



Figure 1-6: (a) Ellipsoid with the major wes alligned 
to the coordinate system. (b) Oblate and prolate limits 
with respect to an incident field in the x direction. 

where the polarizabitity is now a tensor and j represents one of the three major axes 

of the ellipsoid. The Lj's are t hree depolarization factors which depend on the ratio 

of the semiaxes of the ellipsoid (a, b and c, see Fig. 1.6(a)) according to: 

with L, and L, obtained by performing cyclical changes. Note L, + L, + L, = 1 

always holds. 

For the special case of spheroids ( b  = c) the above integration reduces to the 

following simple formulae: For prolate spheroids (Q > b, c): 



where e2 = 1 - (b2/a2).  For oblate spheroids (a  < b, c): 

jvhere f 2  = (bZ/a2) - 1. In the limit of firit elliptical disks (a << b,c)  one obtains 

L, = 1 and L, = L, = O, while in the limit of long elliptical cylinders (a >> b, c), 

one obtains L, = O, 15, = c / ( b +  c)  and L, = b / (b  + c). 

Using the polarizability of an ellipsoid, Eq. 1.18 instead of Eq. 1.14, the M-G 

effective medium bec0mes:[~~1 

The superscript j on e c ~ l  is used to indicate that the effective dieiectric function is 

now a tensor (i.e. the medium is anisotropic). 

Eq. 1.22, however, is inconsistent in the limits of flat disks and long cylinders 

(see Fig. 1,6(b)). For example, for incident fields parallel to the particle boundaries 

(Lj = O), Eq. 1.22 should give a simple weighted average of 6, and q,: 

since there is no induced polarization field outside the particte, and, therefore, no 

modification of the applied field. For incident fields normal to the particle boundaries 

(Lj = l), Eq. 1.22 should give: 

as in an array of capacitors arranged in series (se ,  for example, Ref. [56])  - Eqs. 1.23 

and 1.24 are knom as  the no screening and maximum screening Wiener b o u n d ~ , [ ~ ~ I  

respectively, and occur in any two-phase composite regardes  of composition or 



m i c r o s t r ~ c t u r e . ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~  

These inconsistencies arise because the local field calculation (Eq. 1.10) still per- 

tains to a spherical cavity. Cohen et ~ 1 1 ~ ~ 1  remedied the inconsistencies by calculating 

the local field using a cavity that is congruent with the shape of the particle: 

The absorption spectrum according to Eq. 1.25 for randomly oriented ellipsoids 

with Ll = 0.42, L2 = 0.33 and Lg = 0.25 in vacuum is shown in Fig 1.7(a). The 

three peak structure results from the dependence of the resonance frequency on the 

direction in which the collective electron excitations are driven. For cxample, for the 

ellipsoids in which the electric field is parallel to the minor axis (L > 1/3), the SPR 

is blueshifted with respect to the L = 113 case, while for those in which the field 

is parallel to the major auis, (L < 113) it is red-shifted. To see this more clearly, 

consider alligned spheriods with circular cross-section (b = c) and an incident field 

parallel to a. Increasing a from that which gives a oblate spheriod (a < b, c: L > 1/3) 

to that which gives a prolate spheroid (a < b,c: L < 1/3) results in a shift of the 

SPR from us, > w P / d  to w, < w,/&, as shown in Fig. l . i (b) .  Altematively, 

the spheroid orientation can be constant, and ppolarized transmission measurements 

versus angle of incidence can be used to probe the different axes of the ellipsoid as 

shown in Fig. l.?(c). 

1.4 Finite Size Effects 

For small enough particles, E,  begins to diverge from its bulk (or thin film) d u e ,  

resultiog in a particle size dependence of the energy and width of the SPR, so-calted 

finite size effects. This divergence is anticipated since the dieIectric function is a solid 

state description of the opticai properties of the metai, whereas srnail metai particles 
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Figure 1.7: Absorption of spheroids with LI = 0.42, L2 = 0.33 and Lg = 
0.25: (a) randomlÿ oriented, (b) alligned in difberent orientations, and (c) 
alligned versus angle of incidence. Parameters used are: p = I%, ~h = 1 
and E ,  corresponding to Na. 



can be regarded as a transition state, the properties of which must eventually converge 

wvith the atomic response as the nurnber of atoms in the particle decreases to one. 

The most appropriate approach in the large particle limit of this transition region is 

to consider the changes in the optical response in terms of the increasing role played 

by the surface of the particle. Hence, the most appropriate parameter is the surface 

to volume ratio (S/V - 1/R). 

Experimentally, the effect of the finite size of the particles on E, results in a shift- 

ing and broadening of the SPR with decreasing particle size relative to the resonance 

expected using the bulk metal dielectric function. The broadening follows a 1/R 

dependence for larger particles,[321 and breaks d o m  for particles with only a few hun- 

dred at~rns.[~"l The shift of the SPR also follows a 1/R dependence, which continues, 

in this case, to particles containing Iess than a hundred at0ms.[~~1 The direction of 

the shift depends on the type of metal. It shifts to lower energy (w,, < wM)  for alkali 

metals: s o d i ~ m , [ ~ " ~ ~ l  potassium,166*691 ces i~rn , [~~]  and lithium,17'l and to higher energy 

(w,, < w M )  for noble metals: s i l ~ e f l ~ * ~ - ? ~ I  and gold.[7s-781 

The first attempt to account for the above effects dates back to 19581~~1 where the 

broadening of the SPR wvas desccibed in terms of classical scattering of the electrons 

by the particle surface. Shortly after, in 1966, a quantum mechanical interpretatiun 

was provided by Kawabata and ~ubopOI The 1 s t  two decades have been particularly 

fruitful in providing an improved understanding of the optical properties of smali 

metal particles, as evidenced by the numerous review articles: Perenboom et al in 

1981,[481 Kreibig and Genzel in 1985,[''1 Halpern in 1986,[~~1 de Heer et al in 1987,[831 

Kresin in 1992[~~1 and de Heer in 1993.191 

In this section, the different phenornenon which occur are presented. These include 

those mhich pertain solely to the conduction electron response, namely, the limited 

mean free path effect, the quantum size effect, and conduction electron spill-out, as 

well as those which concern both the conduction and the core responses, namely, the 

interaction between them (the corepolarization-hee surface layer) and the influence 
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Figure 1.8: Particle size dependence of the SPR according to the 
LMFP effect (Eq. 1.26) with isotropic scattering (A = 1). Param- 
eters used are: p = l%, = 1, and cm corresponding to Na. 

scatterer, but rather serves to define the boundary conditions for a particle in a box 

problem, and, as such, determines the eigenstates of conduction electrons in the finite 

volume of the sphere. The broadening in this interpretation results f o m  the coupling 

of the surface plasmon with single electron excitations (i.e. Landau damping). 

In order to determine the quantum mechanical optical response of a set of N 

electrons in a 

state electron 

potential q5eff, one first solves Schrâdinger's equation for the ground- 

density ne(r) = CE, 1 $i(r) 12: 

where &(r) and Ei are the single particle eigenfunctions and eigenenergies, respec- 

tively. The response to an applied field, i&(r,o), can then be obtained using the 



random phase approximation (RPA) in which the polarizability is given by: 

where the induced electron density, dn,(r, w ) ,  is given by 

~ ( r ,  r', w )  is the frequency dependent response function for the interacting electron 

system which is determined by n,(r). The methods used to solve Eq.1.27 applied to 

metal particles can be found in the review by ~ r a c k . [ ~ ~ l  

The solution of Kawata and ~ubo!~OI and similar subsequent calcu~ations,[~~~~*~&~~~ 

(for a review, see ~ r e i b i ~ l ~ ' ] )  were done assuming an infinite barrier potential out- 

side the particle (i.e. #e/l = m) such that the electron density drops to zero. In 

this approximation, the broadening of the SPR can be incorporated into the Drude 

expression in the same fashion as for the LMFP effect, except that in this case the 

broadening parameter is frequency dependent:@'/ 

where (' = L I E F  and EF is the metal Fermi energy. Depending on the details of 

the calculations, different prefactors, P, and funct ions, g (c), have been obtained by 

different authors (see, for example, Tran and ~ k a r d t [ ~ ~ l ) .  The prefactor calculated by 

Kawata and ~ubo[''l is P = 6/7r2, whiie the most recent calculation by ~ a n n o u l e a d ~ 1  

gives p = 3/4. The slightly different hc t ions ,  g(c), from these two calculations are 

s h o m  in Fig. 1.9. 
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Figure 1.9: The functions g(C) rvhere (' = b / E F  used to determine 
the broadening parameter in the quantum mechanical polarizability 
of a metal sphere calculated using an infinite barrier. 

1.4.3 Conduction Electron Spibout 

The infinite barrier models generally (although not alwaysIgll) predict a blue- 

shift of the SPR with decreasing R, which is opposite to the experimentally ob- 

served red-shift in alkali metal partic~es.[gl The fiatv in these models was reeealed 

by self-consistent microsopic solutions to Eqs. 1.27 and 1.28, initially obtaind by 

~ k a r d t p ? ~ * * ~ ~ ]  in the early eighties and su bsequentiy by In this case, 

the potential $efI consists of a Coulomb term provided by the positive jellium back- 

ground (n+ = 3/4nr;, where T, is the Wigner-Seitz electron density parameter) and 

exchange-correlation potential. The use of this type of potential is the so-called lo- 

cal density approximation (LDA), or, if solving for 6ne(r), the time-dependent (TD) 

L D . ~ . [ ~ ~ I  

These more accurate numerical solutions demonstrated the importance of the 

ground-state eIectron density in det ermining the conduction electron response. in 

particular, the electron density in s m d  particles extends beyond the cluster radius 
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Figure 1.10: Schematic representation of conduction electron spill-out. 

as defined by the ion core, so-called spill-out, shown schematically in Fig. 1.10, As a 

consequence, the centroid of the induced charge density is located outside the ion-core 

at a distance 8, a so-cailed spill-out parameter, giving rise to an increased polariz- 

ability (i.e. the effective radius of the particle is larger), the effect of which red-shifts 

the SPR with decreasing R. 

The microscopic theories have been indispensable in the understanding the oscil- 

lations in the electronic and optical properties of particies consisting of less than a few 

hundred atoms, so-called shell effectsJgl These very small particles do not behave like 

little pieces of metai, but rather like giant molecules, where the conduction electrons 

occupy QSE iaduced shells with energy level spacing of a few tenths of an ev.ls41 

Application of these theories to larger particles (R > 2 nm) is, however, not feasible 

due to their complexity, and the consequent computational effort required. 

A variety of simplified approaches have been proposed to treat larger particles- 

These include analytical theories, where the electron density is described using vari- 

ous modifications to the Thomas-Fermi approximation,184~96g81 as well as asymptot ic 



approaches,[31~~~'oo~ origindly developed by Apell et al,["''"L031 whereby the complex 

TDLDA caiculations are testricted to the surface of the particle. In the former a p  

proach, the shift of the SPR is given in terms of an analytically determineci spill-out 

paramet erJg81 

In the asymptotic approaclies, the response of metal is written in terms of a 

classical bulk term, E,,, = 1 - wi/w, and a surface term, r. (w)  = 1/3w2 x ( w ) ,  so that 

the diehctric function of the metal becorne~:(~~1 

C(R, w )  is a so-called self-energy in which the influence of the quantum size effect 

and conduction electron spill-out are incorporated. A simple expression for C(R, w )  

is obtained if one approxirnates the surface of the particle by a plane:['OO~ 

ahere d&) is the so-called Feibehan parameter for a plane rnetal 

and is readily caIcu1ated within the TDLDA. In this case, the shift of the SPR is given 

in terms of !R[dr(w)], which is the planar equivalent of the spill-out parameterd1w~'031 

A further benefit of this approach is that the response has been fomulated into a 

Drude-like expression, aiiowing the broadening of the SPR to be described in tems 



Figure 1.11: Frequency dependence of A after Ref. [IO11 for two electron 
density parameters- T,  is given in units of the Bohr radius, a, = h2me2. 

of the parameter A, now defined as:lLoll 

where kF is the Fermi momentum and 3[dF] accounts for single-particle (electron- 

hole) excitations (Le. QSE). The frequency dependence of A according to the Eq. 1.35 

is shown in Fig. 1.11 for two electron density parameters. Zaremba and ~ e r s s o n [ ~ ~ - ~ ~ 1  

have performed a similar calculation tvithout the assumption of planar geometry, 

however they do not give the fiequency dependence, only the value a t  w = w~ = 

w,/& for which A = 0.3 for an r,/a,, = 3 metal (i.e. Au and Ag). 
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Figure 1.12: d-etectron wave function compared to Wigner-Seitz sphere 
for a noble metal atom showing region of non-overlap, x. After Ref. [107]. 

1.4.4 Core-Polarization-Free Surface Layer 

In the case of noble metals, the SPR blue-shifts with decreasing R, opposite to 

the observed spill-out induced red-shift for the alkali metals. The different behaviour 

is associated with the d-electrons in noble metals, absent in the alkali metals. The 

d-electrons, through their screening, red-shift the SPR, as discussed in Secton 1.2.2. 

If one looks, however, at an atom of a noble rnetal, there exists a region of non- 

overlap between the d-electron wave function and the conduction etectron, as shown 

in Fig. 1.12. In the body of a metal cluster, this non-overlap is averaged over the unit 

cell. This is not the case, however, for the atoms on the surface of the c~uster!'~~ 

One c m  therefore expect, as the S/V ratio increases, that the screening provided 

by the d-electrons d l  diminish, hence, blue-shihing the SPR.I"'~*'~'~ Classically, the 

influence of a core-polarization-free layer a t  the surface of a particle can be modeled 

by considering a two region particle:[49r601 an b e r  sphere having a dielectric function 



corresponding to the bulk metal and an outer shell where the core polarizability is 

absent. This gives a blue-shift of the SPR which can be caIculated fr0rn:[~~'1 

using qvc given by Eq. 1.8 (Le. with core) and given by Eq. 1.6 (Le. no core) 

and solving the resulting quadratic equation in R = [u/u,,I2 a t  w = w,,. 

1.4.5 Atomic Structure 

Until now, the discussion of the finite size efFects has been restricted to the con- 

duction electron response assuming that the atomic structure was equivalent to its 

bulk counterpart. However, it is natural to expect that the increasing role of the 

surface in small particles will have an effect on the atornic structure of the metal, 

and, consequently, the electunic bandstructure. 

The most obvious influence of the surface in srnaII particles concerns the state 

O€ the surface with respect to stre~s.['~~1 The simplest manifestation of the effect of 

surface stress in srnal! particles is a change in the lattice constant, &i13'1: 

where â is the bulk lattice constant, K is the compressibility coefficient, and g is the 

surface stress coefficient defined by 

CT~ is the surface tension and S is the surface area such that the surface energy is 

given by asS. The behaviour predicted by Eq- 1.37 has been observed in mal1 gold 

partictes from lat tice constant measurements using eIectron diffracti~n[~'v~~v loa1 and 

EI[AFS ~ ~ e c t r o s c o ~ ~ . [ ~ ~ ~  In particuIar, the sufiace is in a state of dilation (g > a,) so 



that Aâ is negative, (i.e. the lattice is contracted). 

More sophisticated tlieoretical treatments of the minimum energy structures of 

small particles["*l"g-"~ predict lattice distortion rather than simple contraction. 

Specifically, the distortion is described in terms of either (i) non-uniform contrac- 

tion in a single ~ r ~ s t a l , ~ ' ~ ~ ~  (ii) lattice deformation resulting from interna1 strain upon 

formation of MTPS,['~I or (in) completely arnorphous s t r u c t ~ r e s . [ ~ ~ ~ l  

In the ertreme, one can no longer speak of a disordered lattice, but rather a liq- 

uid particle. The depression of the melting temperature in small metal particles was 

predicted in 1909 by ~awlowl"~1 and has since been described using thermodynarnic 

models,lL l3? simulated using molecular dynamic~,I"""~l and observed using a vari- 

ety of erperimental techniq~es~'"*""'*~1 Lower rnelting temperatures with decreasing 

particle size are ultimately attributable to the increasing proportion of surface atoms 

which are more wveakly bound and iess constrained in their thermal motion by virtue 

of their lower coordination. The distinctly different behaviour of surface atoms is 

manifest in the occurrence of surface premelting, which is responsible for the liquid- 

like coalescence of particles well-below the rnelting and which has even been 

observed using real time HRTEM in an in situ evaporation fa~ i l i t~ . [ '~~1  

One can expect the following structural transitions to occur with decreasing parti- 

cle size:[lO1 (i) decreasing mean lattice constant and increasing disorder, (ii) change in 

crystal structure from FCC single crystals to MTPs, (iii) rapid oscillations amongst 

various multiply twinned structures of different poIyhedra1 morphologies (i.e. QM), 

and (iu) surface pre-melting? followed by MCfledged melting a t  temperatures below 

the bulk point, How these structural changes affect the optical properties depends 

critically on the type of metal. The atomic structure, through its effect on the elec- 

tronic bandstructure, d l  influence predominantly the core response. 

Alkali metals, the opticai response of which is little affected by the core, d l  

thus not depend crîticaliy on the atomic structure, aside from a contraction-induced 

increase in ne, and, hence, w,. In fact, the core of free alkali metals, whîch are 



produced by cluster bearn sour~es[~l and are, thus, a t  relatively high temperatures with 

respect to their melting points, are iikely in a Iiquid ~ t a t e . 1 ~ ~ ~ 1  This actually increases 

the applicability of TDLDA modehg since these calculations are done within the 

jellium approximation where the core is considered as a structureless sphere providing 

only a uniform background charge density. 

The core response of noble metal clusters, on the other hand, plays a crucial role 

in determining the optical response, which will, therefore, be very sensitive to any 

transitions in the atomic structure. One can, for emmple, compare the dramatic 

differences between the optical constants of 1i~uid['*~1 and crystalline gold.[L271 The 

limited experimental studies concerning the core response in gold parti~les~75~128-'30~ 

have shown that the inter-band transition edge is dependent on particle size. In par- 

ticular, both the threshoid energy and the band edge slope decrease with decreasing 

R* 

These effects are usually explained in terms of lattice contraction and d-band 

distortion. The former is based on the bandstructure caIcuIations of Christensen 

and ~ e r a ~ h i n [ ' ~ I  which predict a decrease of the onset of inter-band transitions for a 

contracted lattice. The latter is based on XPS studies (see, for example, h~ason[~~l 

and lVertheirn[l3'1 and references therein) wbich have shown d-band narrowing and a 

shift of the density of States (DOS) to lower binding energy in small clusters, effects 

attributed to the redistribution of s- and d-eiectrons, sirnilar to that observed in plane 

metal film~l'~*''I As well as band-edge changes, opticai measurements also suggest the 

occurrence of a structural phase transition at R - 1.5 nm, 175*12Bl which can tentatively 

be ascribed to particle melting.[lL41 

1.5 Matrix Effects 

A final effect which needs to be considered is the influence of the rnatrix mate- 

rial. Even assuming an abnipt interface between the metai and the dielectric, the 



host matrix )vil1 influence the spill-out of conduction electrons through screening of 

the electron-electron i n t e r a c t i ~ n , [ ' ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ l  in particular, an increase in the extent of the 

spill-out is expected for higher index materials. There is also the possibility of rnetab 

adsorbate charge transfer excitations a t  the metal/matrk interfacial region. On one 

hand, these reactions can lead to the formation of a fmo-region particle, which can be 

trivially treated using an appropriate EMT-FOI As an example, exposure of Ag parti- 

cles to sulphur results in the formation of a shell of Ag$ around the particle.[134p1351 

Alternatively, the metal/matrk interaction does not lead to the formation of a 

different material, to which a dielectric function can be identified, but, rather, results 

only in adsorbate-induced resonant states above EF and close to the frequency of the 

S P R . [ ~ ~ ~  The influence on the SPR of Ag partides in these types of reactive matrices 

has been extensiveiy ~tudied,P''~'~I and results in a severe broadening of the SPR, 

secalled chernical interface darnpingP21 (CID). According to a mode1 proposed by 

 erss son,[^^^ the effect of CID on the optical response can be accounted for simply 

by including an adsorbate-induced contribution (hl) to the broadening pitrameter: 

A-+ i l + A A .  

1.6 Summary 

The opticd response of larger particles in dilute concentration can be described 

using the theory of Mie with the bu& metal dielectric function, as well as that of the 

host material, as input parameters. The spectrum consists of a series of absorption 

bands corresponding to different modes of oscillation of the conduction electrons. 

The particle size dependence of the energy and width of these bands is determined 

by scattering and phase retardation- For srnalier particles, EMTs cm be used to 

describe the opticat response. Aithough these theocies are derived using eIectrostatic 

equations, and are thus Limited ta particles within the quasi-static iimit, they are 

applicable to a collection of particIes in higher concentration than that allowed by 



the Mie theory. 

For still smaller particles, an influence of the finite size of the particles on the 

optical response is expected- The signature of finite size effects are a broadening 

and shifting of the SPR and can be ascribed to a particle size dependence of the 

conduction and core eIectron responses. The former anses from a combination of 

the QSE, conduction electron spill-out, and the interaction between the conduction 

and core electrons. The latter is a coasequence OC the particle size dependence of 

the atomic structure, and hence the electronic bandstructure, of the metal. For the 

srnallest particles, shell effects wiil dominate the optical properties, with the collective 

conduction electron response vanishing comptetely for particles containing just a few 

atoms. 

This thesis concerns, for the m a t  part, the optical response of gold particles in 

the size range within the quasi-static limit, but large enough so that the conduction 

band can be considered a quasi-continuum (i.e. no shell effects). This size domain 

allows one to ascribe a broadening parameter to the width of the SPR. In Table 1.1, 

the A values specific to gold (where applicable) obtained from the different models 

are compiled, dong with the assumptions made in each model. The TDLDA models 

refer to calculations done in the asymptotic limit. 

In Fig. 1.13, the various particle size dependencies of the energy of the SPR 

predicted by the different models are compiled. The LMFP-induced red-shift is cal- 

culated from Eq. 1.26 assuming a broadening parameter A = 1. The spill-out-induced 

red-shifts given by Eqs, 1.31 and 1.34 wvere calculated using theoretical spill-out pa- 

rameters: 8 = 1.3 .&[*O4] and R[&] = 0.54A)'q respectively. The blue-shift induced 

by the presence of the core-polarization-free surface layer (Eq. 1.36) was calculated 

using x = 1 A.[lo71 The full TDLDA predictions are after Palpant et a1[78-1321 in which 

the spill-out corresponds to an embedding medium having q, = 2.0 and x = 1 A. 



Table 1.1: Broadening parameters according to different theories. 
A is given for tU3 = 2.34eV (unless otherwise stated) which corre- 
sponds to the Mie resonmce of gold particles in SiOz (ch = 2.25). 

Theory Comments -4 

L M F P ~ ~ ~ ~  isotropic scattering 1.0 

L M F P [ ~ ~ ~  diffuse scattering 0.75 

Q S E ~ ~ ~ ~  oo barrier 0.5 

QSE["~ oo barrier 0.675 

TDLDA['O'I oo barrier 0.1 

TDLDA['O'I with spill-out 0.6 

T D L D . ~ [ ~ ~ ~  w = w P / &  0.3 

Figure 1.13: SPR shifts: dashed-dotted iine: LMFP effect, solid line: 
core-polarization-Gee surface layer, dashed h e :  spill-out (Eq. 1-31), dot- 
ted h e :  spill-out (Eq. 1.34), crosses: Ml TDLDA calculations. 



Chapter 2 

Experiment al Met hodology 

2.1 Film Deposition 

2.1.1 Introduction 

There exists an extensive list of deposition methods that have been utilized for the 

fabrication of metal/dielectric composite films, including: (i) vacuum te~hn i~ues , [ '~~ l  

(ii) metal ion implantation into a die~ectric)'~"'d (iii) the sol-gel te~hni~ue,[ '"~~~1 

(iv) deposition from metal colloid sol~tions,['~~1 and (u) electr~de~osit ion. l~~~l Of 

these, vacuum deposition methods are the most frequently used, in particular, c+ 

sputtering of the metal and dielectric from separate targets,lLJaLS1l as ive11 as a va- 

riety of hybrid methods combining sputtering, evaporation, and PECVD, (see, for 

example, Biederman and h1artinu['~~1). 

In this thesis, hybrid methods utilizing glow discharges have been employed for 

composite film deposition, in particular, the PECVD of dielectric matrices and the 

magnetron sputtering (MS) of gold. The amorphous nature of dielectric films pro- 

duced by PECVD have important implications with respect to the assumed mi- 

crostructure of the composite films. The ability to deposit a materia1 which serves 

only as a structureless host for the metal particles is crucial in the application of the 



M-G EMT. For polycrystalline matrices, for example, one has to consider the grain 

structure of the matrix, the presence of voids, and, in particular, the possibility of a 

non-homogeneous interface at the metd/dielectric boundary. 

In this section, the principal mechanisms responsible for film growth using glow 

discharges are outlined. More detailed accounts can be found in the handbooks edited 

by ~ u n s h a h [ ' ~ ~ l  and Vossen and ~ernl'"( Application of glow discharges for the 

deposition of the specific materials used in this thesis is given. A detailed discussion 

concerning MS of metals can be found in the book by Ohring[lS51 while a detailed 

review concerning PECVD of dielectric materials for optical application is given by 

Martinu and ~ o i t r d ~ I .  Finally, a discussion of how these techniques can be combined 

in hybrid systems for the deposition of composite films is given. 

2.1.2 Glow Discharges 

A glow discharge is a partially ionized gas consisting of electrons, ions, neutrals, 

free radicals, and other excited species (Le. a plasma). Using a glow discharge allows 

the creation of free radicals and excited species in concentrations narmally obtained 

only at flame temperatures. The lower activation energies for surface and gas-phase 

reactions of these species greatly enhances the kinetics and allows film formation at 

ceduced temperatures. 

The plasma state is created by introduction of energy, via electric or magnetic 

fields, which couples to the electrons in the gas. The energy gained by the accelerated 

electrons is, in turn, passed to the neutrals through collisions. Steady-state charge 

effects then set-in which allow glow discharges to be utilized for film deposition. 

Consider, for example, the immersion of an isolated surface into a plasma. Charged 

particle impingement (electrons and ions), and subsequent neutralization, gives rise to 

a transient current density at the surface. The much higher electron current relative 

to the ion current (due to the latter's larger m a s ,  and consequent lower mobilty), 

d l  result in the surface charging progressively negative, reducing the electron current 



Figure 2.1: (a) A typical paraltel-plate electrode reactor. 
(b) Potential across the electrodes in a DC discharge. 

density and creating a space-charge region, untii a steady-state is reached. 

The steady state potential that develops across two electrodes in a typical reactor 

in which the plasma is excited through application of a DC bias is shown in Fig. 2.1. 

The above charging effects restrict the electric fields to the eIectrodes, so that the 

reactor behaves electrically like a diode. The potential across the space charge region 

(sheath) a t  the ponrered electrode is given by U, -Ub, where Up is the plasma potential 

and Ub is the applied voltage- 

In the case of an insulating electrode, application of a b i s  results in a build-up of 

charge at the cathode. In t his case the reactor acts like a capacitor as opposed to the 

diode behaviour in Fig. 2.1 due to the negligible current density across the cathode. 



If, hoivever, an AC signal is applied (Le. RF (13.56 MHz) or MW (2.45 GHz)), the 

charge build-up will be neutralized during each half-cycle. hrthermore, the slower 

neutraiization by the positive ion bombardrnent during the negative half-cycle results 

in the development of a negative potential on the electrode, a so-called self-bias, UB, 

such that the potential across the electrodes is as in the case of a DC discharge. 

In either case, the unique steady state conditions arising from the disparity in the 

masses of electrons and ions provide a mechanism whereby energy can be ultimately 

transferred to the neutral species in the gas. The typical reactions that take place 

upon injection of electrons into the plasma, via the space-charge field, are: 

O Ionization: .q2 + e -+ il: + 2e 

Excitation: A2 + e --+ -4; + e 

Dissociation: A2 + e + 2A + e 

Dissociative attachment: .A3 + e + A 2  + A + A- 

The ionzation process is responsible for the creation of the plasma, the reverse 

of which ( i . ~ .  by neutralization processes such as recombination of charge carriers 

though collisions with surfaces) necessitates a continuous input of eriergy to sus- 

tain the plasma. Possible excitation processes include rotational, vibrat ional, and 

electronic, the latter being responsible for the plasma glow as the atoms de-excite 

through emission of photons. The dissociative processes produce atoms and free radi- 

cals that can be long-lived in the gas-phase and t hat are highly reactive when striking 

a surface. 

The pIasrna can be utilized in a variety of ways depending on the configuration 

of the system and on the nature of the gas discharged. The use of inert gases gives 

rise to ûim deposition via physical sputtering of a target material. In the case of 

reactive gases, fiIms can either be deposited (Le. reactive sputtering and PECVD), 



or etched (i.e reactive ion etching). In this study, the intended role of the plasma is 

film deposition via a combination of physical sputtering and PECVD. 

The film growtb rate, moïphology, and composition for a specific working gas 

composition will be dependent on (i) the specific internai plasma characteristics (elec- 

tron density and etectron energy distribution Function) which determine the differ- 

ent species in the plasma, and (ii) plasma-surface interactions and substrate surface 

condition~.(.'~1 The former are determined by the external parameters, namely power, 

pressure, gas flow, and excitation frequency, while the latter by ion bombardment 

and substrate temperature. 

2.1.2.1 Physical Sputtering 

In the case of physical sputtering, the material to be deposited cornes from a target 

placed on the powered ekctrode. The plasma is used as a source of inert ions, and 

a noble gas (e.g. argon) is used in the discharge. The electric field at the cathode 

accelerates ions thst diffuse there towards the target. This ion bombardment results 

in the ejection of target atoms by momentum transfer. The subsequent diffusion of 

the ejectecl target material and condensation on a substrate placed at the anode forms 

the thin film. 

The sputtering rate depends not only on the material to be sputtered, but also 

on the sputtering gas and energetic conditions, and hence, will be sensitive to the 

external plasma parameters mentioned above. Enhanced sputtering rates can be 

obtained by use of a magnetron in which magnets are pIaced beneath the target in 

order to form a closed or an open magnetic field. The Lorentz force e-qerienced by the 

electrons in the dual fieId environment results in a prolonged electron residence time 

in the plasma and thus an enhanced probability of ion collision. in particular, the 

parallel component of the magnetic field, with respect to the target, results in a helical 

trajectory of the ernitted electrons. Thus, the use of a magnetron not only Leads to 

larger discharge currents and increased sputter deposition rates relative to the simple 





M S  with a biased anode, this bombardment has dramatic effects on the film rnor- 

phology and chernical composition, in particiilar, film densification and desorption of 

weakly bonded gases, and will also influence the surface reactions that give rise to 

film 

The first matrix rnaterial studied in the course of this work was a plasma polymer- 

ized fluorocarbon which is a polymer deposited by PECVD using an organic monomer 

as the precursor gas, so-called plasma polymerization. In the case of Buoropolymers, 

the input gas is a fluorocarbon (Le. a freon), producing the free radicals (CF2), 

and CF,, which are considered to be the plasma polymerization precursors.l'571 Since 

atomic fluorine is also present in the discharge, the plasma has the potentiai to etch 

and it is the ICF,I:IFJ ratio that will determine whether polymerization or etching 

takes place. This ratio is not only influenced by the extemal plasma parameters, but 

also by the choice of monomer (Le. CF.,, C2Fs, C3Fs, -) as well as the introduction of 

additional gases (i.e. Hz for enhanced polymerization, O2 for enhanced e t ~ h i n ~ ) j ' ~ ~ l  

Plasma polymerization occurs in four ~te~s:1'~'1 (i) initiation of reaction by forma- 

tion of free radicals in gas phase, (ii) diffusion to adjacent surfaces, jiii) propagation 

of short segments of polymer chains, and (iv) ch in  termination. The iast two steps 

occur on the surface forming a solid polymer deposit. A simple representation of the 

reactions a t  the surface are:[15'1 

ion + (polymer), --+ (polymer); 

where the asterisk indicates activated (i.e. by charged particle bombardrnent) polymer 

sites. 

The most important characteristics of the deposited polymers are the [Cl :[FI ratio, 

the carbon and fluorine bonding configurations, and the degree of cross-linking. These 

are usuaiiy compared to that of teflon, for which the [Cl:[FI ratio is exactly tmo 



(i.e. only -CF2 bonds are present). The most utilized methods for characterizing 

the chemical structure and composition of these films have been Fourier transform 

infrared spectroscopy and XPS (see, for example, d'hgnostino et ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1  and references 

t herein). 

The second matrix material studied in this work was SiO2, As in the case of 

the fluoropolymer, there exists an extensive choice of precursors and feed mixtures 

available, including Si containing organic precursors (i.e. TEOS, HMDSO, ThIDSO) 

as well as silane (SiH4) combined with 0 2 ,  Cos, or N ~ O ! ~ ~ ~  For example, the basic 

reaction using SiH4 in mixture with N20 is 

The intermediate steps leading to this reaction are difficult to ascertain and requires 

identification of the deposition precursors as well as the possible surface reaction 

pathways.ll"J The deposited films are generally amorphous, wit h 5-15 at .% hydrogen 

content, and may contain carbon or nitrogen, depending on the precursor. 

The critical structural characteristics of the films are the mean Si-O-Si bond angle, 

8, and the density, p. Low values of 8 may result in stress accumulation leading to 

network relaxation and the formation of defect centres, the former of which may result 

in the creation of pores, and, hence, changes in p. These structural characteristics are 

intimately related to the chemical composition, in particular, the incorporation of H 

which exists mostly in the form of -OH. The OH groups affect the film properties in a 

variety of ways, including (i) stabilization of low-angle Si-O-Si bonds, (ii) passivation 

of dangIing bonds, and (iii) reaction with H20 present in pores (see, for example, 

Martinu and ~ o i t r a s [ ~ ~ I  and references therein). 

2.1.3 Hybrid Deposition of Metal/Dielectric Composite Films 

The above two deposition methods (MS of met& and PECVD of dielectrics) can 

be readily combined in a hybrid deposition system for the fabrication of composite 
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Figure 2.2: Schematic of the reactor used for Au/PPFC composite film deposition. 

filrn~.['~*l In this thesis, two methods were used: The Brst consists of simultaneous 

plasma polymerization and sputter e t ~ h i n ~ [ ' ~ ' - ' ~ ~ I  used to produce Au/PPFC films. 

The second method is a rather novel approach using dual RF discharges for the 

deposition of Au/SiOz films. 

2.1.3.1 Au/PPFC Films 

A schematic of the deposition system used for Au/PPFC composite film deposi- 

tion is shown in Fig. 2.2. It consists of a pardel-plate electrode reactor equipped 

with a 50 mm diameter balanced circular magnetron. The discharge is excited by an 

EW signal capacitively coupled via a matching network to the magnetron, and the 

substrate is placed on the grounded electrode. Octa-fluoro-cyclobutane (C4F8) was 

used as the precursor gas. 

Withouk the use of the magnetron, the reactor would operate a s  a simple plasma 



polyrnerization system for the deposition of PPFC films. The enhanced sputtering 

yield available by using the magnetron, together with the addition of argon to the 

gas mixture, allows for both sputtering of the target material (Le. gold), and, si- 

multaneously, the discharge of the fluorocarbon gas. The subsequent diffusion of the 

gold atoms and free radicals to the substrate surface results in the formation of the 

Au/PPFC films. 

The microstructural characteristics of the deposited films (concentration and size 

of the embedded gold particles) are determined by the relative deposition rates of the 

gold and the fluoropolymer, which, in turn, are dependent on the externa1 plasma 

parameters. Substrate temperature will further alter the film morphology, in par- 

ticuIar, the decreased polymerization rate For heated substrate~,[ '~~I combined with 

the enhanced surface diffusion of the gold atoms, will result in higher filling, Iarger 

partide films. 

2.1.3.2 Au/Si02 Films 

A schernatic of the deposition system used for Au/SiO:! deposition is shown in 

Fig. 2.3. Again, the reactor is in a simple parallel-plate electrode configuration using 

a capacitively coupled RF excitation. In this case, however, the sample is placed on 

the powvered electrode. Furthermore, the reactor is complemented by a magnetron 

powvered from a separate RF supply. The precursor gas used was SiH4 in mixture 

with N20. 

As before, the system works as a simple PECVD reactor for the deposition of SiO2. 

The inclusion of the magnetron and addition of argon into the gas mixture allows for 

the simultaneous incorporation of the gold atoms into the discharge. Formation of the 

Au/Si02 composite film then takes place at the substrate. The crucial requirement 

€or the deposition method to work is a sufficiently high RF bias on the magnetron 

so that Au sputtering, and not Si02 deposition, prevails at  the target. The concern 

of oxide on the target was such that the magnetron was aiways powered k t ,  and 
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Figure 2.3: Schematic of the reactor used for Au/Si02 composite film deposition. 

then allowed to sputter clean prior to powering the substate electrode. During this 

procedure, a shutter was placed over the target to prevent deposition on the substrate. 

It can be noted in the figure that the magnetron is placed off-centre with respect 

to the substrate. This was done in order to obtain a gradient in the gold filling 

across the substrate. As such, multiple microstructures could be obtained in a single 

deposition on the same sample. 



2.2 Optical Characterization using Eliipsometry 

2.2.1 Introduction 

The standard met hod used in the optical characterization of metal/dielectric ma- 

terials is photometry, and, in particular, measurement of the normal or near-normal 

incidence transmission spectra.ml Modeiing is generally limited to a comparison of 

the experimental SPR energy (e-g. the minimum in the transmission spectrum) to 

that predicted by the Mie or M-G theories. In the case of bulk samples, the dielectric 

function of the nanocomposite material can be calculated from the transmission data 

using the Krarners-Kronig relation~.['~''1 In the case of thin films, the dielectric func- 

tion is determined from the Fresnel equations using both transmission and reflection 

~ ~ e c t r a . I ' ~ ~ *  '"1 

The workhorse used for the optical characterization of the films in this thesis was 

ellipsometry. It differs fundarnentally from photometric measurements in that the 

ratio of the electric field amplitudes are rneasured, not their intensities. This rnakes 

ellipsometric measurements relatively insensitive to such things as intensity fluctu- 

ations of the light source, temperature drifts of the electronic components, and, in 

particular, macroscopic surface roughness. The latter results in Iight loss by scattering 

of the incident radiation out of the field of the instrument. In photometry, this effect 

can go unchecked, resulting in large errors in the calculated optical con~tants.['~~l In 

ellipsometry, macroscopic scattering does not influence the spectra, and the true bulk 

constants of the material are determined. On the other hand, if it is this very sur- 

face roughness that is of interest, then photometry in a scattering set-up (Le. either 

angle-resolved, or using an integrating sphere) is essential. 

A second importcint, though not fundamental, distinction is that ellipsometry is 

inherently an obliqueangle measurement. This aiiows for the determination of two 

independent quantities, unlike normal-incidence measurements where the paraliel and 

perpendicular components of the reflection and transmission coefficients are equal- In 



the case of a substrate, this allows sufficient information to be obtained in one mea- 

surement to uniquely determine the dielectric function withaut the need to m o r t  

to a K-K analysis. For more complicated multi-layer structures, spectroscopic mea- 

surements are necessary in that they allow application of dispersion models. In this 

case, the two quantites measured a t  different angles of incidence provide sufficient 

constraints on a multi-layer optical madel so that the dielectric function of the films 

can be determined with a high level of confidence. 

In this section, the basic elements of eihpsometry are presented. More detailed 

discussions are available in several books devoted to the subject ,[16"L711 in  particular, 

the classic book of Azzam and ~ashara,~'"] which provides a detailed theoretical 

description, and the very recent book by Tompkins and Mc~ahan,l'~'1 in which a 

more applied approach is taken. The connection between ellipsometry and the optical 

properties of materials as provided by the Fresnel equationsI'El is also presented. The 

section is concluded with some typical examples which are relevant to this thesis, 

and which dernonstrate the power of parameterized models applied to spectroscopic 

measurements in determining the optical constants of materials. 

2.2.2 Ellipsometry 

EIiipsometry is the rneasurernent of the change in polarization upon refiectiun of 

an incident electromagnetic wave from a surface. Why this measurement is called el- 

lipsometry relates to the state of polarization. The polarization of an electromagnetic 

wave is best described by considering the electric field vector, E = E,exp(wt-k.r+6), 

in terms of two mutually perpendicular components, one parallel to the plane of in- 

cidence, the p wave, and the other perpendicular, the s mave. The incident electric 

field can then be written as Ei = E:@ + EfS with 



Similarly, for the reflected fielcl, Er = Er$ + E:S with 

ki and k, are the propagation vectors of the incident and reflected bearns, respectively, 

r is the spatial coordinate, (L, is the angular frequency, and the 6's are the phases of 

each component. 

Using these equations. the locus of end points of the incident and reflected electric 

field vectors when viewect in a stationary plane perpendicular to the direction of 

propagation is given by~'69~ 

where j = i (r) for the incident (reflected) wave, respectively. Eq. 2.5 is that of an 

ellipse inscribed into a rectangle whose sides are parallel to the coordinate axes, p 

and i, and have magnitude 2E5 and 2E;0, respectively. The shape of the ellipse 

(ellipticity) together with i ts orientation define the state of polarization and is deter- 

mined the phase difference between the s and p cornponents of the field: dj = 6; - 6;. 

Ellipsometry, then, is the measurement of the change in ellipticity upon reflection, 

hence its name, first coined in 1945.[L731 

The reflection process is shown schematically in Fig. 2.4. To determine the change 

in polarization upon reflection, it is necessary to know the complex amplitude atten- 

uations, 7 = E!/@ and = Ef/E:, of the p and s-waves, respectively: 



Figure 2.4: Reflection from an interface showing the parallel and 
perpendicular components of the electric field vectors. 

rvhere use has been made of Eqs. 2.1 through 2.4. The phase changes, &,P - 6; and 

6: - 6:, are not directly measurable. However, the ratio of p and s wave cornplex 

amplitude attenuations, 6 = Tl?, yield measurable quantities. Defining the ratio of 

the absolute amplitude attenuations upon reflection a s  

and the change in phase difference upon reflection a s  



then it is possible to write the complex attenuation ratio as 

EL EiSo p=-- exp i(S, - Si) = tan !P exp iA. 
E:o E!" 

Eq. 2.10 is the fundamental equation of ellipsometry, and the angles 9 and A are the 

data which are actually measured. The measurement process is discussed in the next 

section. 

2.2.3 Ellipsometers 

How ik and A are actually measured depends on the type of ellipsometer, of which 

there are three general configurations: (2) null, (22) rotating element, and (%il) p s  

larization modulation ellipsometry, each one differing with respect to whether the 

incident or reflected (or both) polarization states are controlled. In nul1 ellipsometry, 

the combination of a rotating polarizer (i.e. an optical element that altows trans- 

mission only through one axis thus producing linearly polarized light) and a rotating 

compensator (i.e. a phase retarder such as a quarter-wave plate) are utilized to adjust 

the polarization of the incident light so that the reflected light is linearly polarized 

and can be subsequently "nulleci" by using an analyzer (i.e. polarizer placed in the 

reflected beam path). 

In rotating element ellipsometers, a polarizer and analyzer are utilized to linearty 

polarize both the incident and reflected Iight. In this case, however, either the po, 

larizer or the analyzer is continuously rotated so that the light reaching the detector 

varies with time and can be Fourier analyzed to determine 4 and A. In polarization 

modulation eilipsometry, the incident light is linearly polarized, then modulated (by 

means other than a rotating element) so that the incident light has a time-dependent 

ellipticd polarization. The s- and ppolarized components of the reilected beam are 

split (i.e. with a Wollaston prism) and the intensities are measured with two separate 

detec t ors!lnl 
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Figure 2.5: Schematic of variable-angle spectrosco pic ellipsometry 
system from J. A, Woollam Co. Inc. 

In this thesis a rotating analyzer system was used and is shown schematically 

in Fig. 2.5. h xenon lamp is used as a light source and monochomatic light from 

a monochromator is coupled with an optical fiber to a fixed polarizer producing 

linearly polarized light incident on the sample. The reflected light is passed through 

an analyzer rotating at a frequency w producing linearly polarized light incident on 

the detector. 

The polarization of the analyzed light takes on the time dependence given by the 

rotating analyzer, and, as such, the intensity measured by the detector is determined 

by the polarization of the light incident on the analyzer. For example, for linearly 

polarized reflected ligbt, the output a t  the detector is a sine wave at 2w as the analyzer 

goes from 100% transmission when the axis is Iined up with the polarization of the 

reflected Iight, to 0% transmission 180" later. Alternatively, for circularly polarized 

reflected light, there is always a component that is transmitted through the analyzer, 

resulting is a constant DC signal from the detector. 

In general, the reflected light dl be elliptically polarized, and the output of the 



detector is a sinusoid with a DC offset: 

where a and b are the Fourier coefficients. For a given orientation of the linearly 

polarized incident light with respect to the plane of incidence (i.e. the azimuthal 

angle, Pe), the Fourier coefficients are determined by \k and .A according t0:['~~*'"1 

b - 2tanikcosAtanPe -- 
V ,  tan2 ik + tan' Pe ' 

The primary drawback of the system described above is the diminished accuracy 

in the case of linearly polarizied reflected light (i.e. 4 = O" or 180"). A second, 

less crucial, drawback is the inability to distinguish the handedness of the reflected 

beam (Le. the quadrant h lies in). As such, al1 h values from 180" to 360" are 

mapped into the 0' to 180" range. Both of these drawbacks are inherent to the 

rotating element configuration. Both, however, can be simply aIleviated by use of 

a rotating retarder placed in the input beam. It functions in a similar fashion as 

in the nul1 configuration, except, in this case, the purpose is to shift the measured 

h values to regions of improved accuracy. Measurements using the retarder take 

significantly longer, and, as  such, one has the option of not using it in cases where it 

is not necessary. 

2.2.4 Complex Index of Refraction 

In this section the connection is made between the experimentaiiy determined 

quantity (Le. ellipsomteric angles ik and A) and material properties via the Fresnel 

reflection coefficients. Reflection and refiaction are governed by the electrornagnetic 



nature of light, in particular, by the requirement that the tangential components of 

E and B be continuous across boundaries between media. These boundaries are a 

consequence of material polarization ef fec t~[~~]  which are included within Maxwell's 

equations through the electric displacement, D, previously discussed in Ch. 1 and 

reiterated here: 

In the context of reflection and refraction, it is more frequent to use the compiex 

index of refraction, N, to account for material polarization: 

where .n is the absolute index of refraction, or simply the index of refraction, and k 

is the extinction coefficient, which defines the absorption coefficient cr = 4nk/X used 

in Lambert's law: 1 = Io exp[-crz]. 

From Mamvell's equations tvith appropriate boundary conditions, the complex 

amplitude coefficients for reflection Gom the interface of two materials having Ni and 

1V2 are given by the well-known Fresnel reflection c~efficients:[~'*l 

E,S N2 COS - N2 COS $2 = 
= NL cos di + N2 cos d2 

where & is the angle of incidence and 42 is the angle a t  which the light is transmitted, 

as shown in Fig. 2.6, the two being related by Snell's law: NI sin q$ = N2 sin42. 

Using Eqs. 2.6 and 2.7 and the Fresnel equations, one can write the complex 



Figure 2.6: Reflection and refraction at the interface of two media 
having indices Ni and N2. 

indices in terms of electric field amplitudes and phases:IL76i 

For the particular case of reflection from a substrate, NI = nt = 1 (i.e. ambient is 

air), Eq. 2.18 b e c ~ r n e s [ ~ ~ l  

tan2 4, (cos2 2Q - sin2 A sin2 2ik) 
n: - kg =n:sin2$. [i+ 

(1 + sin 2 i i  cos A)2 

and 

n: sin2 #1 tan2 tPr sin 49 sin A 
2n2k2 = 

1 + sin 2Q cos h)2 
(2.20) 

using Eq. 2.10. Thus, in the case of a substrate, the complex index can be uniquely 

determined from the measured !P and A values. 

For a multi-layer structure, this correspondence does not hold. Consider the sim- 

plest case, a three layer air/film/substrate structure, having indices Nt,  N2, and N3, 



respectively, In this case there are two interfaces to contend with, and, correspond- 

ingly, two sets of Fresnel equations: rl2 for the arnbient/film interface and r 2 ~  for the 

filmlsubstrate interface. The comple~ amplitude coefficients are naw given by:116811721 

js = ri2 + T& exp (- j2P) 
1 + T;& eap(- jSp) ' 

where p = 2n(d/X)1V2 cos &. Even if the indey of the substrate, N3, is known, there 

is no unique solution for the film index, N2, due to the aclditional unknown, d, the 

film thickness. As mentioned in Section 2.2.1, this is not a criticaI limitation. It 

does, however, necessitate the use of parametric modeling which requires spectre 

scopic measurements. Furthermore, measurements at multiple angles of incidence are 

generaIIy needed in order to constrain the mode1 during the fitting procedure used to 

extract parameters. 

Expressions for P for any number of interfaces can be emily derived, usuaily using 

matrix rneth0ds.['~"1 For correct optical constant determination, it is crucial to adhere 

to the assumptions made when deriving the Fresnel equations, in particular, that each 

interface is plane and parallel. This requires careful consideration of both the surface 

rnorphology, and the structure of each underlying interfa~e,l~?~l 

Deviations from the ideal surface can be ciassified in three ways: (i) thickness non- 

uniformity, (iz) rnacroscopic roughness, and (Êii) rnicroscopic roughness. Thickness 

non-uniformity on the scale of the diameter or the probing beam has the effect of 

depolarizing the reflected iight (Le. the phase of the light is dependent on the location 

from rvhich it is reflected) . The Muence of this effect can be simulated by calculating 

data for the structure using a series of slightly different thickness. Light incident on 

a surface which is macroscopically rough (i.e. having a criticai dimension larger tbm 

the probing wavelength) is scattered out of the field of the detector, as mentioned in 



Section 2.2.1. Tt does not, therefore, play a role in ellipsometric measurements, aside 

from, perhaps, a noiser signal due to the diminished light intensity incident on the 

detector. 

Microscopic surface roughness (Le. having a critical dimension much less than 

the probing wavelength), may, bowever, have a significant influence on the calculated 

constants since it mimics the effects of a very thin surface Iayer of reduced index. In- 

corporating this 'layer' into the optical model is particularly important in the analysis 

of transparent substrates since surface roughness effects can be mistaken for absorp 

tion. This can be done by modeling the layer as an effective medium (see Ch. l), in 

particular, the Bruggeman model using, for emrnple, 50% rough material and 50% 

over-lying material. The additional constraint on the calculated extinction coefficient 

provided by the incorporation of transmission spectra in the analysis is highly desired. 

2.2.5 Dielectric Substrates and Films 

The two main substrates used in this thesis were glass and quartz slides. The 

analysis of the quartz substrate wüi be discussed first since it provides the sirnptest 

example of ellipsometric determination of the optical constants of a material, being 

non-absorptive in the spectral region or iuterest. It aiso serves to point out sorne of 

the salient features in the \k and A spectra of substrate materials. 

The ellipsometric spectra of quartz is shown in Fig. 2.7 together with a transmis- 

sion spectrum taken a t  normal incidence. Q for a substrate material ranges from O" to 

45" (see Eqs. 2.8, 2.16, and 2.17), depending on $1, and any variation at the same & 

is due to matenai dispersion (Le. wavelength dependence of the index of refraction). 

In the case of quartz, iI ranges from close to 0' at 41 = 55" to drnost 30" a t  #1 = 75", 

with some dispersion evident from the variation at srnal1er wavelengths, 

From Eqs. 2.16 and 2-17, h for a non-absorbing substrate is either O" or 180" 

(Le. linearly polarized incident light remains linearly polarized upon reflection), the 

orientation depending on whether the is greater or less than the Brewster angle, 
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Figure 2.7: Elfipsometric (a) 9 and (b) A d u e s  and (c) transmis 
sion spectrum for a quartz substrate. 
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at which T P ,  and, hence, 9, are equal to zero. In the case of quartz. 55" < iB < 65" 

since it is between these angles that h changes form 180" to O". Note that the jumps 

in A for 4, = 65" are 360" and, therefore, represent the same polarization state. 

Since the measured spectra are for a substrate, and since only reflections from the 

surface have been collected (i.e. the substrate back-surface has been sanded), then the 

optical constants are sirnply obtained frorn Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20. This calculation for the 

spectra taken at 6, = 55' is shown in Fig. 2.5. The ivawlength to ivavelength variation 

in these constants is sirnply noise. and can be improvecl by increrisitig the  averaging 

during measurernent. This. hoivever, substantially increases the measurernent time. 

Alternatively, dispersion rnodels can be appried to the measurecl spectra. ancl it is 

this option that lies at the heart of the power of spectroscopic nieasurements. 

For a non-absorbing materials, there are numeroiis ernpirical rnoclels to describe 

the wavelength dependence of n.["" In this thesis, the dispersion relation proposed 

by ~ a u c h ~ [ ~ ~ ~ I  has been ernployed: 

tvhere A,, B,, Cc are constants to be deterrnined. Evaluation of the dispersion pararn- 

eters is usually performed via a fitting procedure rvhereby a merit function is defined 

and rninimized. In this thesis, the Levenberg-Marquardt algorithm is empioyed to 

minimize a standard x2 type htnction (Le. sum of the squares of the differences) 

with the difference between each measured and modeled data point weighted by the 

standard deviation of the data point. Applying Eq- 2.24 to the measured spectra 

gives the mode1 fits shown in Fig. 2-7 and the n and k given in Fig. 2.8, the latter of 

which is, of course, 0, since no absorption term was included. 
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Figure 2.8: Optical contants of quartz obtaineci from inversion 
of \k and A data measured on a bulk substate. The modeleci 
constants were obtained using a Cairchy dispersion. 

The second substrate extensively usecl was gkass, which tiiffcrs from quartz in 

that it possesses a slightly higher index, and, more significantly, begins to absorb 

in the spectral region of interest. The eUipsometric and photometric data for the 

glass substrate are shown in Fig. 2.9. h and are very similar to those obtained 

for quartz, the small difference in index resulting in a slight shift in 9 values. An 

important difference, however, is observed in the transmission spectrum, which drops 

rapidly for X < 350 nm, marking the absorption edge of g l a s  

Proceeding as before, n'and k can be caIculated from Eqs. 2.19 and 2.20, as 

shown in Fig. 2.10 for 4 = 55". The calculated k values, however, would give 0% 

transmission across the visibIe for a 1 mm thick substrate, which is definitely not 
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Figure 2.9: Ellipsometrïc (a) @ and (b) A values and ( c )  transmis- 
sion spectrum for a glass substrate. 
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Figure 2.10: Pseudo-optical contants of glass obtained frorn inversion of 9 
and 1 data measured on a bulk substate. The model pseudo-constants were 
obtained frorn a two layer rnodel comprised of a Cauchy dispersion with an 
Urbach absorption edge and a 2 nrn Bniggeman surface roughness layer. The 
red k of glass is indicated by the long-dashed curve. 

correct (see Fig. 2.9(c)). This error is a consequence of rnicroscopic surface roughness 

which renders the assumption of a single interface invalid, To obtain the correct optical 

constants of glass, a model is required that accounts not only for real absorption. but 

also considers the influence of a surface roughness Iayer. (Incidently, n and k, when 

calculated under the incorrect assumption of a single interface, as in Fig. 2.9, are 

referred to as the pseudo-optical constants, < n > and < k >). 

The modeling of absorption in amorphous mateciab is dictated by the absence 

of long-range order which broadens the inter-band features and extends absorption 

below the band-edge. The absorption a t  the band-edge can be modeled in a number 



of ways (see Forouhi and Bl0omerI'~'1 and Jellison and i~[odine[~~'1 and references 

therein). Here, however, the absorption below the band-edge is of pcimary concern, 

which is t~sually modeled as an e ~ ~ o n e n t i a l , [ ' ~ ~ - ' ~ ~ 1  the so-called Urbach tai1:['~~1 

where k,, 0, and yu are constants to be determined. Combining Eqs, 2.24 and 2.25 

and inserting into a two-layer optical model with a Bruggeman surface roughness top 

layer gives the fit ted curves shown in Fig. 2.9 and the pseudo-optical constants shown 

in Fig. 2.10. The latter figure also shows the true extinction coefficient of glass. (The 

true absolute index is indiscernible from < n >). 

To characterize the clielectric materials which served as the ernbedding matrices 

(Le. PPFC and SiO2), thin films of the pure material were deposited on silicon. 

Although the use of silicon as the substrate prevents the inclusion of transmission 

spectra in the analysis, it greatly increases the sensitivity of 9 and A as compared 

to measiirernents on glass or quartz due to the much higher index contrat.  The 

typical spectra of a dielectric film on Si is shown in Fig. 2.11 for an 800nm PPFC 

film. The film was deposited in an RF discharge of C.,Fs at 250rnTorr using a gas 

flow of 24sccm and an input power of 8 W. In contrast to substrate spectra, V! can 

range from O" to 90' due to interference effects. Furthemore, the oscillations in V! 

with X correspond to interference fringes, even though the thickness is constant, due 

to the equivalence of X and d (see P in Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22). 

A for of a film/substrate spectrum can Vary, in general, frorn O" to 360'. However, 

since A # O" or 180°, there w a  no need for the retarder as in the case of the quartz 

and glass substrates. This being the case, A is limited to the range O" to 180°, with 

values bettveeen 180" and 360" folded back to the 0" to 180" domain. It is for this 

reason that the spectra in Fig. 2.11 show cusps whenever A approaches 180°, and 

equivalent cusps would be present if A rvere to approach O". 

Analysis of the film is as before: a Cauchy dispersion model including an Urbach 
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Figure 2.11: Ellipsometric (a) Q and (b) A spectra of PPFC 
on silicon. (c) Optical contants of PPFC determined using the 
Cauchy/Urbach model- 



Table 2.1: Cauchy and Urbach parameters obtrrined form ellipso- 
metric characterizaiton of substrate and rrlatrix materials. Also 
Listed are the indices of retraction at X = 633 nm. (At this wave- 
length, k - O in al! cases.) 

Material 
Quartz 
G l a s  
PPFC 
Si02:H 

absorption tail. In this case, however, the Si optical constants are required? and are 

taken from literatr~re.l'~'l The calculilted optical constants of PPFC are shown in 

Fig. 2.11Ic). In this case, moclel assumptions concerning surface properties are not as 

crucial since reflections from the Si/PPFC interface are induded in the rneasured ii 

and 3 values, and so no erroneous results concerning film absorption are calculated. 

The results of the mode1 analysis of the two substrate materials (quartz and gIass) 

and the tivo matrix rnaterials (PPFC and Sioz) are summerized in Table 2.1. A 

note concerning pu and -iu in the expression for the Urbach absorption: these two 

parameters are obviously 100% correlated. In this thesis, the value of y, was always 

set to 3500, with only ,O, used as a fit parameter. It is for this reason that only Pu is 

Iisted in Table 2.1. 

2.2.6 Absorbing Film: Gold 

The iE and A spectra for an RF sputtered gold film on g l a s  are shown in Fig. 2.12. 

Since gold is highly absorbing in the visible, a thin Hm suffices to produce spectra 

corresponding to a substrate material (i.e, the ma-mum transmission of a 100 nm film 

is - 1%). AS such, the optical constants can be determined from direct calculation, 

and are also stiown in the figure. Note that in this case, the permittivity, not the 

complex index, has beeo plotted, as is generally the case when describing the optical 



properties of metals (see Eqs. 1.6 and 1.8). 

The true optical constants of gold (i.e. of a perfect single crystal specimen) are 

determined by conduction electron anci the inter-band transition excitations. The 

latter requires integration over the Brillouin zone of al1 possible inter-band transitions 

using approriate transition matrix elements. The former can be clescribeci by the 

theory of Drude (see Eq. 1.6) with the reIamtion process determined by electron- 

electron and electron-phonon interactions. The constants shown in Fig. 2.12, however, 

correspond to a polycrystalline thin film having an unknown grain morphology, the 

influence of which must be addressed. 

Considering first the intra-band response, the relaxation constant now contains 

additional contributions from grain-boundary and surface scattering. Grain-boiindary 

scattering in the case of uniform, rantiomly oriented grains is not critical in that it 

can simpIy be incorporated within an effective relaxation constant. Oriented grains, 

however, will lead to an anisotropic response, and, if not uniform thoughout the film, 

a dependence on thickness. Surface scattering may or may not affect the response 

depending on whether the scattering is diKuse or specular, r e ~ ~ e c t i v e l ~ , [ ' ~ ~ l  which will 

be deterrnined by the surface morphology. 

Wi th regard to the inter-bancl response, the rnost critical effects of poIycrystallinity 

are void content and strain-induced iattice deformation. The effect of void content is 

to reduce the amount of polarizable material per unit volume, resulting in a decrease 

in B [ E ~ ] . [ ' ~ ~ ~  Strain, on the other hand, wiU influence the inter-band edge,tl31 and, 

more significantly, broaden features in the imaginary inter-band spectrum related to 

inter-conduction band transitions!"l Surface roughness will also influence the inter- 

band s p e c t m ,  resulting, in particular, in srnalier caicuiated $[€,] values. 

Modeling of these effects is not, in itself, difficult, if tliere exists a simple espres- 

sion describing the true opticai reponse. In the intra-band region, there exists such 

an expression: the Drude equation (Le. Eq. 1.6). In this case, film anisotropy, under 

the assumption of a columnar grain structure, can be simply treated using a uniau- 
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Figure 2.12: Ellipsometric (a) ik and (b) A spectra of an RF sputtered 
gold 6im on glass. (c) Optical contants determined from direct calcula- 
tion. The mode1 curves correspond to fits of the = 65' spectra. 



ial dielectric function with two relaxation constants describing the electron motion 

parallel to and in the plane of the film. Combined with the use effective mediums to 

account for both the void content and surface roughness would account for most of 

the observed effects. In the inter-band region, however, such an expression does not 

exist, and the above effects cannot be incorporated into an optical model. As such, 

one must be content with using the pseudo-reponse given in Fig. 2.12. 

There is, however, an angle dependence in both inter- and intra-band regions 

of the pseudo-response. Whether this is a malerial property (i.e. anisotropy) or a 

consequence of the assumptions of a plane, smooth surface is not clear. It is more 

than likely a combination of the two (i.e. oriented grains under strain and a surface 

roughness layer). From the above discussion, the response which gives the largest 

values for %[cm] in the inter-band region and the Iowest values in the intra-band 

region should be most representative of the true constants of gold. From Fig. 2.12, 

the best inter-band response is obtained from the &i = 55" scan while the best intra- 

band response is given by the = 75" scan. The reponse preclicted from the spectra 

at $i = 65" have been used as the optical constants of gold since these most closely 

resemble the generally accepted literature values of 3[~ , ]  for .gol~l [~q as measured by 

~ h è ~ e , l ~ * ~ I  also shown in Fig. 2.12. 

To 'model' the inter-band response (i.e. cc,, in Eq. 1.8) a series of six Lorentz 

oscilIators aere fit to the \k and h spectra at = 65' by varying their widths and 

amplitudes. The intra-band t e m  was incorporated using the Drude equation (Le. 

Eq. 1.6) with w, and TB as fit parameters. The best fit to the experimental9 and A 

data, as well as the model dielectric function, are shown in Fig. 2.12. The inter- and 

intra-band contributions to the the dielectric function have already been presented in 

Ch. 2 (see Fig. 1.3). 



2.3 Addit ional Characterization Techniques 

2.3.1 Photometry 

Photometry is the measurement of the change in intensity (i.e. the square of the 

electric field amplitude) upon reflection frorn and transmission through a material, in 
lE'l2 particular, the reflectance, Rj = and the transmittance, Tj = where lE!I2' IE!l2, 

the superscript j indicates the polarization (Le. p or s-wave). The relation to 

material properties are obtained from the absolute squares of the Fresnel reflection 

and transmission coefficients, the former of which have already been presented in 

Section 2.2.4, while the latter are given by[1721 

EP ,-= 21v, cos (5, 
'12 - E,P N2 cos dl + l\li cos m2 

EI" t12 = - = 21VL cos & 
Et N t  COS +i + 1V2 COS d2 ' 

For a single interface (see Fig. 2.6), Rj = I  4, l 2  and Tl = l  & 1 2 .  In the case of a film 

covered substrate, the reflectance and transmittance for each polarization becomelf121 

and 

respectively, with f l  as before (see Eqs. 2.21 and 2.22). Since the intensity is crucial 

in photometric measurernents, spectrophotorneters are generaily chai beam instru- 

ments, one beam used as a reference, and the other incident on the sample. The 

measurements are usuaIly made a t  near-normal incidence ( e g  - 7"), and are, 



for al! intent and purposes, polarization insensitive (i.e. RP = RS and TP = Tg at 

$1 = O). 

Spectrophotometric measurements were utilized in this work in a variety of ways. 

Transmission spectra were always used in the analysis of the composite films since 

they provided an additional constraint on the optical rnodel. They also helped visu- 

alize the surface plasmon absorption band since, in the absence of strong interference 

effects and severe scattering, a transmission spectrum is simply an inverted absorp- 

tion spectrum (i.e. R + T + S = 1 - A). Oblique-incidence poiarized transmission 

measurements were also used to investigate film anisotropy (see Fig. 1.7). Finally, 

measurements were made using an integrating sphere with which one can determine 

the reflection due to both specular and diffuse s ~ a t t e r i n ~ , [ ~ ~ ~ l  the latter of which be- 

comes important for large particle films (see Fig. 1.1). 

2.3.2 Transmission Electron Microscopy 

Transmission electron microscopy (SEM) was used in this thesis solely as an imag- 

ing tool to determine the metal particle size, in-plane shape, and concentration. The 

analysis of the images is straightfonvard due to the disparity in electron transmission 

between the matrix material and the rnetal particles (Le. for 100 kV electrons, a 30 nm 

thick film of rnatrix matetial is still highly transmitting, whereas a few nanometers 

of gold is completely opaque). 

The analysis was restricted to films containing one mono-layer of metal particles 

to avoid complications arising from a 3-D dispersion. Sample preparation consisted 

of the deposition of the films to be analyzed on standard carbon-coated copper grids. 

The images were taken with a Philips CM-30 microscope operated in brigtit-field 

mode. IO0 - 300 kV electrons were used and images were taken at 52k to 550k times 

mapification. Although some eIectron bearn effects were observed in the case of the 

Au/PPFC films (the matriv materiai shrïveled up), no in situ variation of the particle 

size or shape was observed. 



2.3.3 X-ray Photoelectron Spectroscopy 

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, also known as electron spectroscopy for chemi- 

cal analysis (ESCA), utilizes the photoelectric effect to determine the binding energy, 

BE, of electrons in atomic orbitah: 

where KE is the kinetic energy of the emitted electron, hv is the energy of the incident 

photon, generally M g  Ka! (1253.6eV) or -41 Ka (1486.6 eV) 15-rays, and 6, is the work 

function of the spectrorneter. Although the penetration depth of soft ;u-rays is of 

the order of micrometers, escape depths for electrons is limited to a few nanometers 

(e.g. the mean free path for 1.5 keV electrons in gold is 2 nrn[1901), hence the measured 

binding energies correspond to electrons emitted from the first few atomic layers. 

Typical spectra consist of a series of peaks corresponding to emission from different 

core levels (i.e. s, p, d, and f), the latter three of which form doublets due to spin-orbit 

splitting (Le. p lp t  ~312, dSi2, f5/2, € T / ~ ) .  For rnetals, there are also low intensity 

peaks 10 - 20eV below EF correponding to emission from solid-state energy bands 

(i.e. the valence band). The iinewidths are determined by the convoliition of the 

natural linewidth (Le. the lifetirne of the 'hole' resulting from the photo-ionization 

process), the spectrai width of the x-ray beam, and an instrumental contribution. 

For metals, the linewidths can exihibit considerabte asymmetry due to coupling with 

conduction electrons. 

XPS has been particulady useful in studying the electronic properties of small 

rnetal particles (see, for example, ~ a s o n L ~ ~ 1  and references therein). In particular, the 

core-level BE and linewidth as tvell as the Mdth and centre energy of the tdence band 

have been s h o m  to be particte size-dependent. The origin of these effects, which are 

both metal and matriv dependent, stiii remains sometvhat of a 



Chapter 3 

Article 1 : Au/Fluoropolymer Films 

The emphasis of this article is on the determination of the microstructural de- 

pendence of nanocomposite films on glow discharge parameters and post-deposition 

thermal treatments using the all-optical characterization method. Finite size effects 

in core response of the gold are not discussed; there is a single comment in this regard, 

stating only that 'the agreement between mode1 and experimental spectra is poorer 

at shorter wavelengths'. 

Compared to the other systems studied? the Au/PPFC films contained the small- 

est particles. For the specific fabrication conditions used, particle growth arising 

from atomic migration on the growing film surface during deposition was limited. 

Furthemore, particle growth arising from atomic or particle diffusion during anneal 

was limited by the thermal stability of the polyrner. In particular, the results of the 

article suggest that at 160°C liquid-like coalescence of particles larger than - 5 nm 

is supressed when embedded in a PPFC matrix. This can be compared to the be- 

haviour observed in the supported particle system (Chapter 5), in which much larger 

particles could be obtained for a similar thermal treatment. These resdts illustrate 

the important role played by the matLu material with regard to atomic migration on 

the particle surface, responsible for the liquid-like coalescence of solid particles. 
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3.1 Abstract 

Nanocomposite thin film structures are presently being studied because of their 

interesting nonlinear optical properties. The microstructure of plasma-deposited 

nanocomposite films consisting of gotd particles embedded in a plasma-polymerized 

fluorocsrbon matris \vas fiilly characterized using a, generalizecl M~well-Garnett ef- 

fective medium approach applied to ellipsonietric data. The particle size dependence 

of the dielectric properties of gold was treated classically using a broadening param- 

eter, -4, equal to 0.25, as determined From TEM anaiysis, In general, the mode1 pre- 

dicted correctly the dependence of microstructural characteristics on glow discharge 

parameters and post-deposition thermal treatments- However, careiul interpretation 

of the mode1 fit parameters is necessary in both the high gold volume fraction limit 

and small particle size limit. For the former, misleading results with respect to parti- 

cIe size and shape may be obtained due to aggregation effects, the onset of which was 

determined to occur at a gold volume fraction of about 30%. For the latter, deviations 

from the classical description of the permittivity of gold nanoparticles (occurring for 

particles srnaller than 9 nm) c m  lead to misleading results with respect to particle 

shape. 



3.2 Introduction 

Metal nanoparticles embedded in dielectric matrices have been produced for cen- 

turies for their aesthetic value as colored art glassware. More recently their spec- 

trally selective properties have been considered for such applications as photothermal 

c o n ~ e r s i o n [ ~ ~ ~ ~  and infrared fu r t i~ i t~ . [ ' ~ l  The peculiar optical response of these mate- 

rials stems from the excitation of surface plasmons[L971 in the metal particles which 

is resonant in the UV or visible part of the spectrurn. The exact frequency of the 

surface plasmon resonance is dependent on the dielectric properties of the metal and 

the surrounding rnatrix, as well as on the detailed microstructural characteristics of 

the nanocomposite. 

Currently, these nanocornposites are of interest for their nonlinear optical p rop  

erties as they possess a large effective third-order nonlinear optical s u s ~ e ~ t i b i l i t ~ , l ~ ~ l  

&,, due to an enhanced local electric field inside the metal nanoparticles a t  the 

SPR. The value of &, will depend on the nonlinear susceptibility of the metal itself, 

the volume fraction of the rnetal incorporated in the matrix, and on the local field 

enhancement factor; the latter being sensitive to the detaileci microstructure of the 

nanocomposite film. 

The primary interest in our laboratory is the nonlinear opticd properties of di- 

electric matrices containing nanoparticles. Such nanocomposite materials can be 

fabricated by hybrid vacuum rnethods using a simultaneous combination of the depo- 

sition techniques such as evaporation, sputtering, plasnia polymerization and plasma- 

enhanced chemical vapour deposition (for a review see, for example, ~ b e l e s I ~ ~ ~ 1  and 

Biederman and ~ a r t i n u [ ' ~ ~ I ) ,  In order to obtain desirable nonlinear properties, the 

film microstructure has to be optimized in terms of the concentration, size and shape 

of the metal particles. This, in turn, requires a precise knowledge of the effect of 

fabrication conditions on the microstructural characteristics, and availability of a 

straightforward method to evaluate this microstmcture. 

In the present work the nanocomposite materials were obtained by simultaneous 



plasma poiymerization of a fluorocarbon gas, and magnetron sputtering of gold.1157~L981 

We apply variable angle spectroscopic ellipsometry as a sensitive, non-invasive method 

ideal for microstructural characterization. Further benefits of ellipsornetric charac- 

terization include the facility of rneasurement (as compared to TEbI analysis where 

sample preparation can be arduous and measurernents destructive), ancl no restriction 

on film thickness (as compared to transmission measurements where the thickness is 

limited by the film absorption). The aim of the study is thiis two-foltl: first to verify 

the feasibility of ellipsornetric measurements as a useful technique for microstruc- 

tural characterization of nanocomposite films, and second, to characterixe the effect 

of deposition parameters and post-deposition annealing on the film microstructure. 

Experimental Methodology 

3.3.1 Film Preparation 

The composite films were prepared by simultaneoiis plasma poIymerization of a 

fluorocarbon (octa-fl uoro-cyclobutane, C4F8) and sputtering of gold ont0 g l a s  sub- 

strates. The depositions were perforrned in a sinipie RF (13.56 MHz) diode reactor 

(see, for example, ~ a r t i n u [ ' ~ ~ l )  consisting of a 50 mm diarneter RF-powered mag- 

netron head wit h a gold target, and a grounded substrate holder placed at a distance 

of 50 mm. The experiments were carried out at a total gas Bow rate of 20 sccm. Frag- 

ments (free radicals) of the CBFS are formed in the plasma due to inelastic collisions of 

electrons, and they contribute to the formation of an amorphous fluorocarbon plasma 

polyrner matrix into which gold atoms are simultaneously in~or~orated.[ '~~1 

The microstructure of these nanocomposite fiIms depends on the arriva1 rate of 

the principal film constituents (mostIy CF, radicals and gold atoms), and the surface 

conditions such as substrate temperature and energy of bombarding energetic parti- 

cles. In the present study the main parameters used to control the film microstructure 

were the RF input power (20 to 30 W) , the gold target negative bias voltage, UB (-55 



to -70 V), the wvorking gas pressure (10 to 20 mTorr), and the C4Fs:Ar flow ratio (1:9 

to 1:4). 

The films were subjected to a 10 hour post-deposition anneal at 100°C (unless 

otherwise stated) to avoid aging effe~ts.['~~l Specifically, the microstructure of these 

types of nanocomposite films have been observed to change with time due to the 

diffusion of atomic gold or very small gold grains and subsequent coalescence resulting 

in the growth of larger particles at the expense of smaller ones. This phenomenon 

was seen to occur at room temperature over a period of month~.l '~~l In our study, 

the post-deposition anneal has thus two purposes: (i) stabilization of the film with 

respect to microstructure, and (ii) narrowing of the particle size distribution. 

3.3.2 Film Characterization 

The optical data (ellipsometric angles Q and A) were measured from 300 nm 

to 1600 nm using a variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometer (model VASE from the 

J.A. Woollam Co., Inc). Additional normal-incidence transmission nieasiirements 

were made using a double-beam spectrophotometer (model Lamda 19 from Perkin- 

Elmer). Transmission electron microscopy was performed on sainples deposited on 

carbon-coated copper grids using a Philips CM30 microscope. ,Y-ray photoelectron 

spectroscopy analysis of the fluoropolymer matrix was performed in a VG ESCALAB 

3 Mark II instrument with a non-monochromated MgK, source (1256.6eV) and a 

0.8 eV resolution. 

3.4 Microstructural Characterization using the Ef- 

fective Medium Approach 

The high goId volume fraction of the fiIms in this study necessitates the use of 

an effective medium for characterization as opposed to the exact treatment of 

Therefore, the optical response was modeled using the bIa.mdl-~arnett[~~ effective 



medium theory modified by Cohen et 

wvhere p is the volume fraction of gold, and cer f ,  e ,  and E,, represent the dielectric 

response of the effective medium, the gold inclusions, and the fluoropolymer host, 

respectively. Note that this model assumes that the filling is low enough so that the 

particles are well isolated (i.e. no aggregation effects) and that the particle size is 

small compared to the probing wavelength so that there are no retardation effects 

(Le. quasi-static approximation). 

The depolarization factor L is an average screening parameter to account for 

variations in particle shape, and it defines the Wiener limits, nmely L = O for no 

screening (al1 particle boundaries parallel to the applied field) and L = 1 For muimum 

screening (al1 boundaries perpendicular to the applied field).PI The original M-G 

equation is obtained for spherical particles (i.e. L = 113). The incorporation of a 

depolarization factor into the model is necessary since the composite films may, in 

general, be slightly uniaxial with the axis of syrnmetry normal to the film plane. We 

justify the use of Eq. 3.1 at different angles of incidence by considering that for weakly 

anisotropic films the deduced dielectric response obtained assuming isotropy is most 

representative of the response in the plane of the film (i.e. cerf x q ) .  Poo1 

The dielectric functions of the two components in the effective medium, as wvell 

as the glass substrate, were determined separately from ellipsometric measurements. 

The dielectric properties of the polymer was modeled by a three-term Cauchy disper- 

sion with an Urbach absorption edge in the UV region: 

The optical response of gold was modeled separately in the inter-band and intra-band 

regions, the former being described by a series of Lorentz oscillators, and the latter 



by the Drude free electron model: 

where w, is the plasma frequency and TB is the free electron relaxation lifetirne de- 

termined by scattering processes in the bulk material. 

When Eq. 3.3 is applied to rnetal nanoparticles with radii comparable with or 

smaller than the electron mean free path, collisions of the conduction electrons with 

the particle surface become important. To account for this additional source of scat- 

tering, l/re in Eq. 3.3 is replaced by an efective collision frequency, r:IB51 

vr is the electron Fermi velocity (1.39 x 1 0 ~ c r n / s e c ~ ~ ) ,  R is the particle radius, and 

A is a constant which depends on the details of the scattering process at the particle 

surface (-4 = 1 for isotropic scattering, and 0.75 for diffuse scattering). Note that 

the model described by Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 assumes that the inter-band response of the 

rnetal nanoparticles is the sarne as in the bulk material. It has been shown that this 

is the case for particles larger than about 2 nrn.IT51 

Equations 3.1 through 3.4 can be incorporated into a multilayer optical model 

(air/film/sub~trate)[~~~] with Four free parameters which can be fit (i.e. using the 

Levenberg-Marquardt method) to the ellipsometric data in order to extract the mi- 

crostructural characteristics, namely film thickness, d, gold filling, p, particle radius, 

R, and depolarization, L. 

An example of such a fitting procedure for @(A) and A(X) measured a t  55O, 65" 

and 75" is shown in Fig. 3.1. The extracted parameters are d = 85.1 nrn, p = 2'7.3%, 

R = 16.8 nm, L = 0.377 and the mean square error (MSE) of the fit was 3.1. To verify 

that the best-fit result obtained €rom the modeling process is unique, the correlation 

between each parameter was calculated from the covariance rnatri~.['~~I Strong corre- 



Iation exists between the particle size parameter and the film thickness, and between 

the filling and the depolarization factor. Including transmission data in the fitting 

routine decreases these correlations, especially for the former pair, without signifi- 

cant changes in the extracted parameters. For the latter pair, significant correlation 

persists, but it is not severe enough to render the solution not unique. 

The particle size above was calculated assuming isotropic scattering of the elec- 

trons at the metal surface (i.e. A = 1 in Eq. 3.4). Fig. 3.1 also shows the rneasured and 

calculated (using the dielectric function from the fit) normal incidence transmission, 

T(X). AI1 three spectra show very good agreement across the entire wavelength range 

measured, except for a slightly poorer agreement at shorter wavelengths (X < 500 nm). 

Comparison of particle size extracted froni the ellipsotnetric data with those ob- 

tained from TEM micrographs revealed a systematic discrepancy, the former being 

approximately four times larger. In order to obtain correct particle size from the 

ellipsometric data it was found necessary to use a value of A =  0.25 in Eq. 3.4. More 

will be said about this choice in Section 3.6. 

3.5 Results 

The microstructural characteristics (d ,p ,  R, L) extracted from the fit of Eq. 3.1 to 

the ellipsometric data for films grown under different deposition conditions are sum- 

rnarized in Table 3.1. Using this approach a systematic investigation of the influence 

of different glow discharge parameters (input power, working pressure, gas flows) on 

the microstructure was performed. These parameters are represented in Table 3.1 by 

the target bias (Ue), working pressure (P), percent fluorocarbon (%FC), and percent 

argon (%Ar). Table 3.1 also lists the hISE for each fit which are, for the most part, 

between 3 and 4, as is the d u e  for the fit in Fig. 3.1. This demonstrates that, in 

general, the mode1 is able to reIiab1y reproduce the dielectric function of the films. 

The different discharge parameters c m  be cIassifted into two groups; (i) those 
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Figure 3.1: Measured ellipsometric data and mode1 fit for sarnple 
J25D: (a) \E, (b) A, and (c) normal incidence transmission. 



Table 3.1: Reslil ts of microstructural characterization for samples grown under 
different deposition conditions. Al1 films were annealed at 100°C for 10 hours, 

Sample LiB P %Ar %FC MSE d p L R 
(mT) (nm) (%) (nm) 

J25F -55 10 90 10 3.3 76.1 19.0 0.421 3.3 

which primarily affect the plasma polymerization rate (%FC, %Ar, P ) ,  and (ii) those 

which primarily affect the gold sputtering rate (IIB). The gold filling dependence 

on deposition rate for the first group is shown in Fig. 3.2a. It is seen that the 

deposition rate increases most significantly with increased monomer flow as expected 

for a polymerization reaction limited by monomer supply. Decreasing the argon fiow 

has a similar effect since deposition at the same pressure requires a relative increase 

in the concentration of monorners. Increased pressure results in an increased plasma 

polymerization rate through an increase in the concentration of CF, radicals. For 

this case, however, the increased scattering of sputtered gold atoms with increased 

pressure results in a smaller filling for equal deposition rates. 

Alternatively, the gold filling can be varied a t  a nearly constant deposition rate 

(case ii) through the input power. The extracted fillings are comparable with those 

determined from the Erequency changes in a quartz crystal microbalance measured 

for films grown under similar deposition condit ion~.[~~~1 The gold filling dependence 

on Ue is shown in Fig. 3.2b. Nso shown in this figure is the increase in particle size 

with increased input power as expected from previous re~ults.[~~'1 

The details of the particle size dependence on the deposition parameters is washed 
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Figure 3.2: Evolution of gold volume fraction as s funct ion of glow 
discharge parameters: (a) filling related to the plasma polymeriza- 
tion rate, and (b) filling related to the gold sputtering rate. 

out due to the post-deposition annealing. However, the size of ernbedded chsters !vas 

generaliy observed to increase for increased filling values in agreement with previous 

r e s ~ l t s . [ ~ ~ 1  The radii for al1 samples versus filling are shown in Fig. 3.3a. A generai 

dependence of the depolarization factor on gold Blling was also observed. For low fill- 

ing fihs, the depolarization factor was greater than i / 3  and decreased tvith increased 

6lling. The depolarization versus fiiliig for ail samples is shown in Fig. 3.3b. 

A study of the effect of thermal aaaeaiiig on film microstructure \vas undertaken- 

The thermal treatment was carried out at  the glass transition temperature of the 



Figure 3.3: Dependence of (a) particle radius and (b) depolarization 
factor on the gold volume fraction. Dotted line shows expected 
depolarization factor for spherical particles (i.e. L = 113). 

polymer, -160"~.['~~1 At this temperature, a densification of the polymer occurs 

as a consequence of a rearrangement and possibly a curing effect in the crosslinked 

structure of the plasma fluoropolymer!203~ The thermal treatment also results in some 

defluorination of the films. This latter effect was quantified by -WS analysis which 

showed a decrease En the [FI/[C] ratio from 1.56 to 1.45 for a two hour anneal. Neither 

of the above two effects were significant enough to alter the optical properties of the 

fluoropolymer rnatrix as determined ellipsometrically. 

The parameters extracted from eIIipsometric measurements on s film subjected 



Figure 3.4: Evolution of microstructuraI parameters with post-deposition an- 
nealing time at 160°C: (a) film thickness and gold filling and (b) particle radius 
and depolarization, Calculation of correcteci R values (triangles) is discussed 
in Section 3.6. Dotted line shows expected depolarization factor for spherical 
particles (i.e. L = 1/3). 

to a post-deposition anneal for various durations are shown in Fig. 3.4. The polymer 

densification is evideot from the decrease in film thickness, and it results in an in- 

creasing gold filling with increasing anneal duration (Fig. 3-44.  The particle radius 

is seen to increase sharply with the first anneal then it peaks after four hours, and 

it subsequently decreases for fillings greater than 30% (Fig. 3.4b). Note that the 

particle size extracted hom the as deposited film is fictitiously low due to additional 

SPR broadening as a consequence of the lmger distribution in particle size. The de- 

polarization, on the other hand, is seen to continually decrease from values greater 

than 1/3, to values l e s  than 1/3 as the fiUing increases above 30%. 



3.6 Discussion 

The general trend in the microstructure evolution with filling (whether the fill- 

ing is varied through glow discharge parameters or post-deposition annealing) for 

gold/fluoropolymer films is well do~urnented.[ '~~~~~"1 The particles are spherical and 

well separated at low fillings and increase in size with increased filling, becoming more 

irregular in shape as the size increases. As the filling approaches the threshold for 

percolation worrn-like clusters develop which evolve into a labyrinth-type structure 

for fillings at and above percolation. 

The influence of these microstructural changes on the optical properties of the 

films is exemplified by their effect on the shape and position of the SPR band. To 

elucidate this point, we have calculated the absorption spectra, cu(X), for a series of 

samples, which span the entire range of microstructures evaluated in this study, from 

the dielectric function obtained directly from the ellipsometric data without using the 

pararnetric model. The results are shown in Fig. 3.5. 

The main features of the SPR band in going from high to low filling are a shift in 

the peak position to higher energies and a general increase in the bandwidth. The shift 

of the SPR beyond that predicted by the unmodified hl-G EMT is reproduced by the 

parmetric model through the depolarization factor, In particular, values of L < 1/3 

indicate that the SPR occurs a t  a lower energy than predicted (Le red-shifted), while 

values of L > 113 indicate a blue-shift. 

To verify that the observed shifts of the SPR are indeed due to variations in 

particle shape, as predicted by the model, we have performed generalized ellipsometric 

rneas~rernents[~~~1 on selected samples. The anisotropy expected for films with non- 

spbecïcal particles was not observed and so the interpretation of the depolarization 

as a shape factor is incorrect. Therefore it is necessary to account for origin of shifts 

(L f 113) of the SPR. 

One possibIe ~uplanation for the red-shift with increased filling is the appearance 

of particle aggregation effects expected to occur as the fiiiing approaches the threshold 
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Figure 3.5: Absorption spectra of selected samples spanning the 
entire range of microstructures: low filling, srnall particle films to 
high filling films exhibiting significant particle aggregation effects. 

for percolation (-40%)[152~2061. This is supported by the TEM observations of high 

filling samples, as illustrated in Fig. 3.6. The microstructural characteristics extracted 

from ellipsornetric data for this particular sample were d = 7.9nrn, p = 33.7%, 

L = 0.274 and R = 2.5nm. (Note that the particle size is lower than would be 

expected for such a high filling sample (see Fig. 3.3a) and is a consequence of the 

reduced thickness of the film necessary for TEM analysis). The inset in Fig. 3.6 shows 

the particle coagulation in the form of double-sphere structures that is in violation of 

the M-G EMT. 

To take these geometric effects into account within the M-G formdism, we have 

used an approach proposed by Granqvist and ~underi[~OI to describe discontinuous 

gold films. In their mode1 a set of depolarization factors used to describe ellipsoidal 

s h a p e ~ [ ~ ~ ~ l  were interpreted as effective depolarization factors to account for the de- 

tailed geometric configuration of the particles according to the theory of Clippe et 



Figure 3.6: Transmission electron micrograph of a high filling sam- 
ple, M12C [ p  = 33.7%, R = 2.5 nm, L = 0.274). 

al.Izoal The effective dielectric response in their model is written as 

where the Li's are given in sets to describe different geometrical configurations, for 

example (i) single spheres: Lc = L2 = L3 = 1/3, (ii) double spheres: LI - 0.250, 

L2 = L3 = 0.375, and (iii) infinite linear chain: LL = 0.133, L2 = L3 = 0.435. Note 

that for LI = L2 = L3, Eq. 3.5 reduces to Eq. 3.1. 

The results of applying this model to the annealed film with three different fillings, 

one for each geometrical configuration, are given in Table 3.2. After four hours of 

annealing, non-zero volume fractions of double-sphers structures and of inhi te  chahs 

are observed. Note that the total filling is almost unchangeci compared to Fig. 3.4a. 

The particle size, however, does not decrease with anneal but rather "1e~elsdfI'~ as 

e~~ec t ed . [*~~1  The corrected partide sizes are shown in Fig. 3.4b. 

The Clippe theory predicts the splitting of the SPR resonance into two absorption 



Table 3.2: Evolution of microstiuctural parameters with post- 
deposition anneding tirne at 160°C taking into consideration the geo- 
metric configuration of the gold particles; ss: single sphere, ds: double 
sphere, ic: infinite chah. Only corrected particle sizes are shown. 

peaks (modes) for each geometrical configuration, the exact frequency of each mode 

being dependent on geometry. We have not observed such a multi-peak absorption. 

However, as we are mostly concerned with double-sphere structures, the mode fre- 

quencies of which are close to the SPR frequency, we assume the additional peaks are 

buried by the particle size distribution. As such, particIe coagulation appears as a 

red-shifted and broadened SPR, the latter effect being responsible for the extraction 

of a decreasing particle size with increased filIing. 

Although this mode1 is not expected to apply to films at higher fillings, where 

the concept of particle size loses meaning, it does close the gap between the cermet 

structure and the labyrinth structure expected at percolation.[204~ For microstructural 

characterization of films at and above percoIation it is necessary to use an EMT more 

representative of the aggregate structure of the film!521531 

Next we consider the blue-shift of the SPR with decreasing cluster size which 

was seen to occur for particles smder  than 9nm. We have described the partide 

size-dependent broadening of the SPR in terrns of the classical lirnited mean free 

path effecti79t8s*2Q91 (Eq. 3.4) which predicts no significant shift in the peak position 

for particles larger than 4nm (dthough there is a siight red-shift for smaIler parti- 

cles). This approach loses validiby with decreasing particle size due to the splitting of 

the conduction electron band into discrete energy le~els.[~l More appropriate models 



have been developed[86*a8*891 (For a review see Kreibig18'I) to describe these so-called 

quantum size effects where the dielectric function of the metal is derived quantum rne- 

chanically within the random-phase approximation. These are based on the original 

work of Kawabata and ~ubo1'Ol which treat the particle surface not as a scatterer, but 

rather to determine the eigenstates of electrons which are bound states in the finite 

volume of a sphere. These theories do predict a blue-shift with decreasing particle 

size, however, they neglect the details of the electron density a t  the surface (due to 

the use of an infinite ionization potential) which become important for small particles. 

More recently, ~kardt[ '~I has carried out a full quantum-mechanical calculation 

using a generalized RPA in which the diffuseness of the electron density at  the particle 

surface is automatically included. When an accurate electron density profile, which 

extends outside the particle radius as defined by the ion core (so called 'spill-out'), 

is takcn into account, the SPR is seen to red-shift with decreasing particle size. 

This calculation was done for simple metals. In noble metals, the s-d interaction, 

as described by ~ i e b s c h , [ ~ ~ ~ 1  is absent for the conduction electrons which 'spill-out' 

of the particle, and thus they oscillate with an unscreened plasma frequency (i.e. a t  

higher frequency) . As this effect becomes more pronounced with increasing surface- 

to-volume ratio, it leads to a blue-shift with decreasing particle size. Very recently, 

the method of Ekardt $vas applied to gold nanoparticles and it was shown that a 

blue-shift tvith decreasing particle size is indeed 0btained.[~~1 

In Section III the constant A in Eq. 3.4 was arbitrarily set to 0.25 so that ex- 

tracted particle sizes agreed with TEM results. In the original quantum mechanical 

m o d e 1 s , [ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  the dielectric function of the metal is given in a form similar to 

Eqs. 3.3 and 3.4 with A being a model-dependent broadening parameter in the range 

of 0.29 to 1. A more recent rn0de1,[~~1 that also expresses the dielectric function in the 

above form (but does not assume an infinite ionization potential and is in good agree- 

ment with the results of Ekardt), gives an A value of 0.3, similar to the one obtained 

in this study. Using experimental A vaIues to support a particular model, however, 



needs a word of caution as the broadening parameter is also a matriu-dependent pa- 

rameter. For example, A for silver particles embedded in different matrices ranges 

from 0.25 to 1.[30p32172@l ~ersson~"1 accounted for the variation in A in terms of the 

details of the metal/matrix interfacial region (Le. metal-adsorbate charge transfer 

excitations). The observed increase in A for more reactive matrices was attributed 

to so-called chernicd interface damping.[321 A more detailed study of the influence of 

the metal/matrix interface is presently ongoing in Our laboratory, in particuhr, the 

influence on A of SiO,N, matrices with composition ranging from Si02 to S ~ ~ N ~ . [ * ' * I  

3.7 Summary and Conclusions 

We have used variable-angle spectroscopic ellipsometry measurements to charac- 

terize the microstructure of gold/fluoropolymer nanocomposite films and to determine 

its dependence on deposition conditions and post-deposition thermal treatments. We 

have modeled the optical response of the films using a modified Ma~well-Garnett 

effective medium approach. By allowing a depolarization factor and a broadening pa- 

rameter as fit variables, as well as the film thickness and the gold volume fraction, ive 

were able to reproduce the measured spectra with high accuracy for fillings ranging 

from 15 to 35%. 

However, the good fits in the low filling (small particle) and high filling limits 

were artificial in that they were a consequence of the adjustable depolarization factor 

included in the model to account for deviations in particle shape from that of a 

sphere. These deviations were not observed and, as such, the depolarization factor 

was reinterpreted as a gauge to quantify model applicability. 

Depolarization factors less than 1/3 represent a red-shifted SPR and indicate that 

particle aggregation effects are present. Zf the detailed geometric configuration of the 

particIes for films with L < 1/3 are not taken into account, extracted partick sizes 

are fictitiously small due to the broadening of the SPR that accompanies aggregation- 



The onset of particle aggregation effects was found to occur a t  a filling of about 30%. 

Values of L > 113 represent a blue-shifted SPR and indicate that the motion of the 

electrons in the particles can no longer be described by the classical LMFP theory. 

The smdl particle limit was determined to be about 9nm. Useful microstructural 

information can still be obtained below this limit since the width of the SPR band, 

although blue-shifted, is still related to the particle size. 
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Chapter 4 

Article 2: Au/Si02 Films 

The main emphasis of this article concerns finite size effects, in particular the 

particle size dependence of the core response of gold. Two more general objectives 

concern the demonstration of the influence of dipole-dipole interaction predicted by 

the M-G model and the identification of the limits of the M-G model with respect to 

the quasi-static approximation. 

The particle sizes studied in this article are much Iarger than those in the Au/PPFC 

system and were obtained by performing thermal treatments at 900°C as opposed to 

160°C. At this temperature, the stability of the Si02:H structure is of concern! in 

particular, changes related to the roIe of H in the film as discussed in Secion 2.1.2.2 

(i.e. 9 and p) ,  as well as possible crystallization. 

Both of these effects will influence the optical constants of the SiO2. However, 

it is crystallization, rather than testructuring of the amorphous matrix, that is of 

concern, since it could potentiaily obscure the observation of the effects listed above 

behind a complicated metal/dieIectric interface morphology. To verify the crystalline 

state of the matrix, a graziag incidence XRD spectrurn was taken of a Au/Si02 film 

that had been annealed for 10 hours. The spectrum, shown in Fig. 4.1, possesses 

sharp diffraction peaks corresponding ody to reflections from Bragg planes in gold 

having no preferred o r i e n t a t i ~ d * ~ ~  The broad hump a t  28 - 20" is representative 



Figure 4.1: Grazing incidence XRD spectrum of a Au/Si02 film 
with R > 20 nm deposited on quartz. 

of an amorphous material and corresponds to the spectrum taken of an as-deposited 

pure Sion film (not shown). 

To take into account any possible therrnally-induced changes in the optical con- 

stants of the matrix resulting from restructuring, pure SiOz films were annealed to- 

gether with the Au/Si02 nanocomposites. These films were measured ellipsometri- 

cally and a decrease in index amounting to - 0.03 was observed after 10 hours at 

900°C. In modeling the annealed Au/SiOz films, an corresponding to a pure SiOz 

film annealed for the same duration was used, even though the slight change in rh did 

significantly influence the extracted fit parameters. 
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4.1 Abstract 

Nanocomposite films consisting of metal nanoparticles embedded in a dielectric 

matrix were fabricated by simultaneous sputtering of a gold target and plasma- 

enhanced chemical vapour deposition of hydrogenated SiOz. The optical constants 

of the films were determined from spectroscopie eliipsometry measurements and were 

rnodeled using the Maxwell-Garnett effective medium theory. The particle size depen- 

dence of the free electron absorption was included according to the limited electron 

mean free path effect using a broadening parameter A = 0.15 determined from the 

c~mpacison of the measured spectra with TEhI micrographs. Using bulk inter-band 

optical constants for gold, very good agreement was obtained between the mode1 and 

the measured spectra but only in the narrow particle size range .V 10 to 20nm, the 

latter of which marks the onset of phase retardation effects. For smaller particies, the 

energy of the surface plasmon resonance was progressively biue-shifted with respect 

to the predicted value. This was interpreted by a size dependence of the inter-band 

transitions as a result of strain-induced variation of the lattice constant within the 

particle. 



4.2 Introduction 

The optical properties of bulk noble metals are due to inter-band (d-band to the 

s-p conduction band) transitions at shorter wavelengths and intra-band (free electron) 

absorption at longer wavelengths. In metal nanoclusters the intra-band contribution 

is modified due to the confinement of the electrons within the particle. Instead of 

monotonically increasing with wavelength, the absorption spectrurn is dominated by 

the resonant couplingof the incident field with quanta of collective conduction electron 

plasma oscillations, so-called surface plasrnons.['g71 The frequency and the shape of 

the surface plasmon resonance band is dependent on the concentration, size, and 

shape of the metal clusters, as well as the dielectric properties of the surrounding 

medium. This dependence allows for the extraction of microstructural characteristics 

of the nanocomposite material from their optical properties, This can be done, for 

example, by fitting the measured dielectric function of the metai clusters with the 

calculated response using the Mie theory,151 or, for larger metal volume fractions 

where dipole-dipole interactions become important, with the response predicted by 

effective medium t heories.lJv52*531 

This type of microstructural characterization is becorning increasingly irnpor- 

tant considering the recent demonstration of the dramatic difference in the opti- 

cal noniinearity of gold clusters as compared to bulk.ILgl First, confinement of the 

conduction electrons results in a situation similar to that of a m ~ l e c u l e [ ~ ' ~ ~  and, 

as such, the clusters are expected to possess a non-zero electric dipole third-order 

nonlinear susceptibility. Second, the excitation of surface plasmons results in a 

large local electric field in the clusten which will enhance any intrinsic nonlinear- 

ity. The enhancement was first shown by Ricard e t  diL91 for Ag and Au clusters 

[rom degenerate four wvave mixing (DFWM) experiments. The origin of the intrin- 

sic nonlinearity was, however, attributed to Fermi ~rnearin~[~Ol (i.e. non-equilibrium 

electron population) due to 'hot electrons' which dominated over any non-linearïty 

due to the dipole nature of the particles.[2'~ Since then a large experimental ef- 



fort has been undertaken to investigate the nonlinearity of metal clusters, in par- 

ticular gold/dielectric nanocomposite materials. The different matrices studied in- 

,-lude ~i0~,1138.139, I13rI.i8,150,214,2151 &03,[w ~i0~,[1511 and ~ ~ ~ i 0 ~ , [ 2 L 6 1  With dePosi- 

tion methods including co-sputte~ng,['4~1s1r21512161 ion implantation,[13811391 and the 

sol-gel t e ~ h n i ~ u e , l l " ~ ~  as well as hybrid approaches combining plasma-enhanced chem- 

ical vapour deposition and laser e ~ a ~ o r a t i o n - [ ~ ~ ~ I  

In the above experiments, an effective optical nonlinearity is measured, from which 

the intrinsic nonlinearity of the metai is calculated. This type of analysis relies criti- 

cally upon the ability to evaluate the detailed microstructure of the films as it is the 

microstructure that determines the enhancement factor. In previous a r t i c l e ~ [ ' ~ ~ p ~ ~ ~ I  \VO 

have demonstrated the applicability of the effective medium approach applied to spec- 

trophotometry and spectroscopic ellipsornetry measurements to extract microstruc- 

tural information of Au/plasma polymerized fluorocarbon nanocomposite films. In 

this study we extend our previous work to include Au/Si02 nanocomposite films. 

The Si02 matrix allows us to study in more detail the inter-band region of the gold 

particles since Ive are not limited by the absorption edge of the fluoropolymer ma- 

trix (- 350 nm). With this region of the spectrum available for characterization and 

considering the sensitivity inherent to ellipsornetric techniques, insight can be ob- 

tained into the structural changes that occur in small particles through the effect 

that these changes have on the optical properties. This study will complement sim- 

ilar investigations tvhich utilize more invasive characterization techniques to study 

small particles, namely high resolution transmission electron microscopy,[~ photoe- 

mission spectroscopy, [21&2201 x-ray absorption spectroscopy,~3~ and electron diffraction 

experiments, 137.76,iosl 



4.3 Film Preparation and Characterization 

Nanocomposite thin films c m  be fabricated by hybrid vacuum methods using a 

simultaneous combination of deposition techniques such as evaporation, sputtering, 

plasma polymerization and PECVD (for a review see, for example, ~belés['~'1 and 

Biederman and ~artinu['~*1). For this work, we adopt a rather novel hybrid deposition 

method wing two RF sources in a parallel-plate electrode arrangement, one for the 

PECVD of the Si02 matrix and another for the sputtering of a gold target. In 

this way, a more independent control of the Si02 and gold deposition rates can be 

obtained. 

The PECVD of the SiOa matrix is performed using SiH4/N20 ~ h e m i s t r ~ . [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  

Fused quartz substrates were placed on an RF-powered (13.56 MHz) circular elec- 

trode, 18cm in diameter. Gas flows used were losccm, 40sccm, and 65 sccm for 

SiH,,, N 2 0  and Ar, respectively. The depositions were made at a pressure of 80 mTorr 

rvith an RF input power of 100 W for a self-bias potential of -300V. The above con- 

figuration was complemented by a 50 mm diameter magnetron head powered by a 

separate RF supply, also at 13.56 MHz, The gold target was positioned Facing the 

substrate holder at a vertical distance of 70mm, and the axis of the magnetron was 

displaced from the avis of the substrate holder by 115 mm. In this way a gradient in 

the concentration of gold incorporated into the SiOP matrk was obtained, allowing for 

multiple measurements on the same sample. The RF input power on the rnagnetron 

was 200 W for a self-bias potential of -300 V. 

Following a detailed optimization of the deposition process and the characteriza- 

tion methodology, three representative sampIes, A, B and C, were prepared. They 

were positioned a t  different locations on the substrate holder so that sample A was 

closest to the gold target and sarnple C was farthest away. In this way a large vari- 

ation in the gold content was achieved using the same fabrication conditions. The 

deposition times were adjusted accordingly to maintain the minimum transmission 

of the SPR band around 50% (i.e. 1, 4, and 8 minutes for samples A, B, and C, 



respectively). Different measurements ou each sample were designated by number, 

increasing with increasing distance from the magnetron and hence decreasing gold 

content (Le. Al ,  A2, A3 ...). 

As-deposited films obtained in this way are brownish in color; they consist, most 

likely, of atomic gold or sub-nanometer gold clusters and do not exhibit a SPR. To 

promote cluster growth, via diffusion of the gold atoms and small clusters through 

the Si02 matrix and subsequent coalescence (Ostwald ripening[2231) the films were 

annealed at 900°C in air. At this temperature, it is expected that the gold clusters 

will experience a rapid liquid-like coalescence in which neck formation and particle 

reshaping occurs on a time scale of - 70 ms.1123i 

The optical characterization of the films was performed using a variable-angle 

spectroscopic ellipsometer (model VASE from the J.A. Woollam Co., Inc.). Addi- 

tional normal-incidence transmission measurements were made using a double-beam 

spectrophotometer (model Lambda 19 from Perkin-Elmer). Scattering measurements 

were also made on selected samples using an integrating sphere module of the spec- 

trophotometer (Labsphere RS19, 15 cm diameter). Transmission electron microscopy 

was performed on sarnples deposited on carbon-coated copper grids using a Philips 

CM30 microscope. 

4.4 Microstructural Characterization using the Ef- 

fective Medium Approach 

The microstructural characteristics were determined by incorporating a param- 

eterized (Le. film thickness, d, gold volume fraction, p, and particle radius, R) 

structural model into a multilayer optical model (air/film/substrate) .[1681 The free 

pararneters were fitted to the opticaI data using the Levenberg-hIarquardt method. 

Both the eüipsometric and photometric data were used in the fitting procedure to 

minimize correIations between fit parameters. To model the optical response of the 



nanocomposite films Ive employed the ~mwell-Garnett"] erective medium theory: 

where cej*, cm and g represent the dielectric response of the effective medium, the 

gotd inclusions, and the Si02 host, respectively. This model assumes spherical par- 

ticles which have dimensions small cornpared to the probing wavelength (i.e. quasi- 

static approxirnation["1 (QSA)) and which are well separated (i.e. no aggregation 

effects) . 
The dielectric functions of the two components in the effective medium, as well as 

the fused quartz substrate, were determined separately €rom ellipsometric measure- 

ments. The dielectric properties of the Si02 were modeled by a simple three-term 

Cauchy dispersion. The optical respunse of the gold !vas modeled separately in the 

inter-band and intra-band regions, the former being described by a series of Lorentz 

oscilIators, and the latter by the Drude free electron model: 

where w, is the plasma frequency and I' is the free electron co11ision frequency. When 

Eq. 4.2 is applied to a pure gold thin film, the collision frequency is determined by the 

scattering processes in the bulk material (i.e. I' = I/rB). For metal nanoparticles, 

however, ï has to be rnodified according t0:[~~1 

where UF is the electron Fermi velocity (1.39 x 108cm/sec).~44~ The origin of the 

additional term c m  be interpreted in two ways: (i) ctassically, due to scattering 

of the conduction electrons fiom the partide surface as R becomes comparable to 

or srnalier than the electron mean fiee path, the so-cded limited rnean fiee path 



effe~t;['~l (22) quantum mechanically, due to dipole transitions between speiectron 

eigenstates which become discrete as a result of the small dimensions of the part i~le . [~~1 

The parameter A is a measure of the slope in a plot of the SPR bandividth vcrsus 

reciprocal particle size; it is dependent on the model used to derive Eq. 4.3 (see, for 

example, Kreibig and ~enzel["I) and, experimentally, it has been found to depend 

on the particular metallrnatriu system being studied (see, for example, Hove1 et 

a11321). As such, the best a p p r 0 a c h ~ ~ ~ 1  is to determine A by comparison of the width 

of the SPR band with the particle size as determined from TEM analysis for each 

metal/matrk combination. 

As such, a detailed TEM anaiysis of several samples was performed to determine 

the parameter A, the results of which will be published else~here[*~"1. It was found 

that for small particle size distributions (standard deviation less than 25%), a value of 

A = 0.15 is required to extract the correct particle size. A typical TEM micrograph 

of a thin (- 13nm) Au/Si02 film is shown in Fig. 4.2 demonstrating the nearly 

circular and well isolated particies mith a narrow size distribution (inset) as required 

by Eq. 4.1. 

As an example of the agreement between the predicted and rneasured optical 

constants, we show in Fig. 4.3 the results of the fitting procedure from a measurement 

on sample A after a one hour anneal at  900°C. The figure shows the elhpsometric 

spectra (angles *(A) and h(X)) and model fit from 300nm to lOOOnm measured at 

incident angles of 55", 65" and 75" as well as normal-incidence transmission (T(X)) 

from 300 nm to 850 nm. The lit parameters from the model fit in this particular case 

were d = 53.9 nm, p = 7.7%, and R = 9.7 nm. 

4.5 Results and Discussion 

Two distinct dependencies on anneal time were observed and are illustrated in 

Fig. 4.4, The optical constants of the high filling mm, sample C, were correctIy 



Figure 4.2: TEM of a nanocomposite film for which mode1 fit pa- 
rameters are d = 12.9nm and p = 23.1%. The inset shows the 
particle size distribution. 

predicted by Eq. 4.1 after a 1 hour anneal. Extended annealing, however, resulted in 

the red-shifting and broadening of the SPR beyond that predicted by the M-G EMT 

as shown in Fig. 4A(a). These trends in the shape arid position of the SPR are caused 

by phase retardation effects which occur for particles larger than the quasi-static limit 

(R .Y 20nm).[4ïI This was supported by the observation of significant scattering (up 

to 6% after 10 hours at 900°C for the sample in Fig. 4 4 a ) )  that is expected by 

particles significantly larger than those covered by QSA. 

For the lower filiing films, samples B and C, annealing resulted in a narrowing 

SPR band as shom in Fig. 4.4(b), indicative of particle growth within the QSA. 

The band, however, wvas blue-shifted with respect to the value predicted by Eq. 4.1, 

the blue-shift decreasing with anneal tirne, and thus with increasing particle size. 
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Figure 4.3: Measured ellipsometric data and mode1 fit for sarnple 
A4: (a) *(A), (b) h(X), and (c) T(X) at normal incidence. 
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Figure 4.4: Normal incidence transmission spectra after different anneal times 
for (a) sample A2 (p = 13.8%, d = 77.8nm) and (b) sample B2 (p = 6.9%, 
d = 228.7nm). The dotted vertical lines indicate the position of the SPR 
expected from Eq. 4.1. For sarnple A2 the integrated scattered reflection after 
10 hours at 900°C is also shown. 

Anneals of 6 and 9 hours for samples B and C, respectively, were required before 

good agreement between measured and modeled optical constants was obtained. 

The dependence of p on the distance from the magnetron avis is shown in Fig. 4.5 

together with the variation in the film deposition rate. The filling and deposition rate 

were determined from the fits to the sarnples after d c i e n t  annealing so that their 

opticai constants were described well by Eq. 4.1 (i.e, 1 ,6  and 9 hours for samples A, 

B and C, respectively). The gold filling varied fiom .V 14% for sample A l  to less than 

1% for C3. The increase in the deposition rate with p is well beyond the increase 
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Figure 4.5: Dependence of the gold filling and film deposition rate 
on the distance from the magnetron auis. 

expected from the added volume of gold (i.e. the deposition rate of pure Si02 with 

a shutter over the gold target was - 40 nm/min) and is due to the increasing plasma 

density close to the rnagnetron. 

The particle size calculated using Eq. 4.3 for films which possessed the narrowest 

SPR bandwidths exceeded R = 20 nm, for which QSA is not expected to be valid!"l 

As no red-shifting of the SPR was observed at these bandwidths, it appears that the 

particle size according to Eq. 4.3 is over-estimated. This is, most likely, a consequence 

of an inappropriately low bulk relaxation constant used in Eq. 4.3 (i.e. TB = 5x 10-L4s) 

as the contribution to eIectron scattering from crystal imperfections and impucities are 

not expected to be present due to the high temperature annea1ingj~~~1 We therefore 

make the assumption that TB « R / h F  and neglect the bulk scattering term in 

Eq. 4.3 when calculating R. This does not affect the constant A since the SPR 

bandwidth of the samples from which A was determined was broad enough so that 
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Figure 4.6: Absorption spectra calculated from the mode1 fit for 
films with gold fillings €rom - 1% to - 14%. The dotted vertical 
line indicates the position of the SPR in the low-filling limit. 

the bulk scattering did not significantly affect the extracted particle size. 

Fig. 4.6 shows the variation in the absorption coefficient with p. The shift of 

the resonance from its position in the low filling limit (dashed vertical line) to longer 

wavelengths with increased fiiling is a measure of the dipole-dipole interaction between 

particles. This shift demonstrates the necessity of using the M-G equation as opposed 

to the Mie equation, the latter being based on the extinction by a single particle; it 

does not contain a pdependence of the resonant frequency. 

In order to mode1 the optical response of the films for which the position of the 

SPR band is not in agreement with Eq. 4.1 (Le. over the entire range of particle 

sizes obtained in this work), we adopt the approach applied in our previous study of 

Au/PPFC f i l~ns[~~~l  in which a generalized hl-G mode1 was employed:[q 



The additional parameter, the depolarization factor (L), is an average screening 

parameter1621 that defines the Wiener limits: L = O for no screening (al1 particle 

buundaries parallel to the applied field), and L = 1 for maximum screening ( d l  

boundaries perpendicular to the appiied field). Eq. 4.4 reduces to the M-G equation 

for spherical particles for which L = 1/3. The depolarization factor, then, is intended 

to account for any variations in particle shape, and thus, in film anisotropy. These 

deviations have the efiect of shifting remnarit frequency of the SPR: to lower energy 

for oblate spheroids (L < 1/31 and to higher energy for prolate spheroids ( L  > 1/3). 

Transmission measurernents using p-polarized light a t  large angles of incidence, 

which are sensitive to a n i s o t r ~ ~ ~ , [ ~ ~ ~ f  have shown the films to be isotropic, even when 

L # 1/3. As such, deviations from L = 1/3 and the shifts in the SPR that they entail 

are not a consequence of non-spherical particles, but rather inciicate violations of the 

assurnptions made when applying Eq. 4.1. In the previous s t ~ d ~ ! ~ ~ ~ 1  the red-shift 

(L < 1/3) observed in films withp > 30% was attributed to  aggregation effects, while 

the blue-shift (L > 1/3) for films with R < 4.5nm was zrssociated with the validity of 

the LMFP effect. In this study, L < 113 signifies the presence or phase retardation 

efl'ects rather than aggregation as the fillings are rnuch lower. We will also show that 

L > 1/3 does not necessarily signify the small particle limit of Eq. 4.3, but rather, is 

related to a particle size dependence of the inter-band optical constants of gold. 

Apptying Eq. 4.4 to sarnples A, B and C reveaied no significant variation in d or 

p with anneal. The dependence of R and L with anneal for sample locations A4, 132, 

and Cl is shown Fig. 4.7. Phase retardation is evident in the higher filling films (A4 

and B2) from the decrease of L to values below 1/3 (i.e. SPR red-shifting). The onset 

of retardation eflects occurs at R .V II nm and is indicated in the figure by the dotted 

vertical lines. Particle sizes determiued using Eq. 4.3 are no longer valid beyoad this 

Iimit since they are fictctitiously srnail due to the SPR broadening that accornpanies 

retardation, hence the decreasing R mith anneal time observed for A4 and B4. 

From Fig. 4,7(a) it is seen that the partide growth rate increases with increased 
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Figure 4.7 Eutracted fit parameters using Eq. 4.4 after different anneal 
tirnes: (a) R and (b) L. The onset of retardation effects is indicated in 
(a) by the dotted vertical lines and the depolarization factor expected 
for spherical partictes is indicated in (b) by the dotted horizontal line. 

Ming and decreased film thickness. The former trend is expected frorn a growth 

mode1 dependent on the diffusion of gold atorns through the Sioz. The dependence 

on thickness is surprising. We speculate that oxygen absorbed hom the air during 

anneal plays a crucial role in determining the diusion rate of atomic gold through the 

matrk. This is supported by the fact that a much reduced growth rate was observeci 

when annealing in nitrogen (not shom here), in agreement with sirnilar results in 

literat 

The onset of the bIue-shifting of the SPR wit h decreasing partide size occurs at 



R N 5 nm, seen most clearly from the low filling sample (Cl) for which the par- 

ticle growth was slowest. This blue-shift is now a well document trend for both 

go1d~76-78~2171 and siher[73n74t100*1071 clusters though there is still current discussion as 

to its origin. It has been interpreted[78*100t1071 in terms of an increase in the spelectron 

population that is not screened by the polarizable inner medium of the ion core a s  a 

consequence of electron spill-out beyond the cluster edge and is based on calculations 

done in the framework of the time-dependent local-density approximation. 

This interpretation is well justified for silver[100*1071 where the inter-band edge (4d 

+ 5sp) is at higher energy than the position of the SPR. For gold, however, the 

inter-band edge, defined by the onset of a weak 5d + 6sp transition at 1.94eV near 

the syrnmetry point X in the Brillouin zone, and a stronger one at 2.45 eV near L , [ ~ ' I  

coincides with the position of the SPR. This being the case, any dependence of the 

inter-band optical constants on particle size will influence the shape and position of 

the SPR and, thus, must be taken into consideration. 

Most publications consider this region to be size-independent down to - 103 atoms 

(R - 1.5 nrn) based on two articles by ~ r e i b i ~ [ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ 1  in which a structural phase tran- 

sition from cluster matter to solid-state was shown to occur at this particle size and 

ivas attributed to the increase in the number of surface atoms cornpared to volume 

atoms (and thus sn increase in the number of atoms with lower coordination num- 

bers). The transition was characterized as abrupt even though the indicated 

a more graduai change starting at R - 2.4 nrn (- 4000 atoms). This smeacing of the 

transition was attributed by the author as resulting from the particle size distribution. 

We feel, however, that the transition is not necessarily abrupt, or, at least, there 

exists a gradua1 transition which follows an abrupt one, pnor to the inter-band optical 

constants attaining their bulk value. This is based on the observed changes in the 

transmission for X < 375nm (see Fig. 4.4(b)). Although far enough removed from 

the SPR energy so as to not affect its shape or  position, the spectrum in this region 

continues to develop for particle radii much larger than 2.4nm. A broad transition, 



even a series of transitions, should be expected as the particle size increases beyond 

1.5 nm, at which size the clusters attain metallic pr~perties.[~'~I These transitions can 

by identified with: (i) the influence of a quasi-molten ~ t a t e , [ ' ~ ~ l  (ii) the influence of 

the surface atorns on the total density of statedn", and (iii) the influence of lattice 

contraction on the electronic bandstru~ture.['~~1 

In order to account for a possible change of the optical constants in the inter-band 

region, Eq. 4.1 was applied to the measured optical data with the amplitudes and 

linewidths of the six Lorentz oscillators, which rnake up cc,, in Eq. 4.2, set as fit 

parameters. The microstmctural parameters d, p, and R were also fit though they 

were not found to change significantly from those extracted using Eq. 4.4. The results 

for sample B2 are shown in Fig. 4.8. The real part of cm (%[cm]) is seen to decrease with 

decreasing particle size (Fig. 4.8(a)), the same trend that was obtained by ~ u i n t e n [ l ~ l  

and ~ r e i b i ~ [ ' * ~ l  from a Kramers-Kroaig analysis of the measured extinction spectra. 

This decrease in R[cm] is due to a decrease in the real part of cc,, (91[cc,,]) and is 

responsible for the observed blue-shift of the SPR. 

In the context of reduced screening, R[E,,,] can be interpreted as describing an 

effective core polarization with both bulk and surface terms, and the decrease with 

R results from an increase in the contribution of the polarization-free surface layer. 

Attributing the changes in R[É,,,] solely to the influence of a polarization-free sur- 

face layer cannot, however, be consolidated with the particle size dependence of the 

imaginary part of cm (9[em]), shown in Fig. 4.8(b), together with the bulk values of 

~ h è ~ e . [ ' * ~ l  The observed variation in S[cm] at shorter wavelengths are indicative of 

changes in the electronic structure of the particie which will also affect the core po- 

larization. In order to gain some insight into the driving force behind these changes, 

we have examined more closely the particle size dependence of %[cm] throughout the 

measured spectral region- 

For X > SOOnm, S[E,] is determined mostly by free electron absorption (though 

there is a srnail contribution fiom inter-band transitions near X), and the increase 



Figure 4.8: Dependence of the optical constants of gold on particle 
size: (a) R[c,] and (b) $ [E ,J .  The dashed line in (b) is the bulk 
data of ~hè~e . [ ' ~ ' ]  The arrows indicate decreasing R. 

observed with decreasing R is, of course, due to the second term in Eq. 4.3. 

For 375 nm < X < 500nm, 3[~,] has contributions from both inter-band tran- 

sitions near L and free electron absorption. The decreasing height of the peak 

at - 425 nm with decreasing R is due to a decrease in the imaginary part of rem, 

(8[eCwe]).  This trend has also been obserwd by Yamaguchi et al,[1291 however, it is 

in disagreement with the cahlations of ~u in t en l l~1  and ~ r e i b i & ~ ~ * l ,  both of whom 

obtained an increase in §[E,~,] with decreasing R. The opticai constants determined 

from ellipsometric measurements shouid be more diable than those calculated from 

a K-K analysis of extinction spectra since K-K integrals have to be approxirnated in 

the spec trai regions where measured data are not avdable. 



To study the dependence of 3[~,,] on R in this region, we have subtracted 

the intra-band contribution and have plotted [ 3 [ ~ ~ ~ ~ ] ( h w ) ~ ] ~  versus Fu which is 

e~~ectedl'~'1 to be linear in the range from 2.45 eV to 3.3 eV (Le. the transition 

near L has the forrn S[E,,,] (W - ~ ~ ) ~ f ~ / ( h ) ~ ,  where the ho is the onset energy). 

This plot is shown in Fig. 4.9(a). Fig. 4.9(b) shows the dependence of the bandedge 

slope and onset energy on the particie size taken from a least squares fit to the data 

in Fig. 4.9(a). The results show the same trends as those of ~reibi~'s,l '*~I narnely a 

decrease in both the bandedge dope and the onset energy with decreasing particle 

size, from N 5000 and - 2.43 eV to - 3500 and - 2-40 eV, respectively, as R decreases 

from 11.1 nm to 3.5 nm. Hoivever, the decrease of the slope in Kreibig's data was onty 

observed for R < 2 nm, with a constant value of -5000 for larger particles while the 

onset energy was 2.45eV already for R - 7nm. Extrapolating our resuIts to bulk 

values and =uming a continuing iinear dependence, ive obtain an onset energy of 

.v 2-44 eV and bandedge slope of - 5600 cornpared to Thèye's valuesIL2'~ of 2.45 eV 

and 6000, respectively. 

The most drarnatic change in 5[4 in Fig. 4.8(b) is the increase in the height of the 

peak around 315nm with increasing R. The same resuldL41 has been observed when 

annealing pure gold thin films; in fact, the similarity between Fig, 4.8(b) and Fig. 3 

in Ref. 1141 is remarkable. Attributing the variation in the peak height to a particular 

effect for a polycrystaltine gold film is difficult as there are many contributing factors 

(see, for example, ~ s ~ n e s I ' ~ ~ ~ ) .  For embedded particles, however, al1 of these can be 

mled out, with the exception of strain-induced lattice deformation. 

The lattice contraction of gold nanoparticies is now well e s t a b l i ~ h e d Q ~ * ~ ~ * ' ~ ~ 1  and 

has been attributed to the surface of the particle being in astate of stress, specifically, 

di1ated.1~~1 The peak a t  -315 nrn has contributions f i~m:[~*~l (2) inter-band transitions 

(3d, .Id + 6sp), and (ii) inter-conduction band transitions (6sp + ?sp). The latter 

transitions are very sensitive to lattice d i ~ t o r t i o n s ~ ~ ~ 1  In particular, the strain-induced 

variation of the lattice spacing wilI cause the peak to broaden and lower. Although it 



Figure 4.9: (a) Particle size dependence of the inter-band edge for 
transitions near L and (b) change in the inter-band edge slope and 
shift of the onset energy versus reciprocal particle size. 

is difficult to quantify the interna1 strains present in a pure polycrystalline film, the 

difficulty being compounded by substrate effects, the situation for embedded particles 

is clear: the decrease of the peak height is a consequence of the increasing disparity 

between the lattice constant at the surface and in the inner particle. This is the same 

conclusion drawn by Picozzi et d'301 to account for the particle size dependence of 

the vuv reflectivity of gold clusters. 

As mentioned above, changes in the absorption spectrum at 315 nm are not ex- 

pected to influence the shape or position of the SPR. However, changes in the band- 

structure that they entai1 d l  influence, to a Iesser or greater extent, changes in the 



absorption throughout the UV-visible spectrum. This particle size dependence of the 

bandstructure is expected from the variation in the atomic arrangement as deter- 

mined by the state of the particle surface with respect to stress. Minimum energy 

structure considerations (in which surface stress plays a crucial role) together with 

HRTEM studies has led ~arks["l to envision a phase map for gold nanoparticles. 

According to the map, the gold particles go through a transition from a quasi-molten 

state to particles having a multiply-twinned structure at R - 2 nm for temperatures 

of -300K. This is followed by a transition to single crystals at R - 7nm. The first 

transition corresponds well with that observed by ~ r e i b i ~ , [ " * ' ~ ~ 1  while the transition 

to single crystals occurs at the minimum particle size for which the position of the 

SPR was found to be correctly predicted using bulk gold values for cc,,. Furthermore, 

the transition to single crystals is expected to be a gradua1 one due to the presence 

of thermodynamically unstable structures as a consequence of particle growth kinetic 

effects. 

4.6 Summary and Conclusions 

Au/SiOz nanocomposite films were fabricated using a hybrid deposition technique 

in which gold sputtering and PECVD were utilized. The optical constants of the films 

were determined from VASE measurements and modeled using the M-G EMT. The 

particle size dependence of the gold free electron absorption ntas included according 

to the LMFP effect with the broadening parameter A = 0.15, as determined from the 

comparison of the measured spectra to TEM micrographs. 

The model predicted correctly the optical response of the films, but only in the 

narrow size range 5.6 nm < R < 11.1 nm, the large particle limit being the well known 

Iimit of the QSA. For R < 5.6nm the energy of the SPR was blue-shifted with respect 

to model predictions. The blue-shift with decreasing particle size was attributed to a 

size dependence of the inter-band transitions near L in the Brillouin zone as a result of 



strain-induced variation of the lat tice constant within the particle. This is supported 

by changes in the inter-band spectra at X N 315nm where %[cm] is determined in 

part by 6sp + 7sp inter-conduction transitions which are more sensitive to lattice 

deformations. The small particle limit is larger than previously determined and its 

observation is due to the sensitivity of the ellipsometric technique together with the 

tact that particle size distributions in the films studied were narrow. 
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Chapter 5 

Article 3: Au/Si02 Films at High 

Temperature 

This article is a short ietter reiterating the particle size-dependence of the core 

response of gold presented in Chapter 4. I n  situ transmission measurements as a 

function of temperature are also performed, taking advantage of the thermal stability 

of the Au/Si02 films. The size and temperature-induced changes in r,,,, are com- 

pared to elucidate the origin of the size-dependence, namely the loss of long-rsnge 

order arising from surface atom migration and crystal stmcture distortion. 
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5.1 Abstract 

The opticai response of Au/Si02 nanocomposite films at temperatures spanning 

the transition to the liquid state has been measured. The change in the optical 

constants of gold from those corresponding to the crystalline material to those of 

the liquid occurs gradually and a t  temperatures below the bulk melting point. The 

similarity of the temperature-induced changes in the Au inter-band absorption edge 

to that observed with decreasing particle size suggests that a gradua1 transition to 

the liquid phase also occurs in srna11 particles. 



5.2 Results 

The opticai response of gold particles is exceptional in that the dipolar mode of the 

collective conduction electron plasma oscillations (i.e. surface plasmon resonance) co- 

incides with the dominant inter-band transition edge. Optical spectroscopy, therefore, 

provides a probe of the particle size dependence of both the valence and conduction 

electrons. The particle size dependence of the conduction electron response is rela- 

tively well understood: the widtti of the SPR band increases linearly with particle 

size as a consequence of Landau ~ l a r n ~ i n ~ [ ~ ' l  whi1e the energy is determined by the 

cornbined effects of ~ ~ i l l - o u t ~ ~ ~ 1  and reduced s-d interaction for surface atoms,~L00~'071 

resulting in a blue-shift of the SPR with decreasing ~ i z e . [ ~ ~ I  

The particle size dependence of the inter-band transition edge is less clear and 

has generally been described in terrns of surface stress-induced changes of the lattice 

constant and the reduced coordination of the surface a t 0 r n s . 1 ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  The effect of the 

latter is a narrowing of the valence band[21"ln012291 and a shift of the center of gravity 

to lower energy,[l61 though the observed shift in small particles is to higher energy 

as a consequence of particle The former is based on the observed lattice 

constant changes in gold particles~36~37~'081 and corresponding changes expected in 

the electronic band-~tnicture!'~*~~~1 For ~xample, the onset energy of the 5d + 6s 

transitions near symmetry points L and X in the Brillouin zone are predicted to shift 

by -0.40eV and -0.45eV, respectively, for a 0 . 0 ~ ~ 4  dilation, equivalent to a 920°C 

temperature rise. However, the predicted shift of the Fermi energy is -0.43eV, so 

that only minor overall changes are expected. 

A more appropriate description of the atomic structure of small metal particles 

requires consideration of surface atom migration (so-called surface pre-melting) , struc- 

tural fluctuations (so-called quasi-meking), and mixed liquid/solid phases (so-called 

pseudo-crystailini ty) , as revealed by recent electron microscopy st ~d ies . [ " - ' *~~~*  1241 These 

effects are al1 precursors to the eventual melting of the particle at a temperature (Tm) 

below that of the bulk material. The reduction of Tm with decreasing particle size 



is an old idea that bas been described in terms of phenomenological thermodynarnic 

rn~dels,[~ l2."4 and, more recently, simulated using rnolecu~ar-d~narnics.~~~~-~~~~ Exper- 

imental evidence of the reduced Tm has been demonstrated repeatedly by a variety 

of techniques.llt4* 1L"'221 

In this mrk,  we measure the optical response of Au particles over a temperature 

range that includes Tm. MicrostructuraI changes are avoided by stabilizing the films 

in a Si02 matrix and perforrning extended anneats at 900°C prior to taking the mea- 

surements such that the heat treatments are fully reversible. One important findiig 

of this study is the absence of an abrupt change in both the inter- and intra-band 

response, indicative of a broadened phase transition. We atm compare the particle 

size dependence of the optical response with that of the temperature dependence. 

The correspondence betwveen the twu, which has aiready been implied by the phase 

diagram of Ajayan and ~ a r k s , [ ~ ~ ' l  siiggests a gradua1 melting of the ion core with 

decreasing particle size. 

The Au/Si02 nanocomposite films were deposited on quartz su bstrates by simulta- 

neous RF sputtering of a gold target and plasma-enhanced chemical vapuur deposition 

of ~ i 0 ~ . [ ~ ~ ~ 1  The sarnples were annealecl in air in a simple quartz tube furnace, and in 

situ transmission measurements were made using an Oriel diode-array spectropho- 

tometer, Additional ex situ measurements over a wide spectral range were taken 

using a VASE ellipsometer (J. A. Woollam Co.) and a Lambda 19 spectrophotometer 

(Perkin-Elmer) . 
The film thickness (d) and gold volume haction @) were determined by applying 

the Maxwell-Garnett rn~del[~I to the ex siiu optical The opticai response 

of the gold particles was described using a rnodified Drude dielectric functiodB41 

consisting of a size-dependent core polarizability to account for the sbift of the SPR 

and an effective collision ~ r e ~ u e n c ~ : [ ~ ~ 1  
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Figure 5.1: Transmission spectra as a function of R obtained from succes- 
sive anneals at 900°C of a Au/Si02 film with p = 1.5% and d = 300 nm. 

which describes the size-dependent width of the SPR in terms of the particle radius 

(R), the electron velocity (uF), and a broadening constant (A) . [~"  The particle size 

was estimated from Eq. 5.1 using A = 0.15.1~~~1 

Fig. 5.1 shows the transmission spectra as a function of particle radius obtained 

by successive 900°C anneah of the sarne sample. The particle size dependence of 

the conduction electron response is evident Eiom the blue-shift and broadening of the 

SPR with decreasing R. The increasing asyrnmetry of the band, on the other hand, 

is due to changes in the inter-band response. In particular, anaiysis of the measured 

absorption and ellipsometric spectra have shown that both the slope and the onset 

energy of the absorption edge due to the d- to s-band transition near L decreases 

with decreasing ~ . [ ' ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  An additional particle size dependence is evident from 

the increasing dip in the transmission between 250 and 350 nm, a Feature which has 

been identified with inter-conduction band transitions and its broadening associated 

wit h lattice def0rmation.['~1 



Fig. 5.2(a) shows the transmission spectra as a function of temperature for a 

R = 2 nm film which is expected to undergo a transition to the liquid phase within the 

temperature range measured. For example, for this particle size rnolecular-dynamic 

sirn~ilé~tions[~'~I predict Tm - 600°C, while electron diffraction e,uperimentslL"l suggest 

T,, - 700°CC, The broadening of the SPR d s e s  from the temperature dependence of 

TB, in particular, the electron-phonon contribution (i.e. 1 / T ~ ~ - ~ ~  N T for temperatures 

greater than the Debye temperature, BD = -103"~[~~1). We attribute the increasing 

asyrnmetry of the band to the melting of the ion core. For cornparison, we have also 

plotted the transmission expected a t  900°C using the ambient temperature optical 

constants of bulk gold but with ï obtained from a fit of the loiv energy Bank of the 

SPR band of the 900°C spectrum. 

The inter-band changes obsemd in Fig, 5.2 are very similar to those observed in 

Fig. 5.1. In fact, a comparable decrease in the siope of the inter-band absorption edge 

observed with decreasing R has also been observed upon transition to the liquid phase 

€rom optical measurernents on bulk gold.['261 Even the interconduction-band absorp 

tion, seen to disappear in Fig. 5.1, is presumably supressed in the liquid phase.[1261 

The striking difference between the optical measurernents of bulk gold and those of 

Fig. 5.2 is that the transition to the liquid phase for particles is gradual. There is 

no abrupt change in neither the inter- nor intra-band responses, the latter of which 

is aIso expected to change significantly upon transition due to a two-fold decrease in 

TB .[2321 

Since the transition to the tiquid phase is broadened, changes in the optical re- 

sponse of particles are expected at temperatures below Tm. This is indicated from 

the observed changes in the asyrnmetry of the SPR band for the R = 8 nm film in 

Fig. 5.2(b). The broadening dso makes it difiicult to observe an abrupt change in 

the optical constants of gold even for much larger particles. For example, Fig. 5.2Ic) 

shows the transmission spectra for a R = 15 nm 6im taken below and above the bulk 

melting point, Tm = 1063"C, providing some evidence of an abrupt transit ion. 
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Figure 5.2: Transmission spectra as a Function of temperature for Au/SiOz 
films with (a) R = 2nm, p = 3.%, d = 375nm, (b) R = 8nm, p = 2.2%, 
d = 325nm, and (c) R = 15nm, p = 6.3%? d = 50nm. The dashed curve 
in (a) represents a mode1 spectrum using the ambient temperature bulk gold 
inter-band response and I' correspondhg to the 900°C transmission. 



A meIted ion core will also have implications concerning the energy of the SPR, 

In particular, a blue-shift is expected from the reduction in the core polarizability 

observed from the measurements on bulk liquid gold!1261 This is apparently more than 

compensated by the red-shift resulting from large r values seen from the calculated 

transmission in Fig. 5.2 and from lattice dilation, which decreases the electron density, 

and, hence, the plasma frequency, w, = n,e2/~,m,. In the case of the R dependence, 

the decrease in core polarizability will add to the effect of decreased s-d interaction, 

resulting in the distinct biue-shift with decreasing R observed in Fig. 5.1. 

In conclusion, we have measured the temperature dependence of the optical re- 

sponse of gold particles, revealing a gradua1 transition of the inter-band response to 

that of the liquid material. We have also observed a correspondence between the 

temperature and particle size dependence of the inter-band response, suggesting that 

the same effects that occur with increasing T also occur with decreasing R. A similar 

correspondance has also been observed from photoemission s t ~ d i e s [ ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ l  which have 

revealed the disappearance of the dependence of the energy distribution curves on 

excitation frequency upon transition to the liquid phase and with decreasing particle 

sizet indicative of a change from direct to indirect inter-band transitions. 

The authors tvish to acknowledge the expert technical assistance of hh. G. Jalbert. 

This work was supported by the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council 

(NSERC) of Canada. 



Chapter 6 

Article 4: Discontinuous Au Films 

The study of substrate-supported particles was performed with two objectives in 

mind: The First one consisted of applying the results of the stucly of the 3-D Au/Si02 

system to discontinuous films. In particular, the particle size dependence of the core 

response of gold observeci in the 3-D system was used to account for the particle size 

dependence of the SPR energy in the 2-D system for which the inter-band absorption 

edge is less visible due to the minute thickness of the films. The second objective 

was the determination of the exact relation between the width of the SPR and the 

particle size (Le. the value of A), which was needed in the stuciy of the 3-D Au/Si02 

system. This was accomplished by analyzing identical samples using both optical 

spectroscopy and TEM. The TEM analysis performed here differs from that done in 

the Au/PPFC study in that a monu-Iayer of particles was analyzed, allowing a more 

accurate statistical approach to be used to determine the particle size. 

The l~uury of the dual optical/SEM analysis cornes at  the expense of a more 

complicated opticaI response inherent to a 2-D array of particles, in particular, a 

local field which gives rise to uniaxiai anisotropy. The anisotropy is evident from 

oblique incidence transmission spectra which show absorption bands corresponding 

to two SPRs since the local field, and hence the local field-induced shift, depends 

on direction. This is shom in Fig. 6.1 where the bIue-shift and broadening of the 
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Figure 6.1: Oblique incidence p-polarized transrnissioti spectra of a clis- 
continuous golcl film (p = 23.1%, R = 6.9 nm).  

'SPR' with increasing incidence angle for ppolarized light arises from the appearance 

of a second SPR at oblique incidence, resonant at  a slightly higher energy. There 

is probably a contribution to the observecl blue-shift frorn particle deformation fi.e. 

oblate spheroids) which gives rise to a very sirnilar behavioiir (see Fig. 1.7). 

This article also demonstrates the role of the rnatrix rnaterial with regard to the 

liquid-Iike coalescence of srnaIl particles. Although the annealing temperature used 

in this study was only slightly higher than that used in the Au/PPFC study (250°C 

compared to 160°C, respectively), liquid-like coalescence was observed for particles 

as large as 20 nm as compared to only 5 nm particles when ernbedded in PPFC. This 

observation suggests that surface atom migration is inhibited by the presence of the 

matrix materiai, previously mentioned in Chapter 3. The restriction of surface atom 

migration to smaller particles might also account for decrease in the SPR width that 

was observed in this study when the particles were ernbedded in a matrix 

Concerning the Iiquid-Iike coalescence of the unembedded larger particles, it was 



Figure 6.2: TEbI micrograph of a large particle discontinuous film 
obtained by annealing a high p sample for 5 hours at  250°C. Bar 
indicates 20 nm. 

noted that the reshaping that follows neck-formation does not occur after coalescence 

of particles larger than 20 nm, as shown in Fig. 6.2. For the anneal temperature used, 

it seems that at  this particle size, two particles wiil form a grain boundary as opposed 

to reforming into something that resembies a sphere, either a single crystal (FCC-type 

cuboctahedra) or a MTP (icosahedra, decahedra) j2331 

It is interesting to note that the substrate-dependent processes in the early stages 

of film growth (nucleation, migration, coalescence), studied extensively in the 1970's 

for the case of gold clusters on carbonp41 and N ~ c ~ , P ~ ~ T ~ ~ "  1s currently a topic of 

intense re~earch.[*~'l Recent studies of the substrate dependence of gold cluster groivth 

include the substrat- ~ i ~ , ) ~ ? ~ ' l ,  T ~ O ~ , [ ~ ~ O ? " ' I  b ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ j  and ~ 1 ~ 0 ~ ! ~ ~ ~ 1  
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6.1 Abstract 

The optical constants of discontinuous gold films consisting of both embedded 

and unembedded spherical particles in the size range 5 - 1-1 nm were cktermined from 

spectroelIipsometric and spectrophotometric measurernents. The optical response was 

mocieled using the Yamaguchi anisotropic dielectric function. The energy and width 

dependence of the surface plasmon resonance due to the finite size of the gold particles 

was determined using a phenomenologically modified rnetal dielectric function. The 

expected blue-shift and broadening of the resonance with decreasing particle size !vas 

observed. The magnitude of the shift suggests that changes in the lattice constant in 

small gold particles, and the attendant effects on the core response, play an important 

role in determining the resonant energy. The width dependence on particle size !vas 

found to be well described by broadening parameters A = 0.15 ancl .4 = 0.22 for 

embedded and unembedded particles, respectively. 



6.2 Introduction 

The excitation of collective conduction electron plasma oscillations, the dipole 

mode of which is referred to as the surface plasmon re~onance,['~~1 has made the opti- 

cal properties of noble metal nanoparticles the subject of continued research since it 

tvas first noticed by Faraday in 1857.Pl The interest stems, in part, from the link which 

these particles provide between the atomic and solid states, and in part, from poten- 

tial applications in the fields of spectrally selective coatings,lL"1 non-linear optics,[lgl 

and heterogeneous ~a ta l~s is . [?~I  Particles supported on siibstrates, so-called 'discon- 

tinuous films'. relevant to the latter appIication, have received particular attention: 

this includes mainly the films consisting of gold[60~1?g-.'-5.'".'-25" ancl silverlï3,253-2551 

part icles. 

Optical characterization of discontinuous films is made very difficult due to the 

minute thickness of the filni and the presence of the substrate. The former, being of 

the order of the particle size, necessitates the characterization of films with a high 

metal volume fraction where the dipole-dipule interactions cannot be neglected. A s  

such, the exact electroclynamic treatment of calculatecl for a single particle, 

cannot be applicd ,and optical modeling must be done within the framework of effec- 

tive medium theories.[181 The supporting substrate will further cornplicate the optical 

response by giving rise to image charge effects as well as to a deformation of the 

particles into spheroids of tevolution. On the other hand, discontinuous films provide 

an easy methocl of preparation of particles with sizes in a range where the evolution 

of the particle size dependence of the optical constants of the rnetal (so called 'finite 

size effects'), can be followed from the convergence point with the bulk constants. 

The finite size effects occur for particles with dimensions less than the electron 

mean free path and they signify the increasing importance of the particle surface. 

They result in a broadening and shifting of the SPR compared to predictions of 

the Mie theory, and they are a conseqitence of the discretization of the conduction 

electron eigenstates[801 (Le. the so-called quantum size effect). The recent advances 



in the iinclerstanding of the finite size efFects in smali metal particles based on the 

quantum rnechanically derivcd response of the conduction electrons have led to the 

following general conclusions (see, for example, de Heerl"): (i) The broadening of 

the SPR is a result of the coupling of the collective resonance with single-electron 

escitationsl""l (Le. Landau damping) and, for larger clusterst it is proportional Co the 

inverse particle s i~e;1~~1 (ii) the electron density extends outside the partide radius, as 

defincd by the ion core, which rd-shifts the SPR,~"~ so-caiIed electron 'spill-out'; and 

(iii) the amplitude of the d-elcctmn wavefunction a t  the boundary of the Wigner- 

Seitz sphere is negligible for the surface atoms (i.e. there is a core-polarization-free 

surface 1 a ~ e r ) ; ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  as a result. part of the induced charge density oscillates with an 

iinscrcenecl plasma freqirency (Le. bhe-shifted). ExperimentalIy, the SPR of alkali 

metals is red-~hifted[~'] (i.e. effect (ii) is absent), mhiie for gold and silver it is blue- 

~h i f t ec l~"* ' "*~~~"~~  (i.e. effect (iii) dominates). 

An additional contribution ta the observed finite size effects in the case of no- 

ble rrietals is the dependence on particle size of the dielectric frinction jiist below 

the Fermi ieveI. For goid, the response in this region is determined by inter-band 

transitions from initial states in the ci-bands and in the conduction brind,12"l both of 

which are sensitive to lattice constant changes['31L"2301 known to occur in small gold 

particles.[36~37~'6~Lo81 Transitions frorn the d-bands will also be aRected by band nar- 

rowing observed in X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy stu~lies[~'~."~1 and associated 

with the reduced coordination of the surface atorns.lL3'1 In the quantum mechanically 

derived response, these efFects are not in~luded:[ '~*~~~1 onIy the conduction electrons 

are treated (jelliurn approximation) using the bulk Wigner-Seitz radius! r,, and the 

inter-band response is taken from the buik constants. 

In this study, we 6rst demonstrate the influence of dipole-dipole interactions resuk- 

h g  from the particles themselves, as well as their image charges, This is accomplished 

by depositing the discontinuous gold Lilms with varying filling in a multi-layer config- 

uration (dielectric/gold/dielectric) using different dielectric materials- CVe then show 
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Figure 6.3: Schematic representation of the miilti-layer 
clielectric/gold/dielectric structure. 

that finite size effects can also be observed, and quantified, in the discontinuous films 

by accounting for the shift and broaciening of the SPR due to the dipole and image 

charge interactions according to the theory o~k'arna~ichi.l~~'1 The measured shifts of 

the SPR are compared with those predicted from the quantum niechimical response 

calculated by Palpant et allïsl ivhere the electron clensity distribution is described in 

terms of the time-dependent local density approsirnation. The discrepancies observed 

demonstrate the importance of a dependence of the inter-band optical constants of 

gold on the particle size. 

Film Preparation and Characterization 

The samples stiidied in this work consisted of a dielectricigolcl~dielectric struc- 

ture, schematically shown in Fig. 6.3. The base and chdding Iayers were deposited by 

plasma-enhanced chemical vapour deposition using SiH4/N20 and TiCL1/O2 chernistries 

for the Si02 and Ti02, respectively: described in detail e l s e ~ h e r e . [ ~ ~ ~ 7 ~ ~ 1  The discon- 

tinuous gold films were deposited by RF magnetron sputtering from a 50mm gold 

target at 60 mTorr of Ar. The magnetron tvas displaced from the &?ris of the substrate 

holder to allow for a gradient in the filling along the sample, and, as such, multiple 

measurements on the same sample. An input RF potver of 100 W tvas used, for a 

seIf-bias of -350 V. Al1 films were anneaied at 250' C for 5 hours prior to deposition 

of the cladding in order to obtain spherical, weItisoIated particles with a narrow size 

distribution. 



Optical characterization of the films ntas perforrned before and after deposition of 

the cladding layer. It consisted of variable-angte spectroelIipsometric (model VASE 

from J.A. Woollarn Co., Inc.), and normal-incidence transmission (model Lambda 

19 from Perkin-Elmer) measurements. The Si02/Au/Si02 films were also deposited 

simultaneously on carbon-coated copper griris for transmission electron microscopy 

using a Philips CM30 microscope. Depositing the entire three layer structure on the 

grids ensures that the films studied opticdly are the same as those analysed by TEM 

(i.e. the base layer ensures that the morphology of the discontinuous films are inden- 

tical and the top layer minimizes the influence of the electron beam during analysis). 

The TEM images were analysed to extract different microstructural characteristics 

using the software package IrnageTool developed at the University of Texas. 

6.4 Optical Response of a 2-D Array of Meta1 Par- 

t icles 

For an ensemble of spherical particles of sufficiently large size (> electron mean 

free path) and in sufficiently low concentration (< 1%), the optical properties are 

described well by the Mie theorfl using the bulk metal optical constants. The m a -  

imum volume fraction is limited by the interaction of the dipole fields of the particles 

which results in a red-shift and broadening of the SPR. In the case of discontinuous 

films, the filling is not, in general, low enough to neglect dipole interactions, and the 

Mie theory no longer applies. Instead, an alternative approach, which describes the 

optical properties of an ensemble of met4 particles by an effective dielectric constant, 

is used. Unlike the exact treatment of Mie, EMTs are derived in the electrostatic 

limit, and, as such, apply oniy to particles with dimensions small compared to the 

wavelength of the incident light (for gold the quasi-static Limit occurs at a particle size 

of about 20 nrn[*I01). They are, however, readily modified to account for dipole-dipole 

interactions. 



This can be achieved either by using the Lorentz local field as is the Maxwell- 

Garnett e~~ression[~1 which is applicable to 3-D films, or by direct calculation of a 

2-D array of dipoles!247~2"l We have employed the theory of ~ a m a ~ u c h i [ ~ ~ ~ - ~ ~ ~ I  in 

which the uniaxiai anisotropic response of a collection of oblate spheroids (minor axis 

a normal to the film plane, major axes b = c in the film plane) is described in terms of 

two effective dielectric constants ql and EL for electric fields parallel and perpendicular 

to the substrate, respectively: 

where p is the gold filling, and 6, and eh represent the dielectric response of the metal 

particles and the embedding matrix, respectiveIy. The F's are effective depolarization 

factors given by: 

where LI~J are real depolarization factors,~I y is the axial ratio (i.e. c/a) ,  rl represents 

the distance between the point dipole moment of a particle and its image charge, d 

is the film thickness, and cS is the dielectric function of the substrate. are 

determined by the lattice structure of the 2-D array having inter-particle spacing 

S. Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4 dlows one to account for the influence on the optical response 

due to particle shape (first term), image charge interaction (second term) and dipole 

interaction (third term). 



The influence of these different effects can be observed using normal incidence 

transmission measurments. In this case, the optical response is given by €11 and the 

energy of the SPR is determined by e,, g, and 41. In particular, the SPR is red- 

shifted for increasing q, and for decreasing 4,. Dipole interaction, which will increase 

with increasing p, leads to a red-shift of the SPR due to a decrease of 41, while image 

charge interaction leads to either a red-shift or blue-shift, depending on whether 

q, < e, or Q < G ,  respectiveIy. 

In this study att these effects are observed by changing q and E,  using different 

combinations of base and cladding layers. The dielectric fnnctions of the materials 

used for these layers (csiq1 and eTiOÎ) as well as that of the glass substrate (q,,) 

were determined from etlipsometric measurements by fitting the iIr and A data with 

a three-term Cauchy dispersion mudel. For the glass slide and TiOz, an Urbach edge 

rvas included to account for the absorption in the near UV. The dielectric constants 

are shown in Fig. 6.4. 

The dielectric function of gold, cm, determined from ellipsometric measurements 

of a continuous fitrn, is also shown in the figure. The contributions to the dielectric 

function from the free electrons and bound core electrons have been separated by 

modeling the response of the former according to the Drude expression: 

where w, is the bulk plasma frequency and .TB is the free electron relaxation lifetime 

determined by scattering processes in the bulk materid. 
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Figure 6.4: Optical constants of (a) glass, Sioz, TiOz and (b) gold. 

6.5 Results 

6.5.1 TEM Characterization 

Examples of TEM rnicrographs of the discontinuous gold films sandwiched be- 

tween the two SiO2 layers are shown in Fig. 6.5. The labels A, B, c, and D corre- 

spond to different distances from the magnetron mis, decreasing from A to D. The 

variation in particle size occurs as a consequence of the coalescence process during 

a n ~ ï e a l i n ~ , [ ' ~ ~ * ~ ~ ~ l  with larger particles for films with higher gold filling (Le. those 

located closer to the magnetron axis). Films with particles larger and srnaller than 

those shown in Fig 6.5 were not studied, the former due to incomplete reshaping 

after coalescence resuIting in irregular particles shapes, the latter due to the severe 

broadening of the SPR, resulting in rather featureless spectra. 



Figure 6.5 : TEM rnicrographs and particle size distri butions 
for the Si02/go1d/SiOa smples. 



The image analysis was performed on micrographs taken a t  lowver magnification 

sampliag an area of .AT = 0.3786pm2. Particle sizes are calculated from the Feret 

diarneter (i.e. 2R = J-). The particle size distributions for the four films are 

s h o w  in Fig. 6.5, and the results of the image analysis are summarized in Table 6.1. 

The particle sizes and standard deviations listed are obtained from gaussian fits to 

the histograms in Fig. 6.5. The axial ratio b : c is also tabulated, and it indicates 

almost circular cross-sections for al! the films, the lowest value of 1.17 most probably 

limited by the image resolution. 

Table 6.1: Results of the image analysis performed on the TEM micrographs: Np: 
number of particles sampled, R: particle radius, u: standard deviation, b:c: major to 
minor avis ratio, p: gold filling. 

Sample Np R[nml u[nml b:c p[%I 
A 3930 2.4 0.6 1.17 12.2 
B 2800 2.9 0.7 1.17 13.3 
C 1650 4.3 1.1 1.17 16.9 
D 875 6.9 2.0 1.25 23.1 

6.5.2 Optical Characterization 

The transmission spectra of samples with different ch together with that of the 

substrate are shown in Fig. 6.6. These films have al1 been deposited on an Si02 base 

layer ( r ,  = fsio2). In al1 cases the SPR blue-shifts as the distance from the magnetron 

avis increases. Part of the shift is a result of the decreasing dipole interaction as p 

decreases, and part is due to the blue-shift e~pected with decreasing R. 

We have also indicated (by the vertical lines) the expected SPR energy in the 

Mie Iimit which excludes dipole and image charge interactions (4[ = LI[ = 1/3 for 

spherical particles). For the uncladded samples (g = 11, the SPR energies are red- 

shifted relative to the Mie h i t  due to the shift fiom the image charge interaction 

for ch < E,. For the Ti02 cladded samples, the SPR energies are blue-shifted since 

q, > es- For the SiOl cladded samples, image charge interaction is absent and the 
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Figure 6.6: Transmission spectra of discoutinuous gold films on a Si02 base 
layer with: (a) no cladding, (b) Si02 cladding, and (c) Ti02 cladding. 





with and without an Sioz cladding, Fig. 6.6(b) and (a)! respectivciy). To account 

for the particle size dependence of the intra-band optical constants of golcl (i.e. the 

linear dependence of the SPR width on inverse particle radius), L / Ï ~  in Eq- 6.5 is 

replaced by:iS51 

where v~ is the electron Fermi velocity (1.39 x 108 ~ni/secl''~l). R is the particle radius. 

and A is a proportionality coefficientlMI that is! in this tvork. established experirneri- 

tally by cornparison of the measured spectra ancl the TEM micrographs. 

Modeling of the shXt of the SPR with decreasing particlc size iinclcr the assiirnption 

of small spill-out suggests the use of a two-region particleli071 fi.e. an inncr region 

using c,, corresponding to bulk, and an outer rind with cc,, = O ) .  Hoivever. to a h v  

for the possibility of a size dependence of the core respotise. we shnll mode1 the shift 

by adjusting the core polarization over the entire particle (i.e. %[cc,,] + &,,) . We 

ignare the variation in <S[c.,.l which will result in sorne slight disagreement between 

modeled and measured spectra on the high energy flank of the SPR. 

Ta obtain information regarding the particle dimensions perpencIicular to the film 

plane, off-normal incidence transmission rneasurernents were macle. Supported crus- 

ters are, in general, oblate spheroids (Le. minor mis perpendicuiar to the film plane). 

This gives rise to both surface plasmon mode along the major mis (Fig. 6.6) as well 

as a mode along the rninor avis resonant at  higher freqi~ency.[n5*2s01 Transmission 

measurements were made up to 80°, and no second minimum was observed for any 

of the sarnples, only a slight blue-shift and broadening of the resonance, more likeiy 

due to the third terms in Eqs- 6.3 and 6.4 as opposed to particie deformation (Le- 

LI, # LL # I/3). This is consistent with the results of Yamaguchi et a1fL2'1 in which 

cross-sectional TEM images of goId particles deposited on a heated substrate indi- 

cated y - 1.1 for srnail particles- 

Assuming spherical particles, we have set the 6 h  thickness to d = 2R and have 



calcuiated the filling from p = I V ~ V ~ / L \ ~  rvhere 1; is the volume of a. sphere with 

radius R (see Table 6.1). For the cladded films, the oxide thickness was set to dsio, = 

IO nm, as determined from a separate measurement on a sarnple without goid. The 

embedding matrix was set to ~h = c ~ i ~ ~  and = 1 for the claddect and iincladded 

films, respectively. 

The dielectric functions corresponding to the glass slide: Si02 base I ~ e r .  dis- 

continuous film, and SiOa ciadding layer were incorporated into a multilayer optical 

rnodel['"l and the unknown parameters were fit to the measured spectra iising the 

Levenberg-Marquardt rnethod. The fit parameters were i', Fit and FL. The fit 

spectra are shown Fig. 6.6(a) and (b) anci they demonstrate the ribility of the moclel 

to reproduce the measured spectra. The agreement [vit h the ellipsonretric data iP and 

A for incident angies 5Sa, 65" and 75" is sirnilarly good and is s h o w  in Fig. 6.8 for 

sarnple C. 

We note that the best-fit results are unique: parameter correlation calculated h m  

the covariance m a t r i ~ I ~ ~ q  kvas not significant for ariy of the nbove paranieters. This 

!vas verified by the very poor agreement between the mode1 fit thc ~sperirnental data 

using only f;il, FL and either r or dm, as fit parameters. Since ttie depolarizatiori 

factors are not correlated with I' or 4,,, and since ive can, at best, only roughly 

approsimate the lattice structure parameters (CI,, CL, and <) from the TEM images, 

ive have not attempted to separate the different terms in Eqs. 6.3 and 6.4. (For an 

extensive treatrnent of the dependence of Filrl on fiIm microstructure, see Yamaguchi 
,t ,p29,255,257,25a1 ). 

The fit J,, versus 1/R is plotted in Fig. 6.9(a) and, at  least for the smaller particle 

films, is seen to gradually approach O in the bulk lirnit. The fit r versus 1/R is shown 

in Fig. 6.9(b). A was caicuIated using Eq. 6.6 with TB = 5 x IO-'%, determined from 

the fit of the continuous film. The average values for the smaller particle films are 

A = 0.15 and A = 0.22 for the cladded and uncladded samples, respectively. 

The slightly different behaviour of the larger particie film with respect to both 
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Figure 6.8: Ellipsometric data (a) 9 and (b) 11, and morlel 
fit for sample C with a base and chdding layer of SiO?. 

Srne and ï is related to the assumption concerning particle shape. The higher than 

expected Sc,, is most likely due to > 1, resulting in a calulated p that is too low. 

ï, on the other hand, is more sensitive to the particle shape in the plane of the film 

(Le. b : c in Table 6.5). The influence of b : c # 1 can be incorporated into the 

optical mode1 by using two depoiarization factors to describe the response in the film 

plane:p61 €11 = 1/2 c;=, cII(qi i ) .  Applying this rli to the response of sarnple D lawers 

both Sc,,, and, more significantly, r. The decrease is indicated in Fig. 6.9 for the 

cladded sample by the Full circles. The remaining discrepancy in r is most probably 

due to the larger particle size distribution for sarnple D. 
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Figure 6.9: Dependence of (a) a,,, and (b) I' on reciprocal particle size for the 
Si02/gold/Si02 and Si02/go1d/vacuum samples corresponding to the TEM 
images in Fig. 6.5. The full circles represent the calculations for the ctadded 
sample using two depolarization factors to describe q. 



6.6 Discussion 

6.6.1 Blue-shif3 of SPR: E,,, 

To dernonstrate the importance of the inter-band region tvhen accounting for the 

shift of the SPR, and to justfy our choice of a size-dependent cm,, we compare our 

results with the quantum mechanicaIly derived conduction clectron response consid- 

ering a realistic electron density distribution calculated in the TDLDA. In Fig. 6-10 

ive have plotted the finite size effect shift of the SPR versiis 1/R calciilated from the 

fit 6,,,, For the Si02 cladded films normalized with respect to the Mie limit. The 

additional data point corresponds to a sample tvith spectra too freatureless to be fit, 

but from which the resonance energy cairld still be determinecl. CVe have incliided in 

the Figure the results of Palpant et da] for gold in porous alumina (q = Mi), as wl l  

as ooiir own results for .4u/Si02 ~errnets.[~'~1 

The shifts predicted bÿ TDLDA calcu1ationsl~~~1 for free and embedded 440 atom 

gold particles are shown in Fig. 6.10 as open circles and are much less than those 

determined experimentaIIy. For the embedded particIes, the calculated shift is smaller 

due to the screening of electron-electron interaction by the r n a t r i ~ ~ ' " ~ ~ ~ ~ [  which resuIts 

in ri larger spill-out. This could account for the srnaller shift observed in Palpant et 

al's data since ~ ~ ~ 1 ~ 6  > €sioz. We note that the f i lhg  in their Films ranged from 1.5- 

6%: so t hat the observed shift inchdes a srnaIl contribution from dipole interactions. 

We attribute the discrepancy bettveen the measured and predictecl SPR energy on 

a particle size dependence of E,,,. Near the gold inter-band edge E,,,, is determined 

by transitions from the d-bands to the s,p band (Le. bands 3-5 to band 6) and from 

s7p states in band 6 to s,p-like states in band 7 (inter-conduction band transitions) .12*'1 

Both of these transitions will be affected by strain-induced Iattice deformat- i~n,[ '"~~~~I 

resuiting in a shift of the inter-band transition edge ,and a clecrease in S[E,,,,,] at 

- 4 eV. These changes in the inter-band absorption spectrum of small gold particles 

have been repeatedly obseri.ed.[128?12g*164~210?2281 The attendant decrease in P[r,J, 
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Figure 6.10: Normalized finite size effect shifts of the SPR of Au/SiOz films. 
Data for Au/A1203 cermetdïal are aIso included as well as the theoretical shifts 
pretlicted from TDLDA calculations iising a 1 A region of norioverlap between 
conduction and d-electron wave ~unctions.I'~*j 

as determinecl from Kramers-Kronig analysis o l  absorption ~ ~ e c t r a , [ ' " ~ . ~ ~ 1  as tvelI as 

from ellipsornetric measurement~,[~'~1 results in a blue-shift of the SPR with respect 

t o  that calc~ilatecl using bulk inter-band optical constants. 

6.6.2 Broadening of SPR: A 

Since the TDLDA calculatfons are computationally eupensive, they are lirnited 

to very srnaII particle sizes where shefl effects play an important rok in determin- 

ing the optical r e~~onse . [~ I  The broadening parameter, A, however, can only be as- 

signed to the SPR of larger particles, where the conduction band can be considered 

as a quasi-continutrm.[m~ The determination of A is therefore lirnited to asyrnptotic 

t h e o r i e ~ [ ~ ~ ' ~ ~ 1  where non-local effxts (Le. the electron density profile at the particle 



surface) are incliicied within a so-called "self-energy" tenn. The width dependence 

of the SPR on R from these models has the sarne form as the classical expression 

(Eq. 6.6). however. in this case, A is a function of both 51 = w/w,  and r,, and wiil 

also clepend on the centroid of the induced surface charge (i.e. spill-out). 

For esample, for r, = 3.0 (Le. goId ancl silver) ~erssonP'1 calculated .4 = 0.3, 

which represents a miich better agreement with oiir results (-4 = 0.15 - 0.22) than 

the classical value of -4 = 1 cdculated considering isotropic scattering of electrons at  

the particle surface.ls51 Furthermore, -4 = 0.3 is the value expected at f2 = l / f i  (Le. 

the clcassical SPR frequency neglecting the cl-electron screening). ancl a decrease in -4 

is expected with tlecreasing frequency for R < 0.6.1~~~1 This is supported by the more 

significant broaclening (-4 = 0.25) observed for free Ag cli1sters.[~1 the resonance of 

which is at  higher energy (w,, - 3.5 eV) as comparecl to oiir embedded AU cliisters 

(us, - 2.3 eV). 

The reason for the larger broadening in the iincladclecl films is rinclear. In fact, the 

opposite is espected considering that spill-out should be less sewre in these particles 

since they are only partly in contact tvith the substrate. For example, from the 

calculations of Apell et al.liO'l who considereci spill-out effects in anaiogy to Rat metal 

surfa~es,I'~" it is espectecl that -4 decreases with decreased spill-out. ancl it is preclicted 

to approach -4 - 0.1 for an electron density that is terminated abruptly at the particle 

boundary. 

As a finai note, we mention the dependence of the SPR width on resonant states 

in the matrix which will enhance the broadening if these states are located above the 

Fermi energy and close to the frequency of the S P R ~ ~ ' ~  (so-called chemicat interface 

d a ~ n ~ i n ~ [ ~ q ) .  For Si02 such a state exists at  - 3eV and is thought to be responsible 

for the very large broadening of silver in g l a s  ( A  - 1) since the SPR for Ag in gIass 

occurs at w,, - 3.1 eV. The absence of CID effects in our Au/Si02 films, as evidenced 

by the low A values, is simply due to the loiver SPR energy (w, N 2.3eV) so that 

the coupling between the SPR and the resonant state in the mat rk  is neghgible. 



6.7 Summary and Concliisions 

Discontinuotis gold Rlms consisting of nearly sphercial particles with varying size 

and filling were prepared. The crucial roles played by dipole-dipole and image ctiarge 

interactions in determining the optical response of these films were demonstrated. 

In particular, the SPR red-shifts significantly with increased particle filling and its 

position relative to the Mie Iimit is depetident on the index of the substrate material. 

By accounting for these interactions accorrling to the theory of Yamaguchi, rve have 

determined the influence of the finite size of the particles on the opticd properties of 

the f i lm. 

The finite size effects were qiiantified by applying two ptieticimenological parani- 

eters, Sc,,, and -4, to tlescribe. respcctively. the shift ancl wiclth of the SPR. Both 

claddcd and i~ncladdecl films showect similxr shifts, larger than ~spcctcrl from the 

TDLDA calculations of Lermé et ai,['32[ a ciiscrepancy which ive attribiitc CO a parti- 

cle size dependence of cc,,, arising from strain-intluced lattice cterormat ion. From the 

particle size dependence of the wiclth of the SPR, braactening parameters .4 = 0.15 

and -4 = 0.32 were obtained for cladclecl ancl unclaclded films. respectively. 
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Chapter 7 

Article 5: XPS Analysis 

This article ritilizes the expertise developed in the microst.riictiiral characterizat ion 

of nanocomposite films to account for the observecl electronic behaviorir of the core 

electrons in gold determined using XPS. For the most part, the snmples stucfiecl 

consisted of discontinuous goId films deposited on or embedtled in SiO?. :\ similar 

study [D. Dalacu et al, Mat. Res. Soc. Symp. Proc.. 544. 167. 19991 was perforrned 

on the 3-D .4u/PPFC system. 

Experiments were also performed on gold particles sripported on ITO. On one 

hand, ITO is transparent in the visible (the band eclge is located a t  - -le~1~~'1), 

permitting the same optical characterization as in the case of SiOa. On the other 

hand, it is a semi-conductor, and charge transfer between the TT0 and gold will 

occur in order to allign the Fermi level~*"I Evidence of electron transfer across the 

ITO/gold interface was suggested by XPS and by the opticai measurernents, in wbich 

case it was described in terms of CID (see Section 1.5). 
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Abstract 

The combination of x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy ancl spectrophotometry of 

supported gold clusters on SiOa reveals the importance of cluster morptiology in tle- 

termining core-electron binding energies. As-deposited films show a tliscontinuoiis 

depencience of the binding energy on gold content, associateri with a transit.ion from 

coagulated or partiaIly coalesced cIusters to isolated clusters. In contrat,  annealed 

films exhibit a smooth increase in binding energy cfown to very low gold content. 

Cornparison of the photoemission from annedeci ciusters deposited on and embedded 

in the insulating SiO2, as well as clusters deposited on a conrlucting ITO substrate. 

was used to highlight the contributing factors that determine the core-electron bintl- 

ing energy and line-width, namely: (i) initial-state effects relating to the electronic 

structure, (zi) final-state effects relating to relaxation processes, ancl (iii) the cluster 

charge, including the influence of image charge screening. 



7.2 Introduction 

The study of the electronic structure of small rnetal clusters has been indispens- 

able in understanding the transition hom the atornic to the solid state.1" A good 

cornprehension of the processes that occur in this transition region can help in the 

technological advancement of applications such as heterogeneous ~ a t a l ~ s i s [ ~ ~ ]  and non- 

linear 0~tics.["*'~~1 The preeminent technique for probing the electronic structure of 

smdl metal clusters, in particular, the evoLution of the valence-band and core-electron 

levels with cluster size, is photoeiectron spectroscopy. This has resultetl in numer- 

ous photoemission stiiclies on supported metal clusters (see Ma~on[~''1 and references 

therein): which frequently use golcl as a mode1 material.~?g~1J'~21g~2?0~2~g~~62-2'6~ 

A significant eKort has been clevoted to the study of the core-level bincling energies 

(CBE) and line-widths detemined by x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy in order to 

 ind der stand the changes in the initial-state electronic structure (valence-electron con- 

figuration) and finai-state relwation (extra-atomic response to the positively ciiarged 

core hole created by photoionization) when going from bulk rnetal to atom (see, for 

example, DeCenzo and Wert heim13'1). 

The cluster size dependence of the valence-electron configuration. and associated 

valence-band narrowing, has been compared to the configurational changes that occur 

for surface atorns in buIk ~arn~les . [ '~l  In the Latter case, the valence-band narrowing is 

understood to arise from an s-d redistribution consisting of a reduction of the delocal- 

ized s states and d bulk states of bonding character and enhancement of the localized 

d states of non-bonding and anti-bonding character.["l The resulting decrease of the 

energy between the center of the narrorved surface atom d-band and the Fermi ievel 

pulls the density of states to Lower binding energy together wîth the cure-levels. X 

CBE shift to lower energy is also expected with decreasing cluster size bu uirtue of 

the increasing number of surface atorns in the clusters. 

On the other hand, final-state r eha t ion  processes in the biilk Mi1 decrease the 

CBE compared to that of an isolated atom.[""lis is expected from the decrease in 



conduction electron screening of the core hole produced by photoionization due to 

the discretization of the conduction band with decreasing particle ~ize.[~O1 A further 

reduction will occur as the screening provided by the cores of neighbouring atoms 

decreases due to a reduction of the effective coordination. The increase in the CBE 

with decreasing cluster size resulting from the disappearance of these bulk relaxation 

processes will be modulated by the substrate's ability to shield the final-state hole. 

Competing with the above two fundamenta1 processes is the possibility of cluster 

charging. If core-electron photoemission leaves the cluster with a unit positive charge, 

the resiilting Coulomb energy will increase the CBE by an amount that depends on 

the shape of the cl~isterl~~1 and image charge screening.l2"1 Whether or not charging 

cornes into play clepends on the abiiity of the substrate to neiitralize the cluster 

within the lifetime of the core hoie. This depends on the substrate density of stat.es 

at  the Fermi energy as well as the shape of the cluster (Le. the contact area with the 

substrate). 

Both intial- and final-state effects mentioned above will also influence the core-level 

line-width. In the case of the former effect, the Iine-width is expected to pass through 

a maximum at a surface to volume ratio equal to one by virtue of the nonequivalence 

of the surface and volume at0rns!'~~1 An increase in line-width is also expected with 

reduced screening, whether the reduction arises frorn a cluster size dependence of the 

conduction electron screening in the rneta~)*~1 or due to the surrounding environment 

(see FuggIe et ~ 1 1 ~ ~ ~ 1  and references therein). 

In this study, the CEE and line-width of gold clusters in the form of discontin- 

uous films are investigated by XPS. The fundamental effects are distinguished from 

those produced by cluster charging through depositions on both insulating (Si02) and 

conducting (ITO) substrates as opposeci to the more comrnon amorphous ~ a r b o n , [ ~ ~ l  

mhich is only poorly conducting. We also compare the trends in binding energy and 

Line-width with the optical properties of the CiIms. Optical characterization of discon- 

tinuous films provides fruitful information concerning film microstructure (Le. cluster 



size. shape, concentration ...) as a consequence of the excitation of surface plasmons, 

and concomitant absorption band in the visible.lSLI The dependence of the surface 

plasmon resonance on film microstructure is iitilized to illustrate the distinctly dif- 

ferent cluster morphotogies that can occur in discontinuous films, which is important 

in understanding some of the observed trends in the XPS core-level energies and 

line-widths. 

Experiment 

The discontinuous gold films were deposited by radio-freqiiency magnetron sput- 

tering frorn a 50 mm tliameter gold target at 60 rnTorr of Ar iising an input RF power 

of 100 W for a self-bis of -350 V. To obtain films with clifferent morphologies in a 

single deposition, the samples were ciisplaced from the magnetron a i s .  This allotved 

us to control the volitnie fraction and size of the particles comprising the films, both 

of which decrease with increasing distance from the magnetron a.uis.12"'l In the present 

work we refer to samples A, 8, . . H obtained a t  a sequentially increasing distance 

from the mis. 

The films were deposited on g l a s  siibstrates coated with - 20 nm of either Si02 or 

ITO. Additional sarnples were prepared for transmission electron microscopy analysis 

on carbon-coated copper grids. One set of samples (including those for TEM) had 

an additional SiOz layer deposited on top. The Si02 layers were prepared by plasma- 

enhanced chemical vapour deposition using SiH4/N20 chernistry in a high frequency 

plasma system described else~here.[~"t~"1 A commercial ITO-coated glass was used 

tvith a sheet resistance of lOQ/square. Both annealed and as-deposited samples were 

studied. The post-deposition anneal tvas performed a t  250" C in air for 5 hours. 

XPS anaIysis was performed in a VG ESCALAB 3 Mark II instrument with a non- 

monochromatecl MgK, source (1256.6eV) and a 0-8eV resolution. Optical transmis- 

sion spectra were taken a t  noma1 incidence on a Perkin-Elmer Lambda 19 dual-beam 



spectropho tometer. TEM was performed on the samples deposited on carbon-coated 

copper grids using a Philips Chi130 microscope. Image analysis was done using Im- 

ageTool from the University of Texas. 

7.4 Results and Discussion 

7.4.1 Optical Characterization of Supported Clusters 

The transmission spectra of <as-deposited and annealed films on Si02 and annealed 

films on ITO are shown in Fig. 7.1 together with the respective substrates. In al1 the 

spectra the SPR band is clearly visible indicating that gold exists in the form of small 

particles. The dependence of the SPR band on the position of the sarnple relative 

to the magnetron a'tis is due to the variation in film microstructure. The increased 

transmission with increased distance is predominantly due to a recluced gold content 

in the film, and thus reduced inter-bancl ab~or~tion.1~~1 

The retluced gold content also contributes to the blue-shift that is observed with in- 

creasing distance from the mis and results from a decrease in dipole-dipole i n t e r a c t i o n ~ . [ ' ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ 1  

A second contribution to the blue-shift arises from the presence of a core-polarization- 

free surface layer,1100?L07~2101 the inHuence of which increases with decreasing partide 

size. The observed broadening of the SPR with clecreasing gold content is also an 

effect of the finite size of the particles. In particular. the wiclth is expected to increase 

linearly with inverse particle s i~e , [~ ' I  and is associated with the relaxation effects dis- 

cussed in Section '7.2.[6'"ts01 

The blue-shift and narrowing of the SPR upon annealing the samples on Si02 is 

indicative of a transition from flattened particles, perhaps coagulated or partiaIly 

coalescetl, to t hat of Iarger, rvell-kolated sphericai particles wi t h a narrower size 

~listribittion.~~~~*~~~~*~~'~1 Similar changes were observed when snnealing the ITO sam- 

pies. The red-shifted and broadened SPR bands for the clusters on ITO compared 

to the samples on Sioz are not due to rnorphology effects. They resuit, rather, from 
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Figure 7.1: Optical transmission spectra of discontinuous films deposited 
at varying distances from the magnetron mis: (a) as-deposited on SiO?, 
(b) annealed on SiO2, and (c) annealed on ITO. Solid lines correspond 
to the respective substrate spectra, 



the higher refractive index of the ITO compared to Si02 which affects the shape 

of the SPR through its influence on the image charge i n t e r a c t i ~ n . I ~ ~ " * ~ ~ ~ l  -4 second 

contribution is the possibility of charge transfer reactions at the Xu/ITO interface, 

so-called chernical interface darnping.1321 CID effects have been used to account for the 

large broadening of the SPR for Ag in different reactive matrices.13'1 and is especialIy 

pronounced in Ag/ITO cerrnet~,l '~~l 

7.4.2 XPS Characterization of Supported Clusters 

The Ail 4f cote-lever spectra for the annealecl samples on SiO2 are shown in 

Fig 7.2. Since the samples have been esposed to air, some clegree of contamina- 

tion is e ~ ~ e c t e d . l ? ~ ~ 1  Hoivever, the ;If core-level spectra ivere well clescribed iising only 

tivo peaks corresponding to golcl, as opposecl to the multiple peaks recpired for golcl 

present in its several characteristic osiclation ~tates.['~'l -4s such, we are confident that 

the peaks correspond to elemental golcl. 

The shift and the FWHM of the i \ l i  (IfïlL, core-level peak with atomic concentration 

for the as-deposited and annealed sarnples on SiOz ancl annealecl samples on ITO are 

shown in Fig. 7.3. The atomic concentration \vas cleterminecl iising peak area and 

peak height sensitivity factors corresponding to a homogeneous sample, ancl, as such, 

is qualitative, and indicates only the relative concentration of gold. The plotted shift 

is relative to the bulk binding energy (84.0eV) and has been corrected for substrate 

charging using the adventitious hydrocarbon C 1s peak at 284.8eV as reference. 

The as-deposited samples on Si02 show both an increase in CBE and line-width 

but with a different dependence on concentration above and below 5at.%. This 

concentration can be associated with a transition from a microstructure consisting 

of coagulated or partially coalesced flattened particles to that of a film consisting 

of isolated, more spherical clusters. LVe note that the CBE and line-tvidth of the 

as-deposited films m r e  sensitive to the x-ray flux. At higher Hu-x, the CBE and 

line-width obtained corresponded to those of the annealed samples. ive attribute 
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Figure 7.2: The dependence of the 4 u  4f core-Ievel spec- 
tra on atomic concentration for annealed films on Si02. 
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Figure 7.3: The dependence of the CBE and FWHM of the .A11 -!f7/* 
peak on atomic concentration. 

this to local heating due to the irradiation which effectively anneaIs the samples. In 

fact, discoloration of the analysed spot, indicative of a change in microstructure, was 

clearly observed for the fiIms with higher gold content. 

The changes that occur upon annealing c m  be understood from the morphologica1 

changes suggested by the transmission spectra. The measured gold content is reduced 

as a result of decreased surface coverage as the clusters become more sphericd. This 

also results in Iarger CBE shifts due to the decreased contact area of the clusters wvith 

the substrate (and, t hus, less efficient charge neutralization) . The accornpanying de- 

crease in cluster size distribution results in reduced Iine-widt hs. The smoot h increase 



in the binding energy and line-wiclth suggest that, unlike the as-deposited samples, 

the clusters here are well isolated, even a t  higher gold volume fractions. However, the 

samples on Si02 rnake evident a second transition a t  Sat.% consisting of a negative 

CBE shift with decreasing concentration. 

The transition a t  2at.% is more disctinct for the annealed films on ITO since, in 

this case, the positive CBE shift due to cluster charging is absent: the resevoir of 

electrons in the ITO is able to neutralize the clusters within the Iifetime of the core 

hole. (We note t hat charge transfer was already suggested by the severely broadened 

SPR of these films.) The highly polarizable conduction electrons in the ITO will also 

mask any change in the final-state relmation of the particles by providing efficient 

screening of the core hole. The CBE shift and line-width for the ITO sampies is, thiis, 

due to initial-state electronic structure effects, and the second transition marks a S/V 

a t  which the surface atoms begin to play an important role in cletermining the CEE. 

We note that the CBE shift of surface atoms in bulk gold is -0 .4e~ , [ '~ l  compared to 

our value of -0.32eV at 1 ah.%+ 

7.4.3 XPS Characterization of Ernbedded Cliisters 

The embedded clusters were prepared by depositing an additional Si02 layer 

(< 10 nm) on top of the discontinuous films deposited on SiOi. These Si02/Au/SiOp 

structures were simultaneousiy deposited on carbon-coated copper grids for S E M  

analysis. The rnulti-layer structure ensures identical sets of samples since they are 

both surrounded by SiO2: rvhich aIso serves to minimize the influence of the prob- 

ing beams (Le. both the x-rays in the XPS analysis and the electrons in the TEM 

analysis) . The TEM micrographs for samples deposited at dXerent distances from 

the magnetron axis are shown in Fig. 7.4. The particle radius, R, and size distribu- 

tion obtained from a detailed image analysis of a 375600 nm2 area (i.e. 400 to 4000 

particles) are s h o w  in Fig. T.5.  

The CBE shift and FWHM versus l /R is shown in Fig. 7.6. We note that the 



Figure 7.4: TEM micrographs of films deposited at varying 
distances frorn the magnetron axis. Bar indicates 20 nm. 
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Figure 7.5: Particle size distributions obtained from image 
analysis of the samples in Fig. 7.4. 

Figure 7.6: The dependence of the CBE and FWHM of the Au 4f7/* peak on 
reciprocal particle size for chsters in SiOz corresponding to TEM micrographs 
in Fig. 7-4. Triangles represent measurements on the 3-D film- Dashed Iine 
corresponds to the charging-induced shift: ABE - e2/2R.  



higher CBE shifts compared to the respective samples on Si02 arise from the absence 

of image charge screening which reduces the charging shift to about ~ne-half.[*~~l A re- 

cliiction of the charging due to the increased contact area with the SiO* is, apparently, 

of seconclary importance. The CBE shift expected from the unit charge on a çphere 

( e 2 / 2 R )  is also shown in the figure, and does not account for the measured shift, 

siiggesting that both relamtion efrects and cluster charging have to be considered for 

the larger cliisters. 

The leveling-off of the CBE shift is indicative of the increasing importance of the 

surface atoms. and hence, i n i t i aka t e  effects. The initially linear clependence of the 

line-width on cliister size is a further indication of initial-state effects (i.e. S/Cr .v 

l / R ) .  ancl the leveling-off at  srnaller clusters is suggestive of the peak anticipated 

for clusters with half the atoms on the surface ,mcl half in the volume. espected at 

R - 1.2 nn1.l'" A contribution to the leveling-off of the line-width tvith decreasing 

cliister size is also expected from the decreasing size distribution observed in Fig. 7.5. 

We have also attempted to prepare isolatecl gold atoms embedded in SiO2 using 

simultaneoiis RF spiittering of the gold and PECVD of the ~ i 0 ~ . 1 ~ ~ ~ I  thereby lirniting 

particle growth that anses from migration of gold atoms across the substrate surface. 

The 3-D films procluced in this way have shown the same ~ore-levelI~~~."~1 and valence 

bandli71 behaviour observed in the 2-D discontinuous films. A 230 nm thick film tvith 

a 7% gold volume fraction was cieposited. The absence of gold particles consisting of 

more than a fetv atoms was verified €rom the transmission spectrum which showed no 

sign of the SPR (see Ref. 31, Fig. 3b). 

I'deasurement of the CBE shift and FIVXM of the 4fv2 level of the 3-D film gave 

0.66 eV and l.SeV, respectively, both of which are srnaller than the corresponding 

measurements on sampIe F in Fig. 7.1. The initiaI-state effect suggested by the 

measurements on the supported samp[es (Le. decrease in CBE with decreasing gold 

content) is, thus, also obsewed in the ernbedded samples. Furthermore, the peak 

in the line-width versus l /R, expected from the distinct nature of the surface and 



volume atoms, is observetl, and lies within the appropriate size range. 

7.5 Summary and Conclusions 

We have demonstrated the influence of the microstructure of cliscontinuous gold 

films on 'CPS core-level energies and line-widths. identically prepared sarnples give 

vastly differcnt results clepending on post-deposition heat treatments. The same is 

true for the optical trarismission spectra. We have applieci the known ciependence of 

the SPR absorption band on cluster morphotogy to draw the following conclusion: 

Annealecl films consist of \vell-isolatecl clusters with a, srnail size distribution and can 

be characteriml in terrns of cliister radii. This alloivs reliable information concerning 

the fundamental processes (initial- and Final-state effects) that influence the CBE 

ancl line-width to be deterrnineri. On the other hanrl. as-deposited films are likeiy to 

corisist of coagulated a,ncl,'or partialIy coalescecl srnail cliisters. the effects of which 

dominate over the funclarnental processes. 

XPS characterization of annealed discontiniroiis films deposited on both irisulating 

and condiicting substrates. as weII as embeddetl in an insiilatirig matris. h a  nllowed 

us to identify specific effects reIclted to (i) electronic structure, (ii) reluation, and 

(iii) cluster charge. incluclirig the influence of image charge screening. 
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Chapter 8 

Conclusion 

This work has tlemonstrated the ability to protfiice nanocomposite thin filrris pos- 

sessing microstructures which adhere closely to that assiirnetI in etrective medium 

theories, namely isolated rnetal particles tvith n smnll size tlistribution embecldetl in 

a dielectric matrix which serves only as a structureless host material. Such nanocom- 

posite films were realized through the use O €  PECVD materials (PPFC and S i G )  as 

matrices. owing to their amorphous and compact striictiire. in combination with  the 

use of gold as the enibedcied nanoparticles, owing to its chemical inertness. 

The optical response of these nanocomposite filnis were iised to illustrate two types 

of behaviour inherent to such systems: The first one concerns the effects prescribed 

by effective medium formalisms, narnely the influence of dipoIe-dipole interaction 

a t  high particle concentrations? and image charge interaction in the presence of a 

substrate/matrïx interface. It also concerns effect-s not included in effective medium 

theory, nameIy the observation of the onset of phase retarclation and scattering. 

The second one concerns the particle size dependence of the optical constants 

of gold. The ideal microstructure combined ivi th sensitive ellipsometric as tvell as 

photometric optical measurements has permitted the observation of several important 

effects that occur with ciecreasing particle size: (i) a shift of the inter-band absorption 

edge to lomr energy, (ii) a decrease in the siope OF the edge, (iii) the broadening 



of features due to inter-concluction band transitions, and (iv) a SPR wiclth that is 

narrower for a given particle size than previously observed. 

The particle size dependence of the core response tviis attribiitecl to an increase in 

structural disorder with decreasing size. The increasing disorder in the atomic struc- 

ture is understood to arise from a combination of stress-indriced Inttice tleforrnation 

and the increasing percentage O €  surface atoms which are more weakly bound and 

less restricted in their therrnai motion by virtue of their retluced coorclitia~ion. This 

interpretation is supported by the similarity of the particle size-inducccl inter-band 

changes with those that occur iipon transition to the liquid state. 

The narrow SPR is attributed to a smrtll particle size distribiitiori cornbinecl with a 

non-reactive metal/cIielectric interface. Attempts at quant ifjing t lie r t h t  ion betiveeri 

the particle size and the SPR wiclth has led to a calculatecl broaclening parameter 

-4 = 0.15, much lower than those predicted by classical models. ancl more in-line, 

though still lower, than those predicted by quantum mechanical models. The value 

corresponding to the 2-D .4u/Si02 system is quoted since is was obtainecl from a 

detailed image anaiysis of TEM micrographs, and is, thus, more accurate t han the -4 = 

0.25 determined from the 3-D Au/PPFC system, for which a statistical determination 

of the particle size could not be performed. 

The identification of a broadening parameter is, to a smaII extent, arbitrary in 

that an assumption must be made ivith regard to the bulk contribution to the SPR 

ividth, For example, it was assumed that this contribution was negIigible in the case 

of the 3-D Au/Si02 films onring to the high temperature anneal (Le. 900°C), and 

supposed lack of lattice defects other than the deformation induced by the surface. 

where as a TB = 5 x  IO-^^ seconds was assurned in the case of the discontinuous 

FiIrns which were only annealed to 250°C. The justification of this approach, and the 

accuractcy of an .A value of about 0.15 lies in the aggreement betmeen the observed and 

predicted onset of phase retardation and scatterhg effects (Le. at  R - 15 - 20 nm), 

The results of this work are relevant on two accounts: the first one concerns the 



characterization of finite size effects using a non-invasive spectroscopy which can be 

compared to more intrusive methods, in particular, TEM and XPS. The second con- 

cerns the current and potential applications of nanocomposite films. In regard to 

heterogeneous catalysis, the dependence of the electronic properties on the particle 

size and on the support material are essential for a better unclerstanding of the en- 

hanced activity inherent to srnall particle systems. In regard to nonlinear optical 

materials for telecommunications, the abiiity to fabricate a nanocomposite material 

in a thin film format that adheres to a microstructure assumed in effective medium 

models is essential in the optimization of the local field enhancenierit factor. and, 

hence, the device performance. In regard to nanoscale electronics, the observation of 

particle charging, as suggested by sorne of the experiments? implies the potential for 

manipulation of the electron density, usually ascribed only to semiconductors. and 

a concomitant wealth of potential applications. For esample, one can envision the 

fabrication of transistors that are sensitive to the charge of a single electron by virtue 

of the ultralow capacitance of the particle/dielectric junction. 

The natiiral continuation of this work consists of the extension of the characteri- 

zation rnethoclology to other metal/dielectric systems in order to provide additional 

experimental data on which to base theoretical moclels concerning finite size efftlcts, in 

particular, the still unresolved questions of the magnitude ancl frequency dependence 

of A. Work in this regard has dready commenced with the successful preparation of 

Ag/Si02 nanocomposite films using the dual MS/PECVD approach. X more noveel 

system that can be envisioned is the fabrication of ITO particles which would possess 

a SPR in the ir by virture of the Iorver electron density. 

In a different context, further research would consist of a more critical treatment of 

the microstructural dependence on fabrication conditions (glow discharge parameters 

and deposition system configuration). In particdar, it is desirabIe to control the 

particle size without the need to resort to high temperature thermal treatments. This 

would open the door to the fabrication of novel vacuum-deposited matrix-embedded 



metd/chrornophore systems relevant to device application in the field of dl-opticai 

switching. 
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